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ABSTRACT
The project Tejp explores various possibilities for overlaying
personal traces on public spaces through physical interaction and
parasitic methods. A series of low-tech prototypes drawing
inspiration from existing urban practices, are tested in real settings
with the general public. We stage the prototypes as props and
people as performers to discover and uncover emerging
behaviours, and to derive design implications for location-based
information systems that make full use of the physicality of public
spaces.

Keywords
Embodied physical interaction, personalisation of public space,
physical environment, location-based information systems,
interaction design, urban sub-cultural practices

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Motivation
Prompted by the excess of commercial media pervading the
public arena, the research and design project Tejp aims at
encouraging playful ways for indivduals to personalise territory
and at providing a space and sounding board for existing social
relationships between residents, passers-by and potential players
in the public arena. The aim of the project is to provide
technological tools and situations for layering personal traces on
public physical spaces for others to discover. We promote
technologically enabled personal expression that can happen any
day, in any public space without the need for group organization
or ownership of specific devices.
Builiding upon existing alternative channels of public expresion
and communication for everyday people such as graffiti, stickers,
posters and bulletin boards, we perform a series of experiments by
deploying low-tech prototypes in the public realm. This allows us
to explore various types of physical interaction for authoring,
layering and accessing digital information on public space, and to
uncover how this interaction influences meaning, content and
user’s behaviour.

This paper was presented at "Physical Interaction (PI03) –
Workshop on Real World User Interfaces", a workshop at
the Mobile HCI Conference 2003 in Udine (Italy). September
8, 2003. The copyright remains with the authors.
Further information and online proceedings are available at
http://www.medien.informatik.uni-muenchen.de/en/events/pi03/

Figure 1. Found example of existing parasitic means of
personalising public space.

1.2 Related Work
Tejp is related to projects in the fields of ubiquitous computing
and augmented reality [e.g. 5, 9 11 12], interaction design [e.g. 1,
6, 7] and in particular to location-based information systems [e.g.
4], which connect digital information to physical space. For
example, the project Hear&There enables people to leave virtual
audio imprints at particular places, with content that is created by
the users themselves, located with GPS on a map through a PDA,
and accessed through headphones. GeoNotes focuses on the
“communicatory, social and navigational implications of the mass
usage” [4] of text-based systems, addressing the issue of
information overload and introducing the notion of social
filtering.
In Tejp, we concentrate on the tangible and semantic aspects of
interaction between the user and that information space, and take
advantage of the physicality of the environment. The ultimate goal
is to facilitate the personalisation of public spaces by everyday
people, exploring parasitic communication as means of adding
and revealing layers of content on physical space.

1.3 Approach
Each place has emotions, meanings, and content that are related or
attributed to them. These are linked to the context in which they
are created and are affected by the cultural and cognitive filters
through which they are perceived. For example, the interpretation
of traffic signs depends upon placement and knowledge of traffic
laws. Reciprocally, their presence determines the use and meaning
of crossroads at which they are placed. Inspired by parasitic media
theory [10] and the work of the Situationists [2], we are interested
in the creation of new such layers of content for places, without
altering their intrinsic structure or function (Fig. 1). We aim at
providing people with a means of superimposing personal layers
of content on the physical environment (like communities do with
stickers and posters, f. ex.) as well as revealing hidden layers of
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understanding (as if x-raying unperceivable facets of reality in
public spaces), thereby supporting the insertion of new meanings
into places and their personalisation.

upon those structures (walls, urban furniture, existing web of
mobile communications, electrical apparatus, etc), using them as
support by incorporating them into their functionality.

In terms of content, we recognise the need for incorporating
dimensions of subtlety, abstraction and even poetry or subversion
into the palette of possibilities, in order for such systems to be
meaningful for user. Technology, body, media and context of use
play a major role in how the user can express themselves with
location-based information systems, mostly due to the fact that the
interaction they enable can limit, widen or at least influence
content and engagement. Hence, there is a strong need to focus on
and explore more physical, embodied means of layering
information on physical space, instead of assuming the prevalence
of screen-based interaction with PDAs or head-mounted displays.

2.2.2

Rather than focusing on the technology or prescribing interaction
procedures, we design a space of possibilities for the interaction to
take place within and for meaningful, embodied use to emerge.
Through the exploration of this space, we aim to derive informed
design implications for location-based information systems,
enabling the communication of personal experience and
expression.

2. METHOD
The methods we employ actively involve people as performers in
an iterative prototyping process, while permitting and encouraging
the public to expand their notions of what is permissible in the
public realm.

2.1 Low-Tech Prototypes as Props
In order to explore new and provocative ideas about authoring,
accessing and layering digital information on public physical
space as well as the behaviours this incurs, we created a series of
various low-tech prototypes to test on-site with users.
These prototypes are used as props, allowing us to gain insight
into the user’s motivations and experiences by observing how
people interact with them in real settings. Thereby, we explore
how the physical attributes of the props and the technological
options we propose through them influence information content,
users’ behaviours and conveyed meaning. Performing these
experiments in the public setting also reveals the relationship
between these aspects of interaction and the actual context of use.
In each case, we focus on different design parameters, such as the
medium that is used or the synchronicity of the communication.
These parameters are not orthogonal in terms of their influence on
the resulting interaction, preventing us from isolating them and
testing each parameter one at a time. Therefore we incorporate
redundancy in the design of the prototypes as a means of
confirming relationships of cause and effect through reoccurring
patterns.

2.2 Designing for Embodied Interaction
We are designing for natural, embodied interaction [3] to occur,
both socially and cognitively, with potential for adoption into
everyday life. Therefore, it is important for the prototypes to be
open, tangible [8] and inspired by existing cultural practice.

2.2.1

Tangibility

Designing for this context of use implies embedding the
physicality and use of the devices into the physical environment.
Instead of being displayed on PDA screens or virtual acoustic
spaces, the content they convey are mediated as parasites of
physical media and existing urban structures. The prototypes build

Openness

The prototypes are voluntarily kept simple in order to focus upon
the interaction rather than the technology they represent. Each of
them only hints at the nature of their application without imposing
a procedure of use. Thus, they are open to unexpected emerging
uses and behaviours, leaving space for appropriation and
adaptability, as well as honest engagement, both experientially
and creatively.

2.2.3

Cultural Grounding

The physical attributes of the prototypes, appearance, possible
modes of interaction, and placement are inspired by existing urban
practices and street culture, in order to ground the experiments in
real people’s understanding of public places and the urban
environment.
Although emerging sub-cultural issues already play critical roles
in our society, they are usually given little design attention. We
access current communication procedures taking place in the
public space by performing observations of sites and behaviours,
as well as interviews of traditional and alternative, amateur and
established street and graffiti artists. This gives us insight into
sub-cultural motivations and perception of current modes of
public messaging, as well as a confirmation of the need for new
alternative channels. Building upon everyday urban (mal)practices
and aesthetics of use, we allow for new experiences and ways of
communicating, sharing, or revealing to occur.

2.3 Testing and Derivation of Design
Implications
The prototypes are tested on site through specifically crafted
tactics and placement. Testing procedures and experiments range
from outdoors workshops, to stakeouts and video filming. A
dozen of users are involved in order to ensure a certain critical
mass, all of which are also asked to document their own
experience with photographs, narratives, drawings, etc. Accidental
protagonists are also observed.
We then derive design implications based upon reoccurring
patterns of people’s (mis)use of the prototypes and emerging
narratives.

3. PROTOTYPES
Our series of prototypes vary in terms of technology, appearance,
interaction and theme. They range in themes from intimacy and
public interruption to give-and-take and hacking, exploring
notions of appropriation, meaning of places and situations, and
social rituals. The two following prototypes are described more
in-depth as first examples of this series.

3.1 Tejp 1: Audio Tags
An audio tag is a small box containing an audio message that
once recorded can be left at hidden places in public spaces. This
personal message is whispered to by-passers as they lean towards
the device. People then have the possibility to record over the
existing messages with their own.
The prototypes, which are made from hacked low-cost gadgets,
contain a sampler buffer, a small microphone, a small speaker, an
IR proximity sensor and a recording button (Fig. 2). People can
record their message by holding the button pressed, and fix the
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tags on walls or other structures in urban environment. The
proximity sensor triggers the playback of the audio recording
when someone is in its proximity. The size of the devices is about
a few cm3 only.

The design of the audio-tags incorporates the following aspects:
-

-

explicit vs. implicit interaction: leaning toward a wall to
listen vs. triggering the audio by accident when just
passing by in front of it
small size factor, implying discreteness
sound as media
physical structures, such as walls, as a support to
parasite
asynchronous, distributed communication

4.1.2 Glitch

Figure 2: Electronics of an audio tag

3.2 Tejp 2: Glitch
In Glitch, interference caused when passers-by receive incoming
messages and phone calls, are loudly broadcasted at a public place
with high traffic potential, such as bus stops or busy street
corners. If the speaker array is f. ex. linearly disposed along a
usual pedestrian path, the glitches stalk the mobile user during the
whole phase of mobile communication initiation.
The prototypes are arrays of powered-on loudspeakers picking up
electromagnetic interferences from mobile phones. The
experiment is split into two separate prototypes: one using a
standard antenna and installed in a grid formation, and another
one parasiting off existing metallic urban structures such as fences
or rubbish bins in the city, re-using them as antennas (Fig. 3).

As opposed to overlaying information, Glitch is about revealing a
hidden layer of personal communication in public space.
Following the situationist tactic of détournement [2], it re-situates
a familiar auditory phenomenon usually taking place at homes or
offices, into the unexpected setting of outdoor urban
environments. As the nature and origin of the noises are familiar
to most people and easily identifiable, yet the speakers remain
hidden, a situation of interruption is created, highlighting the
virtual and pervasive layer of mobile phones communication.
Glitch is designed taking the following parameters into
consideration:
-

abstracted content, in the form of electroacoustic
glitches
sound as media
electromagnetic bandwidth for mobile communication
as a support to parasite
synchronous, mobile communication
recycling of urban structures as a part of the device

4.2 User Engagement Space
Observables of people’s involvements inside the design
parameters we have created are content, placement, modes of
initiation, and interaction behaviours. People’s perspective of the
experiment can change depending on what role they play, from
placers and seekers (insiders actively engaged in the experiments)
to accidental finders (outsiders in the general public).

4.3 Analysis Space
The analysis of the observations is concerned with:
Figure 3: The two versions of Glitch: using a standard
antenna and parasiting a metallic fence.

-

4. DESIGN SPACES
The aspects that these prototypes explore vary in terms of physical
attributes, medium, and explicitness, affecting the type of content,
emerging behaviours, and meaning that result from our
experimentation. Mapping the design factors and test results to
each other allows us to derive general design implications for
embodied interaction with location based information systems.

4.1 Exploration Space
4.1.1 Audio Tags
Audio tags illustrate the notion of overlaying personal traces.
Their small size yet identifiable design keeps their discovery
serendipitous. By being placed on the physical environment and
only making themselves heard within a certain radius, the tags
open a space of intimacy inside the public realm.

-

types of emotion and meaning conveyed by the content
relationships between content and placement, thus
between meaning and context
reactions to sound as media
changed perception of place when interacting with
device
feelings of intimacy vs. disturbances as result of
discreteness and initiation modes
influence of the physicality of the device on the
interaction

5. CONCLUSION
We introduced the project Tejp, which explores various
possibilities for overlaying personal traces on public spaces
through a series of on-site experiments. By focusing on tangible
interactions between the user and the information space and
grounding the experiments in cultural understanding of existing
urban practices of personal expression, we design for embodied
uses, meaningful content and interesting behaviours to emerge.
Obvious issues of legality, acceptance, and fear of electronic
objects deployed in the public realm are present and need to be
addressed and solved. Ultimately, the results of the experiments
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will derive informed design implications for location-based
information systems.
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ABSTRACT

Voice based applications nowadays are difficult to author compared
to conventional ones; yet there is an increasing need for such applications in mobile environment. A reason for this difficulty is that
application developers must tackle with relatively low level programming interfaces for voice based applications. This paper introduces “audio widgets” – a notion of higher level building blocks
for such applications that ease modularizing and re-use.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Voice based applications are an important building block of future
ubiquitous and mobile computing environments. The reason is that
such applications may be used in situations where hands and eyes
must be free to use – e.g. while driving a car – or that the device is
too small to support display and/or keyboard. Our research group
is currently developing such a device designed to be small enough
to fit into a headset [8].
While the concepts of interfaces based on windows, icons, menus
and pointers (WIMP-interfaces) are widely known and adopted by
programmers, there is no such generally adopted higher-level paradigm
for voice based user interfaces. Instead, developers have to deal
with various elements. For handling input, developers must deal
with the grammars supplying models to understand the users’ utterances. In most cases, context-free grammars (CFGs) are used for
this purpose which consist of hand-crafted rules derived from the
developer’s inherent knowledge of the language or from corpusbased linguistic knowledge. Especially n-gram based grammars
may be a powerful alternative in cases when the word order of the
input is irrelevant. The output of voice based applications usually
consists of either pre-recorded sentences or of textual data converted into audio via a text-to-speech engine. For example whether
there should be acoustical clues for the users or whether the output
should be structured, developers must implement such solutions for
themselves.
One of the downsides of these approaches for voice based applications is that re-usability of grammars is very limited. Developers

This paper was presented at "Physical Interaction (PI03) Workshop on
Real World User Interfaces", a workshop at the Mobile HCI Conference
2003 in Udine (Italy). September 8, 2003. The copyright remains with
the authors. Further information and online proceedings are available at
http://www.medien.informatik.uni-muenchen.de/en/events/pi03/

are likely to re-implement most of the grammar if they encounter
similar problems in different applications. Another pitfall is internationalization which may require large part of the user interface
handling code to be rebuilt if other languages do not resemble the
original language closely.
This paper presents an approach that implements the notion of widgets from GUIs to audio based user interfaces. Whereas the term
widget originally is targeted towards window gadgets, we conceive
it to be much more general, as a high level building block of user
interfaces. The idea of “audio widgets” therefore is a generalization
of the idea of graphical widgets; in both cases widgets are higher
level building blocks that abstract the core functionality of the interface (drawing pixels or creating grammars). Furthermore, the idea
may easily be extended to other modalities as well, e.g. gestures or
hardware buttons.

2. EXISTING SOLUTIONS
2.1 Context Free Grammars

Most solutions commercially available support context free grammars. Rules for such grammars usually are authored in a BNF-like
notation and may include references to other rules, text literals and
variable names as well as designators for optional and repeatable
elements.
When authoring a rule one can use the following techniques: sequences for elements that occur after another, alternatives, optional
elements and iterations of elements. Often also some form of recursion is allowed.
The Java Speech API Grammar Format [10] (JSGF) is a platform
and vendor independent textual representation of CFGs. It targets
only voice input as the application may use an arbitrary Java API
for generating the output. The Java Speech API provides means
for loading and deleting grammars into a speech recognizer and the
ability to create a grammar at runtime. JSGF grammars provide a
set of rules which may be activated and deactivated once loaded.
Each rule must have a unique name in order to reference it. In
order to prevent naming conflicts, rules may be put into packages
which provide separate namespaces. A rule may contain literal text,
or reference to other rules. When using references right recursions
are allowed. Programmers of the JSGF define the grammars in their
application and apply them as necessary. They receive events once
a particular grammar matches; programmers are free to interpret
and handle these events as needed.
While JSGF extends the Java platform by additional means of input
and output, VoiceXML [12] has a broader view towards voice based
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applications, it also targets output and navigation. VoiceXML applications are similar to web based applications: they are created by
a server-side scripting technology and then interpreted by a Voice
Browser which combines voice recognition and text-to-speech engines. VoiceXML applications consist of several forms that contain
audio output and may define fields for entering data. VoiceXML
provides several pre-defined fields for often used input elements
(e.g. free form text, numbers, selections), developers can also use
grammars to create their own fields. For navigation, VoiceXML
forms can use URLs to link to others; also there is a special construct for menus that automatically creates the grammar necessary
to select an entry. Currently VoiceXML only supports CFGs to an
extent similar to JSGF and a grammar format for tone dial phones,
although there are attempts to allow other grammars as well [11].

2.2 N-Grams

There are several types of statistics based grammars, the most widely
used are N-Grams. N-Grams use a matrix that describes the probability of any word being entered based on an arbitrarily sized vector
of previously recognized words. Compared to CFGs, n-gram based
grammars are rarely used in commercial products.
N-grams are difficult to author as they usually are created using a
sample text that is analyzed for its probabilities. This means that
the text must be representative of future inputs. If an n-gram does
not prove to be useful, one must alter the sample text and re-analyze
it which leads to long development times when compared to CFGs.
Yet there are some methods that ease creating n-grams either by
using intermediate representations of the sample text, e.g. CFGs [4]
or by using local n-grams which are merged together [9].

3.

AUDIO WIDGETS

The idea of audio widgets was developed as part of our group’s
M UNDO project [5]. One of the goals of this project is to deliver a
basic device that can operate hands- and eyes-free so that its user
can focus on the task she is doing. Additionally, the device should
work both in a disconnected and an online environment, with the
ability to enhance its built in speech recognition by a server-based
one if it is online.
We found that this was difficult to achieve using an approach based
only on grammar descriptions for several reasons:
Application designers must make a tradeoff between responsiveness and robustness of the system (the less rules the better) and ease of use (the more rules the better). In case of a
dynamic environment which may change from online to disconnected mode and back again, the rule sets for both modes
may differ strongly because of the limited capabilities of the
built in recognition engine.
If a recognition engine has special features (e.g. n-gram
grammars), developers must explicitly write code using these
features. Therefore, an upgraded engine may have little to no
impact on existing programs.
M UNDO will allow users to associate other devices to the
basic device. Such other devices may feature additional output capabilities such as displays. If developers wanted to use
such multimodal environments with grammar based applications, they would have to write an additional graphical user
interface by hand.

Dialog
Title: Schedule Appointment

String
Title: “Subject”

Logical Group

Date/Time
Title: “Start”
default Date: today
default Time: now
confirmation required

Boolean
Title: “private”

Date/Time
Title: “End”
default Date: start Date
default Time: start Time + 1h
confirmation required

Figure 1: The logical tree of a dialog for a time scheduling application
In order to circumvent these issues, we use audio widgets as an
higher level representation of the developer’s intent. When using
widgets, one must not change the application but only the widget
instance to adapt to changes of the underlying recognition engine.
Additionally application developers do not have learn how to author
different grammars as this task is delegated to the widget developer.

3.1 Architecture

M UNDO defines an abstraction layer that differentiates between a
logical user interface and its realization. Application developers
specify the logical content using abstract widget items that form a
tree. The tree contains the data types to be input and output as well
as meta- data describing e.g. the title of the element, its priority and
recommended presentations of the widget.

Figure 1 shows a tree for the logical user interface for scheduling
appointments. The tree’s leaves specify logical widgets that define
the data type to be entered and the meta-data necessary to identify
the widget. The title may be rendered into prompts, can be used to
disambiguate input data (“Set start date to tomorrow”), etc. Other
meta-data entries define default elements and whether the content
should be entered explicitly or whether the user just needs to acknowledge precalculated data. The logical tree also serves as a
means for structuring widgets into related elements. In the above
figure, the date/time entries are more closely related to each other,
so they are contained inside a logical group. The software that
transforms the logical into the realization tree uses the grouping as
a hint that it should place the widgets in the same hierarchy level.
At runtime we transform the tree for the logical user interface into
a tree of concrete widgets based on the knowledge of the device.
Such a transformation may map one or more logical widget to one
realization widget and it may flatten or raise the hierarchy of the
tree (c.f. [1, 2]).
Such a layer of indirection has been proven useful in the past [6] –
a device is not required to support all logical widgets (as many of
them may be mapped to one realization widget) thus saving space
which is a crucial point for embedded devices. The varying hierarchy allows easy access to all information in cases when the environment permits it – e.g. if the server side speech recognition can
resolve ambiguities – and fast access to crucial information in limited environments at the cost of users having to traverse additional
hierarchy levels for less important information. Also, this architecture can be easily adapted to support additional modalities. For
example, in order to render a logical widget onto a GUI, the GUI’s
own widgets can be used as realization widgets.
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Finally, the runtime environment creates the concrete representation of the widgets specific for the environment out of the realization widget. For voice based applications, input widgets are converted either into CFGs of different grammar formats or into other
grammar specifications available within the environment; output
widgets typically are transformed into wave audio using text-tospeech (with parameters set by the widget) or prerecorded audio.
Realization widgets are transformed into the appropriate representation as near to the device as possible – in most cases this will be
done on the device itself.
While this paper explicitly targets voice based interaction, the architecture for mapping logical widgets is extensible. They may be
mapped onto several other modalities apart from voice and graphics. We are currently extending the headset device by a limited
number of buttons and a weel for entering continuous data. In a
next step, we will adopt the widget paradigm to this additional input modality. One could also think of gesture based input widget
or of an output widget that renders status information to a device
glowing in different colors for different statuses.

3.2 Developing Widgets

Disconnecting the design of grammars from the design of audio
widgets also means, that there is a need for a set of standard widgets. Also, it should be possible to create new widgets as special
needs for inputting and outputting data arise. The design of realization widgets and logical widgets should be comparable, even it the
latter ones deal with higher level abstractions. For logical widgets,
developers must provide a mapping to the appropriate realization
widgets, for realization ones a mapping to grammars and parameters of the speech synthesis.
Although developers can develop entirely new widgets just by creating new classes, it is advisable to subclass already existing ones.
In most cases, the development of new widgets will result in adding
additional constraints to already existing ones. By constraining
widgets, one can easily model affordances into the user interface
while utilizing the power of the general purpose widgets: they are
fine tuned to the execution environment and abstract from the grammar used – in a mobile environment a widget can consist of a CFG
minimizing the recognizer’s complexity, in server based environments it may use a more powerful recognition engine without further modifications.
A likely candidate for subclassing is the select one out of many
list which presents its users a set of mutually exclusive choices. In
the general case, this list should support arbitrarily long lists which
means that, when prompting the user, it only gives away its title.
To create a logical widget for entering booleans, a developer can
subclass the list and make the following modifications:
Create a prompt that indicates that this is a question with the
answers “yes” and “no”
Fill the list with standard items that are possible answers.
This may include items such as “yeah” and “nope”
Provide a mapping from the list item selected by the user to
the appropriate boolean value

By using a list instead of creating an entirely new widget, this new
boolean widget benefits from various implementations of the existing widget.

3.3 Prototype

We have developed a prototype that implements a dialer functionality for a Voice over IP application using audio widgets. Currently, it
uses only two types of widgets: a descriptive text that is rendered by
a text-to-speech synthesizer and the “1 out of many list” mentioned
above. The descriptive text is used in the prototype whenever the
application wants to create a prompt for the user, the list contains
the names of all members in our research group.
The prototype is written in Java and uses IBM’s JSGF implementation based on ViaVoice. As a text-to-speech engine, it uses the
default ViaVoice implementation without any modifications. For
input recognition, it converts widgets into context free grammars.
Currently there exists a 1:1 mapping from logical to realization
widgets, although we have a graphical representation of logical
widgets as well for debugging purposes. We are now working on
a second widget-set for restricted environments such as the hands
free device mentioned above.
The grammar of the list widget is created in such a way that users
may say only a part of any list entry to select it, e.g. the first name.
This may lead to ambiguities which the widget can deal with in a
limited way. If a user’s utterance affects several items, the widget
creates a new grammar that allows only selecting one of the ambiguous items and prompts the user to resolve the ambiguity.
For comparison we have designed a similar user interface using
VoiceXML. We have experienced that VoiceXML is efficient if
the full content of a list item is necessary to select it; in such
a case a <menu> element is sufficient. Depending on the voice
browser, the <menu> element may even support selecting an item
by DTMF tones. Yet, if one wants to allow ambiguities such as the
widget-based application, the developer must write grammars similar to those automatically created by the widget. In that case the
VoiceXML solution is notably bulky compared to the widget based
prototype.

3.4 Future Work

As a next step, we plan to research basic building blocks of voice
based applications and develop widgets after them. The work already done in this area for graphical user interfaces [3] may ease
this task. Currently we have identified the following often used
types of input widgets: free form input that pass the recognized input to the application without further modification, an audio input
widget that simply records data, a list that lets users select one entry
out of many, a list that allows multiple selections, a boolean input
field for yes/no questions, an input field for numbers and a widget
for selecting the date and/or the time.
Especially the date/time widget must deal with various types of
input data: Not only absolute input like “December, 24th, 2004”
but also with relative input “tomorrow after the meeting”. In order
to correctly recognize the utterances, audio widgets must therefore
have better knowledge of the environment they are deployed in than
graphical ones. An easy way for achieving this is to give widgets
the possibility to let widgets access the application’s logical tree at
runtime.
For the basics of outputting data, we are going to use audio output
widgets that play back audio files and labels which are rendered by
text-to-speech. Additionally, we are planing to deploy a widget for
structured audio output [7] which allows browsing through larger
amounts of text. We have yet to investigate if developers can create
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applications featuring ambient audio using any output widget and
simply use it as a background or if a specialized ambient audio
widget will be necessary. We also are going to extend the idea of
widget based user interfaces towards other modalities.
As usual for user interface based research, it also will be necessary to make extensive usability tests (c.f. [13]). We are currently
building a small set of audio based devices which support basic
personal digital assistant functionality; the dialer prototype being
one of its functionalities. Other applications will be accessing the
personal calendar and scheduling new appointments, creating personal notes and listening to streaming audio. We plan to equip students with these devices and let them try to accomplish predesigned
tasks; with a field test following where students should use the devices to ease their daily life at the university.

4.

CONCLUSION

We have introduced an approach that introduces the concept of widgets to audio based applications. This creates a layer of abstraction
between the application and the type of grammar used by the recognition engine thus enhancing portability and easing the process of
developing the application.
We introduced trees of logical widgets which represent the data to
be input and output along with meta-data augmenting the logical
widgets. We described how these logical trees are transformed to
trees of realization widgets based on the user’s devices’ capabilities and the supported modalities; the realization widgets then are
transformed into the lower level representation required by the device.
We showed an example of how widget developers may use already
existing widgets and subclass them in order to introduce additional
constraints to the interface. We also showed a prototype application
based on basic audio widgets and compared it to an application
created using VoiceXML.
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Development Environment for WAP Based Applications. In
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Microsoft Summer Research Workshop, Cambridge, Sep
2002.
[9] A. Nasr, Y. Estève, F. Bechet, T. Spriet, and R. de Mori. A
Language Model Combining N-grams and Stochastic Finite
State Automata. In Eurospeech’99, volume 5, pages
2175–2178, 1999.
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Finally, we have identified the main challenges of further developing audio widgets which are finding out the core widgets and
evaluating user interfaces based on audio widgets.
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ABSTRACT
Backseat Gaming is a project set out to investigate how the
highway experience can be used as resource in a mobile
augmented reality game. At the same time as it opens new
possibilities for novel and engaging mobile experiences it also
introduce many design challenges. In this paper, we present
challenges and implications on the design of two different games,
when using the vivid and dynamic mobile context as resource.
Essential issues concerns how to adapt the game to the
temporality and unpredictability of different mobile situations,
safety and the way the interaction is designed and implemented in
order to benefit from the dynamic and vivid mobile context.

Keywords
Mobile game, augmented reality, social interaction, tangible
interaction, physical user interfaces.

1. INTRODUCTION
Backseat Gaming is a project set out to investigate how the
highway experience, created during car travel, can be used as
resource in a mobile augmented reality game. Despite changed
circumstances when being mobile there are only a few examples
of games that exploit the benefits of incorporating different
aspects of mobility within the experience [e.g. 3, 6, 9]. We
believe that a mobile game can become compelling, in a new way,
if it is aware of the vivid and dynamic mobile context. Car
travelling is a good example, where changing scenes, sense of
motion and contingent encounters provide for a special
experience in a true mobile situation.
The first prototype developed within the Backseat Gaming project
made use of the changing scenery and sense of motion created
during car travel as a resource in the game. We were concerned
with the fictitious connection between the game and the
surrounding world and how this spatial relation was interpreted,
explored and manipulated during the game play. User feedback
showed positive reactions both towards the idea of using road
objects and car travel as gaming resources as well as the idea of
the roadside as a fascinating game world to explore. We

This paper was presented at "Physical Interaction (PI03) – Workshop on
Real World User Interfaces", a workshop at the Mobile HCI Conference
2003 in Udine (Italy). September 8, 2003. The copyright remains with
the authors. Further information and online proceedings are available at
http://www.medien.informatik.uni-muenchen.de/en/events/pi03/

concluded that the game concept was a plausible design approach
worth investigating further. The second prototype, which is based
on the preceding version, benefit from contingent encounters with
other players by using them as a resource in the game. Contingent
encounters are central in the highway experience [1]. By creating
an ad hoc peer-to-peer multiplayer game we explore how
contingent encounters and the motion of the accompanying traffic
can be used in an engaging mobile gaming experience.
Using the highway experience as resource in a mobile game raises
several design challenges both regarding game design and the
interaction. A central design challenge concerning the first
prototype was to understand the characteristics of the linkage
between roadside objects and the game, in order to create a
satisfactory user experience. It was essential that users were able
to interpret the objects correctly, enjoyed the exploration of the
game space, and could manipulate the relationship in an engaging
manner. The temporality and unpredictability of contingent
encounters on the road call for new design challenges. Due to
high relative speed, people meet for very short period of time.
Still, some other encounters persist. The nature of contingent
encounters inspired us to explore an alternative interface and
ability to interact in order to benefit from the highway experience
in the game-play. Important design criteria for the interaction
concern the fictitious connection between game and the
surrounding physical world, contextual situations of the game
event, social interaction, awareness and body constraints. An
additional design challenge concern safety, it is essential that the
game-play doesn’t affect the driving of the vehicle.
This paper focuses on design challenges and implications when
using real world context, i.e. the highway experience, as game
resource in a true mobile situation. We will shortly present the
implementation and findings from the first prototype. We will
then discuss design challenges and implications when integrating
contingent encounters as resource in the game. We believe that
these findings also could apply to other mobile situations and be
useful for the design of future context aware mobile experiences.

2. THE FIRST PROTOTYPE
The first prototype [3] realise a game consisting of a framing
story and physical game locations where local stories are told and
game manipulation is pursued. The framing story is told when the
game starts to provide the player with an understanding of the
rules and goals of the game. When the car approaches a game
location an animated local story is triggered. The player has to
attend the story in order to find virtual objects at the locations. A
manipulative event is triggered when the player comes even
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closer to the location. The device automatically changes to a
small and virtual window. The player can now aim at objects in
the physical environment, which have been described in the local
story, to find virtual objects and to make them appear on the
screen. By pressing a button on the device, the player can now
attack or pick up the object. The game is implemented on a
Pocket PC. The device is aware of its geographical position by
means of a GPS-receiver and its aiming direction by means of a
digital compass mounted on the backside of the Pocket PC.

Figure 1: Hardware

Figure 2: Gaming device

2.1 Summary of user feedback
A test was carried out in order to acquire feedback on how players
enjoyed, understood and handled the game. The study of the test
provided knowledge about individual gaming situations although
the number of test situations was limited and an indication of user
experience of mobile context-dependent gaming in a road setting.
The test showed positive reactions both towards the idea of using
road objects and car travel as gaming resources as well as the idea
of the roadside as a fascinating game world to explore. It was
possible for the children to understand the game concept, interpret
the objects as well as technically manipulate the fictitious relation
successfully.

Figure 3: Kids playing Backseat Gaming
The players adopted different gaming strategies depending on the
nature of the objects involved. There was a noticeable difference
between the ways they moved the device, and how they fixed
their gaze, during different types of manipulative events. When a
singular virtual object was placed in close proximity of a specific
physical object, e.g. a virtual document dropped at an old oak
tree, the players gaze moved back and forth between the screen
and the physical object to make sure that they aimed in the right
direction. If the game event consisted of several virtual objects
spread over a larger physical space such as an allotment area
inhabited by several virtual creatures, the exploration was cumbersome. They focused either on the screen waiting for objects to
show up or out through the window, peppering the environment,
without checking whether there were any virtual objects on the
screen. The complex and vivid mobile context bring about a need
for different gaming strategies. We conclude that the intention of

establishing an engaging fictitious connection between the game
and the surrounding physical roadside was successful even with a
light-version of augmented reality technology, but the test also
indicate that the game could benefit from more non-visual
feedback in order to even further augment the fictitious
connection to the real world and to facilitate for the player to cope
with different contextual situations.

3. THE SECOND PROTOTYPE
3.1 Design Challenges
The second prototype makes in addition to the roadside also use
of contingent encounters as a resource in the game. The intention
is to investigate how contingent encounter can add to the gaming
experience in a true mobile situation. Contingent encounters such
as rapid meetings, protracted overtaking or gatherings i.e. traffic
jams or red light accumulations constitute an essential part of the
travel experience. The design challenge when using traffic
encounters as a resource in the game lye in their temporal and
unpredictable nature. Encounters can occur anywhere and
anytime during the journey, still encounters essential for the game
i.e. other players, might not occur during long periods of time or
not at all. Due to high relative speed, people meet for very short
period of time. Still, some other encounters persists, two vehicles
might for example end up in a caravan driving towards the same
direction for a longer period of time [5]. It is difficult to predict
when an encounter will occur and end. Integrating encounters as a
resource in a mobile game involves a game design that take in to
account sudden appearance of potential players, momentary
respective continuous encounters as well as sudden and
unexpected interruptions between players. It is also essential that
the game-play won’t affect the driving of the vehicle. Safety is an
important issue when designing applications for use in the car. It
is easy to imagine a situation where the player tries to affect the
driver to change the driving of the vehicle in order to profit the
game play.
Crucial for the success of the game is the design of the interface
and the ability to interact during game-play. Firstly, it needs to be
designed to support the concept of using the travel experience as
resource in the game. Secondly, it needs to be adapted to the
context of traveling in a car. To design an interface that supports
the concept of using the travel experience as resource in the game
motivates several design criteria. As indicated in the tests of the
first prototype, the interaction during the game-play need to
support different game situations and strategies adapted to the
physical context. It also inspired experiments with more nonvisual feedback in order to further augment the fictional
connection between the game and the surrounding road context.
To encourage and facilitate for the user to focus on what is
happening outside the car rather than on a screen during game
events is even more essential when making use of contingent
encounters in the game. This is due to our motivation to spur
social interaction and awareness of other players during
encounters, which can happen suddenly, during swift periods of
time. At the same time it is also important to cultivate the fantasy
and imagination of the game and to provide the player with proper
feedback and understanding of the game-play. Additionally, the
ability to interact needs to be designed with the context of
traveling in a car in mind. This concern the players constrained
position in the car and different safety issues. However, this will
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not be discussed here as this paper focus is on the use of the real
world as resource within the game.

of using the travel experience as resource. With this in mind, we
set out the following prerequisites for the design:

3.2 The Game

• The user interface should be designed to support the fictitious
connection between the game and the physical world and on the
same time cultivate the player’s fantasy and imagination.

The game consists as the first prototype of a framing story and
physical game locations where local stories are told and game
manipulation is pursued. The game also consists of multiplayer
events automatically taking place when the players are in the
proximity of each other. Physical game locations involve the
player in the game play when no other players are in the
proximity. The framing story is told when the game starts to
provide the player with an understanding of the rules and goals of
the game. The player’s goal is to gain as high power, counted in
power-points, as possible before getting to the big yearly meeting
for witches and warlocks. High power can be gained both by
achieving knowledge, such as new spells, gather powerful objects
or by being the most powerful in battles. High power will gain the
witch or warlock high status at the meeting. In the beginning of
the game the player takes on the role of a witch or a warlock
possessing different magical specialities. The character always
carries a sack to collect objects in. Different objects can be used
to help the character to gain power. The objects can be picked up
from the roadside respective stolen or exchanged with other
players during multiplayer events.
The game is implemented on the same technical platform as the
first prototype but with a few changes. Gaming activity between
players during multiplayer events is accomplished through peerto-peer wireless ad hoc networking. The application uses a rapid
mutual peer discovery protocol in order to quickly detect and
connect the players when they meet [5]. An external button is also
integrated in order to accomplish a squeezable interface and an
intuitive interaction during brief encounters.

3.3 Design Implications for Contingent
Encounters
When players come within proximity of each other,
approximately within 150 meter, a multiplayer event will be
triggered. The game is currently limited to take place only
between two players. It is designed in such way that a multiplayer
session can be played regardless of the duration of the encounter.
An encounter will result in a battle between the players in the
purpose of enchanting the others character and thereby capture
some of the other characters skills or power. If a battle is ended
earlier, because of disconnection, the character with most hits will
simply be rewarded with power-points. When one character have
become enchanted the battle will end, the players can now
involve themselves in exchanging objects with each other or fight
for objects found on the roadside. By gaining the right objects a
character can break its spell. The rules of the game is designed in
such way that a player will not lose or win anything by the actual
disconnection from the other player, this with the intention of not
affecting the driving of the vehicle with the game-play. A player
should for example not have any advantage for intentionally
breaking the connection with another player trying to escape from
an enchantment neither should there be any disadvantage if one
vehicles happen to drive in different directions in a crossing.

3.4 Design Implications for Interaction
Our main purpose when designing the interface and the ability to
interact within the game was the intention to support the concept

• It should take different contextual situations in to account, it
should support both interaction with the roadside as well as
interaction with other player during momentary respective
continuous encounters.
• It should support awareness and social interaction between
players.
• It should relate to the theme of the game.
The intention to preserve the connection with the physical world
was of specific relevance when designing the interaction for the
multiplayer events, as contingent meetings can be very brief and
we wanted to encourage social interaction between the players.
We believe that seeing the other player during interaction will
increase the gaming experience and spur social interaction. We
believe that split attention between the screen and the outside
world, which was the result of the graphical interface used in the
previous prototype, would limit the social interaction possibilities
of the game, especially during brief encounters. Thus, to
encourage the user to focus directly on what is happening outside
the car rather than on the screen during interaction, the current
prototype has a tangible interface. The tangible interface is
realized by detaching the digital compass from its previous
mounted location on the back of the Pocket PC. The compass is
instead used as a separate item connected through a longer cable
to the Pocket PC. The digital compass is in this way turned in to a
sort of magic tool. The design of the detached interface is
intended to spur the users to interact socially by gestures during
the longer meetings. In swift meetings, when the period of time
for interaction with other players is limited, the player could
concentrate on spotting the other player and act instantly without
looking at the display.
To further encourage the player to interact directly with the
physical world, we have used sound rather than graphics as
feedback on the interaction. Sound indicates the direction to game
related objects. We have also used sound as a two-sided feedback,
meaning that both players taking part in a multiplayer event will
hear a sound as a result of an action. The feedback was designed
with the purpose of increasing the awareness and feeling of
presence of the other player and to encourage social interaction.
Sound is also used to make the players aware of an approaching
player. As two cars come within proximity of each other, the
players will hear sound as an indication of the other player’s
presence. To further support awareness it is possible to imagine a
small light on the roof of the cars etc. to help the players to
immediately spot their competitor. To instantly be aware of the
other players presence is of special importance during brief
meetings that are too short to be spent searching for the right car.
We have implemented the interaction as a choice of different
weapons. To follow up on the theme of the game, the tangible
interface can be used as a magical wand, a magical hoover and a
sqeezer. Three basic features intended for use in different kind of
situations distinguish the weapons. The wand can be used to cast
magic spells on other players. To cast a spell, the magic wand
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should be swung to follow a particular pattern. This is a rather
slow procedure suitable for encounters that lasts for a longer
period of time, such as when two vehicles end up in a caravan
driving towards the same direction. Casting a spell is not easy, but
those who learn to master the magic wand will be very powerful.
The wand is also intended to incite social interaction by gestures.
To pick up objects along the road, the best choice of weapon will
be the magical hoover. The hoover can also be used to exchange
things with other players and to place things along the road. It is
easy to use and can be used in almost any kind of traffic
encounter. The squeezer is preferable for very brief meetings
when the interaction time is limited. To fire the squeezer, the
interface should be squeezed. To squeeze the interface is easier
and much less time consuming than moving the interface to
follow some predefined pattern. Consequently, the squeezer is
suitable for encounters that last for a very short period of time,
possibly less than a second. In order to cultivate the fantasy and
imagination of the game and at the same time preserve the
connection with the real world we have chosen to use the screen
as interface in between different gaming events. Additionally,
there must be a clear connection between the screen interface and
the use of the tangible interface. We have used screen based
graphics to show the local stories before physical game locations
and to reveal the other character in multiplayer events. Graphical
feedback showing the result of the interaction and other
information, such as objects in possession of the player, is visible
on the screen after the interactive events.

4. RELATED WORK
A number of research projects explore aspects of integrating
tangible, social and human to physical world interaction into
digital and ubiquitous games. Examples include Touch-space [4]
and Pirates! [2] Touch-space is a system which constitutes a game
space where physical and social aspect of traditional game play is
integrated with fantasy features of traditional computer
entertainment. Pirates! is a wireless multi-player game also
exploring novel ways to maintain social aspects of traditional
game play in a computer game. Pirates! take place within
physical space and uses proximity to locations or other players to
activate events in the game. However, common among these
projects are that they explore interaction between human to
human and human to physical world within a very enclosed space
as that of a room relying on pre-set infrastructures. Exploring the
possibilities of using travel experience as a resource in a gaming
situation constitutes a different design challenge than the ones in a
pre-set room.
Games exploiting issues of incorporating different aspects of
mobility and the physicality within the experience in an outdoor
setting include Can you see me now? and Bystander [6], both part
of the Citywide project [8]. These two games explore
collaboration between online participants and mobile participants
on the street. Commercially available Botfighters [9] from It’s
Alive use location and proximity of players as a resource in the
game. The location is determined with GSM mobile phone
positioning, which is too inaccurate for the purpose of our
research. Additionally, our design is inspired by research on
tangible and graspable interfaces, as for example work made by
Ishii and Ullmer [7].

5. CONCLUSION
We have presented design challenges and implications considered
when using the highway experience as resource in a game. Using
the real world context as resource in a mobile game includes a
vide variety of design challenges concerning how to adapt the
game design to the temporality and unpredictability of different
mobile situations, safety and the way the interaction is designed
and implemented in order to benefit from the dynamic and vivid
mobile context. When designing the interaction we have carefully
considered issues such as how to support the fictitious connection
between the game and the real world and simultaneously cultivate
the player’s fantasy and imagination, and how to support social
interaction and awareness between players. We have used a
tangible interface that directly links the digital world and the
physical world and provides a seamless method of allowing
natural physical and social interaction between people [4].
Traveling in a car constitute a true mobile situation, by studying
the highway experience as resource highlight several design
issues regarding the benefits and challenges of incorporating
different aspects of mobility within a digital experience. We
believe that the conclusions made within this setting could apply
to other mobile situations and be useful for the design of future
context aware mobile experiences.
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ABSTRACT
This paper introduces a study into the realization of physical
interaction components, based on a technology for providing
network connectivity and power to small objects via a layered
surface. Small pin-like components can be activated and
networked by attaching them to the same, augmented surface, and
can be used to dynamically create an interlinked set of atomic
interaction components. The physical connection becomes thus
also a digital link between components. To demonstrate our
proposed platform, we have built atomic interface components in
the form of dials and multicolour lights that are activated and
integrated in a network by simply pushing their pin connectors in
an augmented surface. They allow to pick and mix colours using
the red, green, and blue primaries, as a physical alternative for the
traditional WIMP colour mixer tools.

more detailed description of a specific case study will illustrate
how such a platform could be realized. This extended focus on an
actual implementation aims at deepening the understanding of
both practical and conceptual issues that may be involved.

2. PIN&PLAY
The technology used in this paper is based on Pin&Play [5,6],
which uses a surface where layers, instead of routes, carry data
and power to devices that get attached to the surface. The devices
can access these layers by insulated pins that punch into the
surface to the appropriate layer. This method literally expands the
network to a two-dimensional plane rather than wires or circuits,
while staying in the wired networking category: Devices will
connect physically and digitally anywhere on the surface. Another
interesting property of Pin&Play is that orientation of the object’s
placement does not matter either.

Keywords
physical interaction, pin-based connectors, tangible interfaces.

1. INTRODUCTION
This paper is based on a networking technology that exploits
the familiarity and ease of attaching pin-like objects to a surface,
called Pin&Play [5, 6]. This technology is applied to create a
modular platform to network and organise a set of physical
interaction components.
Prior examples include an augmented notice board with
drawing pins, where ‘pinning’ a document to the wall also
introduces the pin’s digital self to the network [6], or wallswitches that can be powered, replaced and networked via
augmented wallpaper [5].
Likely advantages of using this surface-and-pin metaphor to
create and modify an interface with physical widget-like objects
[3], are similar to the advantages of creating a graphical user
interface in visual software development. It reduces the required
expertise to build an interface to a minimum, and increases the
time to develop or alter the interface.
After briefly discussing the core ingredients of Pin&Play, a
This paper was presented at "Physical Interaction (PI03) –
Workshop on Real World User Interfaces", a workshop at
the Mobile HCI Conference 2003 in Udine (Italy). September
8, 2003. The copyright remains with the authors.
Further information and online proceedings are available at
http://www.medien.informatik.uni-muenchen.de/en/events/pi03/

Conductive Pin Surface
Isolated Pin Surface
Conductive Surface Layers
Isolation Surface Layer

Figure 1. Left: diagram of a Pin&Play device accessing the
network layers. Right: An actual Pin&Play pin attached to the
surface. It holds a coin-sized unit (iButton) for memory and
application specific processes, and an LED for basic user
interaction.
The protocol that is used in Pin&Play is responsible for
providing both a communication network and power to any
device that gets connected. The Dallas MicroLAN [1] is a
protocol standard that needs two connections to network and
power devices: one for ground, and one for the communication
signal. This signal is furthermore pulled to a high state most of the
time, so that the attached devices are able to ‘steal’ power from
that same communications bus.
The conductive layers of the surface are connected to a
network master that controls all traffic over the surface. All other
devices are slaves that do not have the authority to send messages
autonomously, unless the master asked them to. The complexity
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The canvas in this example is made of a traditional corkboard,
coated on both sides with a conductive fabric. These two
conductive layers are attached to a computer running the
Pin&Play master software that polls for devices, reads theirs
states, and executes device-specific scripts. In the case of
Pin&Mix, the master reads the values form the Primary Pins (i.e.,
the position of their dial) and writes them directly to the Mixer
Pin (i.e., to one of the three colour components of the LED).

DS

2890

RH

3.1 The Canvas

DS

2890

GND

The surface (referred to as ‘Canvas’) is used to display points of
light (Mixers) that can be manipulated to display any of 256
colours by adding varying intensities of primary light using
‘Primary’ Pins. Up to three Primary Pins can be associated with a
Mixer Pin to change its colour in real-time. The Mixer Pins reflect
these changes, and remember their colour. They can be removed
from the canvas, and when placed on the surface again they revert
back to their last set colour which can once again be modified by
using Primary Pins.

1 Wire

In this section, Pin&Play will be used to build a physical colour
picker tool, named Pin&Mix. Pin&Mix playfully demonstrates
the concept of additive colour mixing, where the three additive
primary colours - Red, Green and Blue - can be overlapped in
varying intensities to create a wider spectrum of colours.

GND

DS

RH

3. PIN&PLAY AS A COLOUR PICKER

GND

The actual surface material that was used in this paper
consists of woven threads of nylon that have been coated with
silver (AG) to give it its conductive properties [4]. To insulate
two layers of this fabric, a common corkboard was used to attach
the conductive layers to. Other insulators could be used as well, to
make the surface flexible for instance [7].

1 Wire

of this master node depends on the specific network application,
but can be implemented on embedded devices.

Green
anode

RGB LED

At the heart of the
Mixer Pin are three
digital potentiometers,
each with 256 wiper
positions that can be set
over the MicroLAN
network to determine
the
colour
of
a
Multicolour RGB LED
(see the schematic in
Figure
3).
Three
DS2890 DigiPots were
used as potentiometers,
which take their power

from the MicroLAN
network. The LED has a
single common cathode,
and four anodes (two for
Blue, one for Green,
and one for Red). The voltage supplied to each anode will
determine the Red, Green or Blue intensity of the LED, and thus
its perceived colour.
Figure 3. The schematics for the
Mixer Pin, using three primary
colours (Red Green and Blue).

3.3 The Primary Pins
The form factor of the Primaries is that of a dial that can be
attached anywhere on the board. Although all Primary Pins are
identical in implementation, each one represents one of the three
primary colours: Red, Green and Blue. Figure 6 shows a close-up
of such a Primary Pin.

3.2 The Mixer Pin

Figure 2. The Mixer Pin contains one multi-colour RGB
LED, and three digital potentiometers that drive the red,
green and blue values for the LED.
The Mixer Pin embodies a ‘physical pixel’ that can be set (or
mixed) to any colour by specifying its red, green, and blue
components. When attached to the Pin&Play surface, it acts as a
receiver for commands from the surface’s master. Figure 2 shows
the Mixer Pin, while Figure 3 depicts its schematics.

Figure 4. The Primary Pin contains a dial that is connected
via a potentiometer to an analog-to-digital converter. It
controls the intensity of one of three primary colours for the
Mixer Pin.
As soon as a Primary Pin is attached to the Canvas, it becomes
‘alive’ (i.e. powered, and detected by the network master).
Turning the dial will result in increasing and decreasing the
mixing of the assigned primary colour in the assigned Mixer Pin.
Currently, the assignment of the primary colour (red, green or
blue) and Mixer Pin for every Primary Pin is done when the
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Primary Pins are created (i.e. their target colour and Mixer Pins
are fixed).
Every Primary Pin consists of a rotary potentiometer capable of
varying its resistance between 0 Ohms when turned fully to the
left and 100 Ohms when turned fully to the right, with an
analogue range of values in between, resulting in voltages from 0
to 5.12 V.

GND

DS

1 Wire

2450

Analogue
input

3.3kȍ
resistor
100kȍ
Potentiometer

Figure 5. The Primary Pin
schematics.

A
DS2450,
Dallas
Semiconductor
MicroLAN Analogue to
Digital converter is used
to
measure
these
changes in voltage and
translate them into a
digital value that can be
transmitted over the
MicroLAN
network.
The DS2450 provides
four channels, each
capable of measuring
voltages in the range of
0 to 5.12 volts. For our
purposes, only one of
these channels is used.

A 3.3kOhm resistor was placed in a series between the point of
connection with the MicroLAN network that supplies the power
the potentiometer to prevent shortcuts. These components are
connected as shown on Figure 5. For aesthetic purposes, a
metallic numbered dial is used as casing over all of these
components. Turning the dial causes the potentiometer to rotate.

• Setting the colour of the Mixer Pin using the previously
read values (if the right Mixer Pin is connected to the
surface).

4. SUMMARY
We proposed a new approach to integrate a physical network of
interface components, using a surface with layers of conductive
textile to bring power and communication capabilities to every
element of the interface. The surface has little restrictions on size,
shape, or other properties, which makes it applicable in many
environments. The choice of protocol and the fact that the
interconnection of components is wired, means that the devices
can be small and robust at an early prototyping stage.
To offer a better understanding of how Pin&Play technology
could support physical interaction, a physical, modular alternative
to a GUI colour picking tool was implemented, using one pin with
an RGB LED as an output component and three others with dials
to change the LED’s colour.
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ABSTRACT
Tangible user interfaces provide access to virtual information through intuitive physical manipulation. However, feedback is mostly provided by displays in the environment instead of the TUI itself. In this paper we describe the design
of Tuister, a tangible user interface with multiple embedded
displays and sensors. We explain how Tuister can be used
to browse and access hierarchical structures and briefly describe the current state of a prototype we’re building.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Ubiquitous computing environments pose new challenges to
human-computer interaction. The increasing amount of technology embedded in the environment necessitates new interaction metaphors going beyond traditional GUI paradigms.
Graspable or tangible user interfaces (TUI) are physical objects, equipped with or tracked by sensing and computing
resources. They serve as dedicated physical interface widgets, allowing direct physical manipulation and spatial arrangements. It is most likely that in the next decade TUI
will play an important role when interacting with computational processes in the environment. Several multi Purpose
TUI designs have been proposed, such as the classical Bricks
[2] or the Toolstone [8]. Often these designs focus on haptic
input capabilities. Visual feedback is mostly conveyed by
other devices in the environment, such as regular screens or
projection surfaces. Other approaches use sensor equipped
PDAs to construct a TUI providing visual feedback on the
device itself [5]. The improvements made towards inexpensive and reliable organic displays will allow for direct visual
feedback on a broader range of TUI in the near future. This
will lead to TUI which can be used differently in different sit-

uations. They will also belong to and remain with the user
instead of the environment and will reconfigure themselves
according to their situational context [7].
This paper proposes the design of such a TUI named Tuister. We will first describe its basic design (section 2) and
the basic modes of operation and then show how these can
be mapped to the action of browsing a hierarchical structure (section 3). Finally the current state of a prototype is
presented in section 4. Although we think that Tuister is
especially good at browsing hierarchical structures, we will
propose further applications at the end of the paper in section 5.

2. DESIGN OF THE TUISTER
Originally we were inspired by [1] to design a TUI in the
form of a cube with multiple square displays. A discussion
with cognitive psychologists made us aware of the fact that a
cube could provide too many interdependent degrees of freedom, making it difficult to locate and remember a certain
display position. Although from any given position there
are only 6 possible operations with a cube (turning clockwise and counterclockwise or tilting north, south, east or
west), experiments with dice have shown that people tend
to quickly loose overview over the history of movements, i.e.
where they came from, and which side moved where in a
complex series of motions. This prompted us to choose a
design with only one main axis providing just one degree of
freedom.

∗This paper was presented at ”Physical Interaction (PI03)
- Workshop on Real World User Interfaces”, a workshop at the Mobile HCI Conference 2003 in Udine
(Italy). September 8, 2003. The copyright remains with
the authors. Further information and online proceedings are available at http://www.medien.informatik.unimuenchen.de/en/events/pi03/

Figure 1: The basic design of Tuister
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The display part can also determine its relative rotation
against the handle. Together with the absolute orientation,
this allows to track, which part was turned in space, and
which was held stable. The picture in figure 1 as well as
some of the description in the following section assume a
right handed user. The main operation of Tuister is to twist
the display part and the handle against each other and to
rotate the whole device.
The display part has one primary display, which is the one
facing the user in a comfortable reading position. In the
case of a continuous display, there will still be a primary
display region. If the Tuister is held at a comfortable reading
distance, it will mostly be looked at from above at an angle
of about 45 degrees from horizontal. By analyzing the input
from the orientation sensors, the primary display can be
determined, assuming that a right handed user will hold the
display part in her dominant right hand.
The two displays above and below the primary display provide a visual context, since they are still partially readable.
The effect of this is comparable to the perspective wall,
firstly described in [6]. The form factor of a display head
with six discrete displays (six-sided polyhedron with caps
at both ends) has already been shown to be useful in [10].
There, a 3D-widget is described which can be used for interaction with text blocks related to anatomical 3D-models
presented in the same scene.
Left handed users might prefer to hold the display part in
their left hand, and operating the handle with their nondominant right hand. This can be achieved by electronically
switching the display direction by 180 degrees and by physically turning the device around accordingly. When text is
displayed, the display direction also ensures that the whole
device is held in the right direction, since otherwise all text
would appear upside down. The direction is important for
determining the primary display.

3.

BROWSING A HIERARCHICAL MENU

One application we had in mind when designing the Tuister, is the browsing of hierarchical structures, such as nested
menus. For the following description, we assume a right
handed user. It is also helpful here, to think of the representation of the nested menu as a horizontal cone tree [9],
with its root on the left and its leaves on the right side. The
following interaction scheme is somewhat related to the manipulation of a cone tree. Another example of a 3D widget
with a similar working principle can be found at [3] and is
shown in figure 3.

A)

B)

A
B
C
D
E

Dominant Hand

+

-

As shown in figure 1 the Tuister is a cylindrical device of a
size, such that it can be comfortably held in both hands. It
consists of two parts, the display part and the handle. The
display part is surrounded by discrete displays or enveloped
by a continuous display. It can be twisted against the handle
to an unlimited number of turns. The display part has sensors to determine its current absolute orientation in space.
Technically, these can be gravitation/acceleration and magnetic sensors, but also a magnetic tracker, ultrasonic tracker,
or gyroscope would do. The handle is just a plain cylinder
and has no further marks or displays.

C7
C8
C1
C2
C3

Non-dominant Hand

Figure 2: Browsing a hierarchical menu with two
hands

The Tuister is held in both hands and the primary display
initially displays the first entry of the first level of the nested
menu. By holding the handle fixed in the left hand and
turning the display part with the right hand, the user scrolls
the first level of the menu (figure 2A). The direct metaphor
for this is a selection dial. When the desired menu entry
appears on the primary display, the display part is held fixed
in the right hand, and the handle is turned clockwise. This
selects the entry and moves to the corresponding submenu.
Turning the handle counterclockwise will move the user one
step up in the menu hierarchy (figure 2B). The metaphor
for this motion is turning a screw.
The interaction thus uses two metaphors related to the act of
turning something. Turning the display part corresponds to
turning a knob that chooses between things, such as the tuning knob on an analog radio receiver or the program dial on
an old washing machine. Turning the handle part uses the
metaphor of a screw which is fastened clockwise and unfastened counterclockwise. Digging deeper into the hierarchy
thus corresponds to fastening the handle, while going back
up in the hierarchy corresponds to unfastening. We expect
these metaphors to be intuitive and and understandable to
a general audience after short explanation, although the second might not be obvious entirely without explanation. It
will be interesting to study learning times for novice users,
given no explanation at all, just a functional explanation, or
the analogy of fastening a screw.
One side effect of the physical construction of the Tuister is
that one part can be set in rotation and then let run freely.
For the display part, this means that a menu level with very
many entries, such as an alphabetical list of names, can be
comfortably scrolled. For the handle, this means that we
can unwind very quickly from very deep levels of the menu.
Another property we hope to verify in user studies is the fact
that specific menu selections can be remembered as their
corresponding sequence of turns and can eventually migrate
from the cognitive memory to the much faster motor memory, just as the complex operations for solving Rubik’s cube
have entered the motor memory of some of us eventually.
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Figure 3: Browsing a hierarchical 3D menu with the mouse

4.

PROTOTYPE

In this section we will describe the physical components of
Tuister at the time of writing. Some of the electrical and
physical design issues are still open, but most of them have
already been solved and only need further refinement.
The current prototype will have a length of about 12cm
and a diameter of about 6cm, defined by the size of the
displays in use. The display part consists of six organic
displays with low power consumption and high brightness
(see also figure 5). Each of those displays has a resolution
of 64 by 16 pixels and is capable of displaying a short line
of text, a few symbols or a small graphics. The handle
part is firmly mounted to the display part and contains a
battery pack with four AAA standard batteries. It is covered
by a turnable sleeve that allows the battery pack and the
attached displays to be rotated freely and without limitation
with one hand, while the sleeve itself is held by the other
hand (and of course vice-versa).

Figure 5: The display part consists of six organic
displays in a hexagonal arrangement

Figure 4: The hardware components of Tuister

Several sensors help to detect the absolute motions of the
Tuister. 3D-acceleration and 3D-magnetic sensors will be
embedded in the display part. At the moment these are
working outside of the display part on an experimental circuit board (see figure 4), but embedding them should be
straight forward. Both sensor types track the absolute orientation in space and movements of the whole device, such
as twisting, turning and shaking of the Tuister. An additional optical sensor will track the movement of the sleeve
relative to the rest of the device. Together with the absolute orientation, it is possible to distinguish, whether the
sleeve or the inner part is rotated. As we will see in the
next section this will allow the use of different metaphors
for rotating both parts of Tuister. The functional diagram
in figure 6 presents the main electrical components of Tuister. A custom-made graphics card, consisting of RAM and
a graphics chip, provides the six OLED displays with the
bitmaps stored in the RAM. All communication is managed
by a Microcontroller, which also stays in contact with a host
computer over a serial line. At the moment this connection
is cable-based, but we plan to replace the cable with a wire-
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Figure 6: Functional diagram of the electric components

less link (probably with Bluetooth). The Microcontroller
preprocesses the raw sensor data and hands it over to the
host PC. In turn it receives bitmaps addressed to any of the
six displays. Similarly to conventional input facilities, this
implies that the interface logic runs in the environment (e.g.
on a PC) and not on the device itself. Since Tuister is designed to remain with the user, it will reconfigure itself and
eventually also integrate its interface into all instrumented
environments the user visits.

5.

OUTLOOK

At the moment the Tuister has materialized to the extent
shown in figure 4 and as a virtual design study, but we hope
to finish the engineering task in a few months. Some issues
have still to be solved, e.g. how to design the sleeve in
order to have enough haptical feedback and to be able to
easily twist the Tuister at the same time. Further steps
require to establish a wireless link between the device and
the host computer. This will enable us to implement the
menu browsing example and to start user studies.

[4] T. Fuhrmann, M. Klein, and M. Odendahl. The
bluewand as interface for ubiquitous and wearable
computing environments. In Proceedings of the 5th
European Personal Mobile Communications
Conference (EPMCC’03), 2003.
[5] L. E. Holmquist, J. Sanneblad, and L. Gaye. Total
recall: In-place viewing of captured whiteboard
annotations. In Extended Abstracts of CHI’2003, 2003.
[6] J. D. Mackinlay, G. G. Robertson, and S. K. Card.
The perspective wall: Detail and context smoothly
integrated. In Proc. of CHI-91, pages 173–179, New
Orleans, LA, 1991.
[7] H. Nakashima. Cyber assist for our future. In
Proceedings of the Cyber Assist International
Symposium, pages 7 – 11, Tokyo, 2001.
[8] J. Rekimoto and E. Sciammarella. Effective use of the
physical manipulation vocabularies of input devices.
In Proc. of UIST 2000, 2000.
[9] G. Robertson, J. D. Mackinlay, and S. K. Card.
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information. In Proc. of CHI-91, pages 189–194, New
Orleans, LA, 1991. ACM Press.
[10] T. Strothotte. Abstraction in Interactive
Computational Visualization: Exploring Complex
Information Spaces. Springer, 1998.

Other interaction scenarios await further investigation. One
idea is to use the Tuister to browse graphical material (e.g.
maps) or tables (e.g. bus schedules). The device could also
be used as pointing device in multi-modal system dialogues.
This will enable usage pattern similar to those of the bluewand [4] with the advantage that visual feedback is available
directly on the device.
The current physical dimensions are only determined by the
size of electronic parts. With time, Tuisters might assume
the form factors of pens or jewellery. They only need to
remain big enough to be comfortably read.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper we describe a physical user interface system for
easy and natural user-computer interaction. VisualPen is a
vision-based system for real-time detection and tracking of
a stylus that completely replaces mouse and keyboard, thus
providing a valid input device for mobile computers, and
its low computational complexity renders it suitable also for
PDAs. The system can be operated from a wide range of
distances (either from a desk or from a wall-mounted projection panel) and is able to work with all lightning conditions. The architecture of the system is here described,
and experimental results in several tests are presented and
commented.

Keywords
Perceptual User Interfaces, Vision-based User Interfaces, stylus, IR

1.

INTRODUCTION

Human-computer interaction has not changed its basic
paradigm for nearly two decades: mouse, keyboard and
icons are still the foundations of almost any computer interface. However in the last years an increasing number of
researchers in various areas of computer science is developing
new technologies to add perceptual capabilities such speech
and vision to human-computer interfaces: such perceptual
user interfaces are likely to be the next major paradigm in
human-computer interaction. In particular, computer vision and other direct sensing technologies have progressed
to the point where it is possible to detect several aspects of
a user’s activity, reliably and in real time, thus producing
an increasing interest for vision based human-computer interaction: a technology which exploits a camera to sense the
user’s intentional actions and responds in real time.

This paper was presented at "Physical Interaction (PI03) - Workshop on
Real World User Interfaces", a workshop at the Mobile HCI Conference
2003 in Udine (Italy). September 8, 2003. The copyright remains with
the authors. Further information and online proceedings are available at
http://www.medien.informatik.uni-muenchen.de/en/events/pi03/ .

Several classes of such reactive systems can be found in
literature [10, 4, 9, 14, 13], including among others, those
exploiting facial pointing and other head gestures [8], facial expressions, finger pointing and selection [15, 12, 5],
full-body gestures [2, 1] and even more complex interactions
such as overall user behaviour (mainly used for surveillance
and elder/impaired people care). Most of these approaches
appear promising and quite simple to implement with offthe-shelf devices such as webcams; yet, unfortunately, most
algorithms heavily depend on lightning constancy, so, very
often, when illumination cannot be controlled they became
unreliable. Moreover, when CPU power consumption is a
major issue (mobile applications running on wearable computers, PDAs, and similar devices) the high computational
complexity of most adopted image processing algorithms
makes them mostly inapplicable.
Another issue, largely neglected by several researchers, is
related to the real naturalness of the tracked gestures and to
ergonomics. As regards hand gesture - based visual interaction, for example, most of researchers initially concentrated
on bare [11, 7, 6, 3] (or even gloved) hand gesture recognition, regardless of what kind of gestures was more natural
for what applications. After the initial enthusiasm, which
led to extremely interesting, accurate and complex solutions,
some researchers realised that in several cases the main issue is how to make easier and painless the interaction for
the user, instead of how to astonish him with special effects.
Our Group did not escape this destiny : after having developed a system for visual human-computer interaction based
on finger pointing and bare hand gesture recognition [5],
we realized that most ”gesture units” associated to humancomputer interaction are better performed by the user when
holding in hand a physical device, such as a stylus or a pen.
This is probably related to the way we learn to write and
draw, some kind of ”legacy” very hard to change: pen, pencils, pieces of chalk, remain undoubtely the more ”human”
approach to writing and drawing. Experience with PDAs
confirms that millions of everyday-users do not require any
input device but a stylus and a LCD touch screen.
Following this intuition, we developed the device described
in this paper: an optical stylus - based system that completely replaces mouse and keyboard. The system, that uses
a camera to track in real time an IR emitting stylus, is able
to work with all lightning conditions and can be used on
whatever (if any) surface (e.g. walls, writing desks, pro-
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jection screens, a notepad...). The necessary feedback to
the user can be provided by a video projector, a traditional
CRT or LCD screen, or by more innovative devices such as
head-mounted displays. The computational complexity of
the exploited algorithms is so low that the system can be
easily ported to a PDA without heavily affecting its power
consumption.
The following two sections give a detailed description of
our approach and present some experimental results. The
final section draws our conclusions and outlines further research developments.

(a) Pointing

(b) Click event

Figure 1: acquired IR Images

2.

VISUALPEN

VisualPen is a vision-based system for real-time detection
and tracking of a pen that allows to a user to interact with
a kind of ”virtual screen” projected on a flat surface without mouse or other pointing or keying devices (e.g. mouse,
keyboard, etc.). The user can use the pen as a complete substitute for the mouse: it’s possible to control the position of
the cursor by moving the pen over the screen, to generate the
events click and double-click and therefore to select and drag
an icon, to open any folder, to draw and write. VisualPen is
a system as simple to use as the mouse, but at the same time
it is much more natural than the devices normally used to
write or to draw. We all have experienced the difficulty to
draw using the mouse and the trouble to use keyboard and
mouse in order to write a text. Visual Pen puts togheter the
naturalness of use of an everyday-life object, a pen, with the
versatility of a personal computer and the the possibility of
a distance interaction and collaborative work (it is possible
to have more than a VirtualPen working at the same time).
The system comprises a multimedia video projector, a graylevel video camera to acquire the scene and a pen with two
IR emitting led. The scheme in Fig. 3 describes the main
operational phases of VisualPen: the first phase consists of
acquiring the image to be processed; the decision to implement a low-cost system and thus to use entry-level hardware
means limiting the acquisition resolution to 320x240 so as to
reduce the computational cost while meeting the real-time
constraints. The decision to acquire in gray levels is due to
the poor lighting of the environment in which VisualPen is
likely to be used. A direct consequence of the poor lighting is the impossibility of distinguishing between colors. In
addition, the projected images alter the scene being filmed
even further. These considerations led us to exclude the use
of color for the segmentation of the images acquired in these
conditions.
Poor lighting and the need to make the system robust to
abrupt background changes due to variations in the image
being projected onto the screen make it necessary to have an
additional lighting system for the projection surface or, as in
our work, to add to the pointing device (the stylus) a visually
detectable beacon to facilitate detection and tracking.
Two IR LEDs are mounted on the device: the first (Fig.
1a), of circular shape, is used to track the pen and is switched
on for the whole period of activity; the second (of rectangular shape) is switched on by the user to generate a click
(Fig. 1b).
We adopted IR leds because the IR radiation leaves the
scene unaltered to the human eye therefore does not affect
the projection itself. By filtering out the visible component
of light while capturing the image, we then obtain an image
from which it is very simple to detect and to track the led

and the pen. We therefore placed a low-cost infrared filter
in front of the videocamera lenses: the effect is to eliminate
most of the visible light component, which is mainly represented by the projected images. Segmentation of the scene
is performed by means of thresholding(Fig. 2), search of
connected components and edge extraction.

(a) Pointing

(b) Click event

Figure 2: Thresholded images
The edges resulting from the segmentation are then processed by the Classification algorithm which returns the position of the pen and the type of event.
The Classification phase discriminates the click event using the number of active leds in the same frame: pointing is characterized by only one LED active, click by two
LEDs active. To simplify the detection of the second led
we use informations on the shape of leds because the two
leds have different shape (circular shape and rectangular
shape). Shape analisys of the retrivied contours in the image of segmentation is based on the equations 1, 2, the leds
are discriminated by the different ratio (factor ) between the
principal axis of the leds. The measure of principal axis of
the leds is calculated using some statistical moments (Mij )
(zero, first and second order).

Mpq = (

P P
x

y

xp y q I(x, y))
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(M
)
00
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(M
)
00
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M20 ∗ invm00

b=

M11 ∗ invm00

c=
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possible to determine the co-ordinates of the corresponding
point on the screen (x,y) by means of the equation 4.

p

4 ∗ b2 + (a − c)2

square =
θ=

arctan

cs =

2∗b
a−c+square

cos θ

sn =
sin θ
rotatea = cs2 ∗ M20 + 2 ∗ cs ∗ sn ∗ M11 + sn2 ∗ M02 (2)
rotatec = sn2 ∗ M20 − 2 ∗ cs ∗ sn ∗ M11 + cs2 ∗ M02
√
length =
4 ∗ rotatea ∗ invm00
√
width =
4 ∗ rotatec ∗ invm00
length
width

factor =

Before passing the recognized command to the operating
system, the coordinates supplied by VisualPen need to be
corrected because the multimedia video projector and the
gray-level videocamera are not orthogonal to the projected
surface and generate a trapezoidal distortion (see Figs. 6,
7). To do so, we must determine the correction parameters.
A test image is projected during the initialization phase and
the user is asked to touch four highlighted points with his
pen in the sequence indicated.

x=
y=

X ∗ factorx − offsetx
Y ∗ factory − offsety

When a led has been detected, the information (after correction) about its position and velocity (interframe displacement) is passed to the tracker module. As shown in Fig.
5, this module comprises an estimator, a controller and a
measure module connected in the conventional closed-loop
fashion commonly adopted for visual object tracking. At
each frame the Kalman Tracker, on the basis of the previous observations (measures), produces an estimate of the
new status of the pen, the accuracy of which tends to improve at each iteration (in the ideal case, the error tends to
zero) thanks to the information provided by each new measurement. Let us now define the status vector representing
the status of the system to be tracked.
The status vector have a total of 4 elements, as expressed
by the equation 5, it comprises 4 variables considered in the
time instants i.
Xi = xi

Capture

yi

δxi

Kalman Filter
Segmentation

Perspective Correction

Understanding

Figure 3: The main operational phases of VisualPen

Prediction-Assimilation paradigm

In this way, once the positions of the pen in the image
acquired by the camera and the four points in the test image
are known, it is possible to determine the parameters of
geometric transformation between the acquired image and
the reference system.
The proportionality factors and the offset are given in
equation 3, in which d12 , d23 , d34 and d14 represent the reciprocal distances between the four points in the test image,
and D12 , D23 , D34 and D14 indicate the reciprocal distances
between the four points in the acquired image.

ei = Ai−1 Xi−1 + wi−1
X
Zi−1 = Gi−1 Xi−1 + vi−1
wi and vi have zero mean
and variances: Bi and Ri
Xi has a variance of: Pi
Pei = APi−1 AT + BB T

−1
Ki = Pei−1 GTi Gi Pei GT + Ri


bi = X
ei + Ki Zi − Gi X
ei
X

w=
h=

(D12 − (D12 − D34 ) ∗



(5)

Prediction
Observation model

Riccati eqn.
Kalman Gain
Assimilation

Pi = (I − Ki Gi ) Pei

Y −Y1
)
Y4 −Y1

Figure 4: Prediction - Assimilation algorithm
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)
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factory =

( dw12 )
( dh14 )

offsetx =

X1 ∗ factor − x1

offsety =

Y1 ∗ factor − y1

factorx =

δyi

In eqn.(5), (xi , yi ) and (δxi , δyi ) are respectively the position and the velocity of the led (in screen co-ordinates).
The Prediction-Assimilation algorithm is outlined in Figure 4: Z is the vector of our measures, so it has the same
composition as Xi in equation (5). The matrix Gi represents
the linear relation between the measure and the status: in
our case, Gi = I (I is the Identity matrix). wi and vi represent the noise associated with the status and the observation
process. We assume that they both have a Gaussian probability distribution, zero mean and variances, respectively:
Bi and Ri . The variance of Xi is Pi . The model adopted
for prediction is a linear and its parameters were determined
experimentally.

Operating System

Os Events queue

Classification

(4)

(3)

Once offsetx, offsety, factorx, factory and the co-ordinates
of a point (X,Y) in the acquired image are known, it is

The performance of the Kalman tracker described above is
closely related to the hypothesis that both the noise vectors
and the status vector have a Gaussian distribution. At this
stage we will not address this issue, since the performance of
the Kalman tracker is reasonable for our purposes; several
different solutions do, however, exist for this problem.
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Figure 5:
scheme.

3.

The

prediction-measure-assimilation

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The system was tested during and after development by
several users for a considerable number of hours in numerous environments with different external lighting conditions.
As VisualPen replaces the input devices in almost all their
functions it was used to interact with the graphic interface
of the operating system and most commonly used applications. For example, the system was used to open, select and
drag icons, windows and other graphic objects on the desktop. The use of VisualPen is of particular interest in applications of free-hand interaction such as drawing in graphic
processing applications (see Fig.6) and hand-writing in sign
recognition software (e.g. PenReader) (see Fig. 7).

and repeatability a considerable number of tests were carried out. To produce a quantitative evaluation we compared
the output of VisualPen with a ground-truth reference. So
we predisposed three classes of tests that can meaningfully
characterize our system. At first we considered a segment
of horizontal straight line that must be followed tracing it
for its entire length with the pen. The measures have been
realized asking 10 users to test 5 times the system following
free hand the prefixed trajectories, that have been shown on
the projection surface, and the system has stored during the
tests the coordinates of the output points.
An estimation of the whole error (due both to the system
and to the accuracy of the user) can be evaluated from the
comparison between the acquired coordinates and those of
the reference curve; carrying out then a statistical analysis
on a considerable number of measures we obtained informations about the precision of the system calculating the
standard deviations of the errors for each point along the
reference trajectory; such errors are expressed in pixel or
fractions of pixel.
For the second class of test we considered an arc of ellipse
to be followed - again - free hand. Both these classes show,
particularly in the second half of the abscissas, a defect of
accuracy due to the uncertainty of the user. Nevertheless,
the extreme naturalness of VisualPen allows to maintain the
error under 3 pixels. We considered a third class of tests to
try to render negligible eventual systematic errors unconsciously introduced from the users in order to estimate the
intrinsic error of the system. This time the users must follow
the same segment of horizontal straight line of the first class
of tests, but with the pen constrained to slide on a fixed
guide.
The analysis of 50 measures carried out for each class of
tests shows that the standard deviation of the error is maintained always inferior to 3 pixels and that the total medium
value on the three class of measures is approximately 1.5
pixels.

Figure 6: Drawing with Paint

Figure 8: Standard deviation of the error made tracing free hand a segment of a straight line

Figure 7: Use of a hand-writing
Tests were carried out on projections onto a desk, a wall
and a projection screen to show the possibility of using VisualPen in different environments and situations. To evaluate the performance of the system in terms of accuracy

Fig.8 shows results, along the 561 points of abscissa, of
the standard deviation of the error made tracing free hand
a segment of a straight line. The increment of the error in
the second half of the segment is probably generated from a
decay of the attention of users. Fig. 9 instead shows results,
along the 466 points of the arc of ellipse, showing also in this
time an increment of the error in the second half of the curve.
Fig. 10 finally shows the obtained results along the previous segment constrained this time to a sliding guide. It is
interesting to note that removing the error due to the users,
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Figure 10: Standard deviation of the error made
tracing constrained to a sliding guide a segment of
a straight line
the system shows an intrinsic error that oscillates around 1
pixel. Such error is due to the different resolutions of the
acquired image and of the projected image. To solve this
problem we would need to use an algorithm that allows to
obtain a sub-pixel accuracy. This kind of algoithm is usually
very computationally intensive thus revealing unsuitable for
our purpouses. We therefore decided to keep this error.

4.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we presented a system for human-computer
interaction that provides a more easy and suitable input
device, we explained the insensitivity to lighting and the
low computational complexity that permits a large number
of application scenarios in several environments and with
different types of devices like PDAs or other mobile device.
We supplied measures of the accuracy in three classes of
tests obtaining always good results that suggest the use of
this system also in applications traditionally linked to mouse
or keyboard. We are currently investigate the application
of VisualPen to collaborative work sessions and to interact
with Virtual and Augmented Reality Environments.
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ABSTRACT
We have developed a stereo-based face tracking system which
can track the 3D position and orientation of a user in real-time,
and have improved it for a large display. Our original system
could track only one person, and the area in which he/she
could move around was small. In this paper, we describe the
enlargement of the movement area and the ability to track
multiple persons in our face tracking system. Our tracking
system incorporates the dynamic update of template images
for tracking facial features so that the system can successfully
track a user who moves around in front of the camera units; it
also utilizes some image-processing boards for tracking
multiple persons. These features would be necessary for
ubiquitous computing environments using large-sided
displays.

Keywords
Perceptual user interface, face tracking, image-processing.

1. INTRODUCTION
Recently, large-sized displays such as plasma displays or LCD
projectors that can project images to a large area have become
popular. They are often used in public places, e.g., train
stations or shopping malls for displaying information.
However, a large-sized display with equipped with a touch
sensor has become popular gradually, it needs the positive
action of a user to do so. Large-sized displays in public spaces
often show advertisements or information in the form of
movies, and they would draw attention than general
information kiosks. A face-tracking system would be able to
give information to users who do not approach to the display
actively or to those who happened to pass the display. Using
the eyes or the face as a source of input in advanced user
interfaces has long been a topic of interest to the human
computer interaction field. With using a face-tracking system,
we can also record the number of occasions when each
advertisement or information has been watched. It would be
possible to offer the information about which advertisement is
This paper was presented at "Physical Interaction (PI03) Workshop on Real World User Interfaces", a workshop at
the Mobile HCI Conference 2003 in Udine (Italy). September
8, 2003. The copyright remains with the authors.
Further information and online proceedings are available at
http://www.medien.informatik.uni-muenchen.de/en/events/pi03/

popular among people and the information about marketing to
the person who offered advertisements or information [1].
We have also developed a face-tracking system that utilizes
incorporates dynamic update of template images for tracking
facial features so that it can successfully track a user's face for
a large angle of rotation, and implemented several prototype
applications [8]. However, our system tracked the face of a
single user and did not work on multiple people
simultaneously. We utilized some fixed parameters for finding
facial features and for processing template-matching method,
and the area in which our system tracked a user's face was not
so large that he/she could move around in front of the system.
A large display in a public space would be watched with multi
persons, and they will watch it from various distance. In this
paper, we describe enlargement of a movement area and
tracking multi persons in our face tracking system.
There are several kinds of commercial products that detect a
human’s head position and orientation using magnetic
sensors and link mechanisms, and there are much research
based on computer vision techniques [1-4, 8, 9]. Haro
presented a real-time pupil detector and tracker that utilized a
probabilistic framework [3]. They used an infrared lighting
camera to capture the physiological properties of eyes, Karman
trackers to model eye/head dynamics, and a probabilisticbased appearance model to represent eye appearance. Kawato
proposed an approach that tracks a point between the eyes and
then locates the eyes [4]. It utilizes an image filter, i.e., the
circle-frequency filter to detect “between-eyes,” and stores the
small area around it as a template for template matching.
Stiefelhagen presented an eye tracker without special lights
that employs neural networks to estimate a user’s eye gaze
using the images of both of the user’s eyes as input [9]. They
trained several neural networks to estimate a user’s eye gaze on
a computer screen using the eye images obtained with their eye
tracker. However, most of these systems utilize a monocular
image and it is very difficult to compute the full 3D locations
and orientation of a face or to detect the eye gaze direction
accurately and robustly. The most relevant work to us is by
[6]; that work employs the template matching method for
detecting the edges of eyes and a mouth by using a stereo
camera pair. Their system tracks the 3D coordinates of the
facial features and aims to utilize them as a visual human
interface for a cooperative task with a robot. These studies,
however, assume that a user sits down in front of a computer
monitor. Our purpose in this research is to develop a face-
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tracking system not for a personal display, but rather for a
large-sized display. Darrel et al. explored three different
interface paradigms using a face-tracking system: direct
manipulation, gaze-mediated agent dialog, and perceptuallydriven remote presence, and showed a face-tracking system is
an important module in designing perceptual interfaces for
intelligent environments [2]. However, most of the previously
developed face-tracking systems were designed to be used by a
user sitting in front of a monitor; therefore, they might not be
suitable for applications with a large-sized display as an
ubiquitous computing environment.

2. Our Face Tracking System
2.1 Overview
Our vision-based face tracking system can track the position
and orientation of a user in real-time (30 frames/sec) [4]. The
configuration of our tracking system is similar to the one
proposed by Matsumoto et al. [5], but our tracking system is
capable of tracking a user’s face for wider angles of rotation by
introducing dynamic update of template images [8]. Our
system runs on a PC (Pentium4-2.8GHz, Linux OS) equipped
with a HITACHI IP5010 image-processing board, which is used
while being connected to two NTSC cameras. It is equipped
with 40 frame memories of 512 x 512 pixels. In order to reduce
the processing time of face tracking, we use the lower
resolution image whose size is 256 x 220 pixels. We use a
camera unit that consists of two 3CCD black-and-white
cameras and two near-infrared lights; the disparity of the two
cameras is 16 cm (Figure 1). The cameras are equipped with
infrared filters. These filters transmit only the light whose
wavelength is close to infrared rays. By using this filter, the
camera takes only the infrared light that reflects in the face of
the user, thereby enabling us to eliminate the background
images.

After storing the template images, we perform the template
matching with four template images of eye edges and with two
template images of mouth edges for each camera image. This
search process using template matching is computationally
expensive. Therefore, search areas are defined in our method
and the eye edges and the mouth edges are searched for only
within these areas instead of over an entire region of the user’s
face. In this process, each feature is assumed to have a small
motion between the current frame and the previous one. We
perform the template matching only in the areas around the eye
and mouth locations that were found in the previous frame.
The areas of a fixed size, e.g., 48 x 38 pixels in our current
implementation, are set so that they include the locations of
the edges of the eyes and the mouth obtained at the previous
frame. We utilize a function of normalized correlation
equipped in the image-processing board in template matching,
and six 2D locations are found for each camera image. Then the
3D coordinate of each feature is determined based on
triangulation.
The locations of the eye and mouth edges found in template
matching are obtained independently, and the provided 3D
coordinates do not always correspond to the model of the face
registered at the initialization. There might be the case that
multiple candidates exist for matching and that inappropriate
points are detected, and it would not be appropriate that we
utilize those locations. We utilize the 3D model of the face
stored at the initialization to cope with this problem. We
revise the coordinates provided in template matching so that
they retain the nature of the rigid body model. We use the
algorithm that lets a rigid body model fit the last state in the
previous frame using the virtual springs proposed in [5].

Figure 2. Samples of obtained initial templates.
Figure 1. The stereo camera unit in our face-tracking system.

2.3 Enlargement of a Movement Area

2.2 Stereo Tracking Algorithm

Our previous system has fixed parameters for searching facial
features and for template matching. When a user move forward
and back in front of our camera unit, the sizes of template
images don't match with the user's face size, and our previous
system fails to keep tracking.

In order to search facial features from the camera images, we
first select the region of the face. This is done by binarizing an
input image from each camera while changing the threshold of
binarization iteratively. Then, within this extracted facial
region, we identify the location of pupils with the algorithm
proposed by Stiefelhagen [9]. We search for the pupils by
looking for two dark regions that satisfy the creation of
anthropometric constraints and lie within a certain area of the
face. After the pupils are located in the camera image, we
identify the location of the mouth based on histogram
projection in two orthogonal directions.

In order to enlarge an area where a user can move, we
dynamically change those parameters and store new template
images according to the distance between the user and our
camera unit. We set five areas, and change the parameters
according to the area in which a user is (Figure 3).
Figure 4 shows the new algorithm for searching facial features.
After selecting the region of the face, we estimate one area in
which a user is using the face region size.
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The threshold values for this estimation were decided with
averaging face region sizes of five persons at each area.
According to the selected area, we select parameters for
searching eye edges and mouth edges and template image size.
With the selected parameters, we detect facial features and store
the initial template images. This makes it possible to detect
facial features even if a user enters into any area, however, we
should also update template images dynamically in order to
keep tracking a user when he/she moves. Figure 4 also shows
the new algorithm for tracking eye edges and mouth edges.

image size, store new template image at the obtained 3D
coordinates and retry template matching with the new template
images.
When the correlation values are lower than the predefined
threshold, we check whether the user enters into another area
with the obtained face location. When the user remains one
area, we retry to detect facial features and restart tracking.
When the user enters into another area, we change the template
image size, store new template images at the obtained 3D
coordinates and retry template matching with the new template
images.
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Figure 3 The five areas in our face-tracking system.
Figure 5 Examples of the tracking result in each area.
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wcq

In our previous system, the area size that a user could move
forward and back was 30 cm, which is just the “near” area
among in Figure 3. In our current system, the current area size
has become 120 cm, which is four times of the previous system.

2.4 Processing Multi Persons
Our previous system tracked only one person, and its one
reason was that one user's face occupied most of the camera
image as shown Figure 2. With the enlargement of the
movement area, it has become possible to get an image of two
person’s faces with our camera unit.
Msrnsrglmlcamknrcp

Msrnsrglrfcmrfcpamknsrcp

lm
Amppcj_rgmlt_jscqgl
rcknj_rck_rafgle_pc
fgefcprf_lrfcrfpcqfmjb

Qrmpgleammpbgl_rcq
npmtgbcbglrcknj_rck_rafgle
wcq Clrcpgleglrm
_lmrfcp_pc_
Af_leglerfcrcknj_rcgk_ecqgxc
Qrmpglelcurcknj_rcgk_ecq

lm

lm
Bcrcpkglglerfcd_acjma_rgml
_lbrfcd_acbgpcargml

Clrcpgleglrm
_lmrfcp_pc_

wcq

Af_leglerfcrcknj_rcgk_ecqgxc
Qrmpglelcurcknj_rcgk_ecq

Pcrpwglermbcrcard_ag_jdc_rspcq

Figure 4 The improved algorithms.
After searching eye edges and mouth edges and obtaining the
3D coordinate of each feature, we check the obtained
correlation values in template matching.
When the correlation values are higher than the predefined
threshold, we store the provided 3D face location once and
check whether the user enters into another area with the
location. When the user remains one area, we determine where
the user looks at using the face location and the face direction.
When the user enters into another area, we change the template

Figure 6 Output image in each PC
The image processing board that we utilize doesn’t correspond
to a multi-thread program, and the processing speed has
become slow when tracking two persons with processing in
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one loop. For these reasons, we utilize two PCs equipped with
an image-processing board in the current implementation. The
camera image is distributed to the two image-processing board,
and each board processes different area among the same image.
When each board processes half of an image, there was a case
that one person's face was in the half of the image from one
camera but was not in the half of the image from the other
camera. In the current implementation, each board processes an
area of two-thirds of an input image (Figure 6).

3. Discussions and Conclusions
In this paper, we presented a stereo-based face tracking system
which can track the 3D position and orientation of a user in
real-time, and the expansion for enlargement of a movement
area and for processing multi persons. Our tracking system
incorporates dynamic update of template images for tracking
facial features so that the system can successfully track
moving usersÞ faces. Another advantage of our tracking
system is that it does not require a user in the area to manually
initialize tracking process, which would be critical for natural
and intuitive interaction in ubiquitous computing
environments. Some researches can track multi persons,
however, they tracks only 2D locations and assume that users
sit down in front of a computer monitor. On the other hand, our
system track 3D locations and we assume that users are in front
of a large display move around.
In the current implementation, we utilize the face region size
for estimating one area in which a user is, and the threshold
values for this estimation process are heuristic. With using
other systems such that can detect pupil easily [3, 4] or such
that know a position of a user with other stereo camera units
jointly, our tracking system will become more robust. For
tracking two persons, we utilize two PCs equipped with an
image-processing board. Because this system constitution is
not suited for tracking more persons’ faces, we are porting our
system by using a software image-processing library instead
of the image-processing board [10]. With this porting, it will
become easy to add more camera units and develop a multithread program for tracking multi persons. We will enlarge the
area in which a user can move from side to side by adding
some camera units and will track more persons’ faces
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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we present a user interaction paradigm for physical
browsing and universal remote control. The paradigm is based on
three simple actions for selecting objects: pointing, scanning and
touching. We also analyse how RFID technology can be used to
implement this paradigm. In a few scenarios, we show the potential of augmenting physical objects and environment with
digital information.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.5.2. [Information Systems]: User Interfaces – Interaction
styles.

General Terms
Human Factors.

Keywords
Physical browsing, pointing, tangible user interface, mobile
phone, PDA, natural UI.

1. INTRODUCTION
Want et al. summarise the goal of augmented reality and physically-based user interfaces:
"The goal of these projects is to seamlessly blend the affordances
and strengths of physically manipulatable objects with virtual
environments or artifacts, thereby leveraging the particular
strengths of each." [5]
Physical browsing can be defined as getting hyperlink information from physical objects. This can happen if the object has a
way to communicate a URL to a user, which requests it. This URL
can be transmitted for example with an information tag and it can

This paper was presented at "Physical Interaction (PI03) Workshop on Real World User Interfaces", a workshop at
the Mobile HCI Conference 2003 in Udine (Italy). September
8, 2003. The copyright remains with the authors.
Further information and online proceedings are available at
http://www.medien.informatik.uni-muenchen.de/en/events/pi03/

be read with a mobile device like a cell phone. We define an information tag (hereafter: a tag) as a small and inexpensive unique
identifier, which 1) is attached to a physical object but has limited
or no interaction with the object itself, 2) contains some
information, which is typically related to the object, and 3) can be
read from near vicinity.
A tag may be for example a barcode, RFID (radio frequency identifier) tag or an IR (infrared) beacon. Based on the tag information, the user can then for example load the page corresponding to
the URL to his device and get electronic information from a
physical object. This is a powerful paradigm, which adds the
power of World Wide Web to the interaction with physical objects – information signs, consumer goods, etc.
Another aspect of physically based user interfaces is controlling
or interacting with physical artefacts using a user interaction device such as a PDA. An example of this is using a PDA as a user
interface to a household appliance. This approach can be seen as a
universal remote control. In this scenario, a universal remote control is a device, which may control or interact with all kinds of objects by using suitable communication mechanisms. A major
challenge in this paradigm is the establishment of the communication between the object and the UI device.
In the world of millions of objects to be augmented with digital
presence, tags represent a key enabling technology for physically
based user-interfaces. Traditionally, RFID tags have been used to
track objects and cargo in industry and commerce. In research
projects they have also been used for physical browsing and providing services related to for example conference rooms [5]. RFID
tag readers are not yet very common in consumer products but as
the tags become more widespread, PDAs and cell phones may
have readers and there will be a common way to access the tags.
Previously, Want et al. [5] developed Xerox tags, a system, which
the creators describe as "bridging physical and virtual worlds".
The system combines RFID tags and readers, RF networking,
infrared beacons and portable computing. They have created
several example applications to demonstrate the possibilities of
the system. In the Cooltown project [3], a method called eSquirt
was developed. It allows the users to collect links (URLs) from
infrared beacons attached to physical objects like walls, printers,
radios, pictures and others. Cooltown's user interaction theme is
based on adding hyperlinks on physical locations. In addition,
barcodes can be used to transfer information between physical
objects and mobile devices. The user reads the barcodes with a
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wireless reader and the code is sent to a server. The server then
transmits the information about tagged object to the user's cell
phone, email, or some other information application or device.
Bowman and Hodges [1] have studied similar interactions in virtual environments whereas for example Mazalek et al. [2] have
created tangible interfaces. Our paradigm lies somewhere between
these two approaches, combining physical and virtual.
In this paper we represent and analyse a paradigm for physical
user interaction based on using tags for augmenting physical objects with digital presence. Especially, we will present three paradigms for choosing the object of interest. We also discuss RFID
tags as one possibility for implementing this paradigm.

2. INTERACTION METHODS
There are two approaches to using tags in physically based user
interfaces: information related approach and control related approach. Essential for both uses is the requirement for choosing the
object (tag) of interest. In our concept, there are three methods
for choosing tags with readers: 1) scanning, 2) pointing and 3)
touching. We suggest that for any tagging technology these
paradigms should be supported to provide optimal support for
natural interaction with physical objects.

2.1 ScanMe
Scanning is one way to choose the tag of interest. When a user
enters an environment, he can use his reader to scan the environment for tags. The services provided by the tags will then be presented on the user's UI device. Thus the presence of the tags is
communicated to the user and he can then choose the tag (object)
of interest by using his UI device. Effectively, this means choosing a physical object in the digital world. This method can be
called ScanMe paradigm (see Figure 1).

however, the universal naming problem — association between
virtual and physical objects. The tags must be named somehow so
that the user can understand what physical object is associated
with the information on the menu.

2.2 PointMe
If the tag is visible, pointing is a natural way to access it. In
PointMe paradigm, the user can point and hence choose a tag with
a UI device, which has an optical beam, e.g. infra red or laser, for
pointing (see Figure 2). Pointing requires direct line of sight to the
tag, but it works through transparent surfaces. Like in scanning,
the tag can be accessed within the range of the reader. The
PointMe paradigm may be typically implemented with IR alone,
or by combinations of IR, laser beam, and RF technologies. In the
latter case, the optical mechanism is used for choosing the tag
while the RF communication is used from tag to UI device communication.
PointMe tags can be accessed directly by pointing and selecting.
Depending on the width of the beam there is also a selection
problem if there are more than one tag in the place the user points
at; in this case, a scanning-like menu of the tags could be presented. In any case, there is an application dependent need for a
compromise between the beam width (larger beam leading to
more inaccurate selection) and the usability issues (requirement
for very exact pointing may lower the usability). Typically, in the
PointMe paradigm the tag of interest is chosen without ambiguity
and hence the related service may be launched immediately to the
UI device if required. For example if the tag responds by sending
a URL pointing to product information, it could be loaded into the
browser of the device immediately. In more complex situations, a
user interface to the tag's services could be presented.

Figure 1: ScanMe

Figure 2: PointMe

Technically ScanMe is supported by methods supporting omnidirectional or at least wide search beam communications, which is
true especially for RF based methods. In ScanMe, all tags within
reading range would respond to the scan, even if they were behind
small objects like packaging1. A major issue with ScanMe is,

2.3 TouchMe

1

Potentially, with some technologies and in the presence of a
multitude of tags, there may be occasions that not all the tags
successfully reply to the scan, e.g. due to communication
channel overload. This would represent a problem to the UI
paradigm unless there is some way of warning the UI device of

In TouchMe paradigm, the tag (object) of interest is chosen by
(virtually) touching it with a UI device. Like pointing, touching
requires that the user identify the location of the tag. However, the
tag itself does not necessarily have to be visible. RFID tags may
be made into TouchMe tags by limiting the reading range. This

the unread tags, in which case the scan could be repeated until
all tags are successfully read.
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can be done either by limiting the power used or by tag antenna
design.
Touching is an unambiguous way to select the right tag and object. It eliminates the possibility of multiple tags responding, but
the touching range limits its use. Typically, it is the most powerful
paradigm in the case where a multitude of objects is close to each
other, e.g. in a supermarket for downloading product information.

2.4 Universal remote control concept
The ScanMe, PointMe and TouchMe paradigms may easily be
applied in the concept of physical browsing, i.e. in information
related applications. However, tags and the above UI paradigms
are also powerful in the concept of a universal remote control.
In this scenario a generic remote control is a device, which may
dynamically control or interact with previously unknown objects
by using suitable communication mechanisms. The basic challenges for such universal remote control are:
1.

Discovery: how to choose the object of interest (in the physical space) by using the UI device (which is functional in the
virtual space), or how to provide mapping between the
physical and virtual space objects.

2.

Connectivity: how to establish the communication channel
between the object and the UI device in case the communication protocol is not know a priori, or if many communication mechanisms are supported (e.g. IrDA, Bluetooth).

3.

Communication protocol: how to make the UI device and the
object to communicate with the same vocabulary.

4.

User interface: how to present the information to and allow
control by the user on the UI device in an intuitive way.

We suggest that tags can be used as a simple mechanism to address these challenges. A tag attached to the device can hold or
provide a pointer to the necessary communication parameters to
be used in the control, such as communication mechanism, address, protocol and its parameters. If the tag contains a pointer to
these parameters (for example in the Internet), it is possible to
take into account the UI device characteristics and to download a
proper UI to the device. The usage is as follows:
1.
2.

3.

4.

first is a simple and standard2 mechanism for device discovery
supporting custom methods for communication. The second advantage is flexibility for supporting multiple devices, languages,
etc. (especially in case the returned parameter is the URL of the
method).

3. IMPLEMENTATION OF TAGS
The primary feature of tags is their extreme locality: they are only
accessible within near vicinity, and hence they are closely related
to a certain place or object. Indoor positioning and user identification can be used in similar manner as we suggest tags to be
used. However, tags have some advantages over other technologies that can be used to identify a user and her indoor positioning.
Some advantages of tags are their efficiency, simplicity and low
cost both in computing power and monetary terms.
The most important tagging technologies currently are RFID tags
and optically readable tags (barcodes or other kinds of glyphs).
Both kinds of tags can be used to easily augment physical objects
and the environment on a small scale. The RFID technology is
becoming a challenger for barcodes in many applications, and its
features allow its usage beyond possibilities of the barcodes.
RFID tags are typically passive components; i.e. they do not have
their own power source; they get all the power they need from the
device that is reading them. At present, the information content of
a tag is typically static but the technology allows dynamic updates
to the contents, e.g. updating information or adding some sensor
readings from attached sensors. It naturally supports ScanMe and
TouchMe concepts (the latter is achieved either by decreasing the
reading power to the minimum or by modifying the antenna of the
tag to be less sensitive). Support for tag selection by optical methods allowing the PointMe paradigm is being researched.
The central features of RFID tags may be summarised as follows:
1.

Visibility. RFID tags don't need to be visible so they may be
attached below the surface of the object. However, they are
not readable through thick materials or metal.

2.

Range. The maximum range of RFID tags is about four
meters with 500 mW reading power [7]. It is possible to use
tags that respond to touching or RF requests at very short
distances. This kind of tag can be used as a TouchMe tag.

3.

Data storage capacity. RFID tags usually have greater data
storage capacity than barcodes or glyphs. The capacity may
beat the range of a few kilobits [5].

4.

Sensors. RFID tags can be connected to sensors. These sensors can be used as a condition for triggering the tag, or for
reading and transmitting sensor data.

The tag replies to the tag reader with information about the
necessary communication parameters for further control or
communication needs. These may include actual communication parameters, or a URL to download these parameters
and/or the device UI.

5.

Antenna. The antenna is by far the largest element of the
RFID tag, typically about one square inch. It can be made
flexible and it may be attached to almost any surfaces.

6.

Price. The prices of tags are in the order of tens of cents. In
large mass production the price may be cut to a few cents.

The UI device interprets the communications parameters,
downloads (if needed) the drivers and UIs, and starts the
communication with the object by using the defined method.

Different RFID tags respond to different triggers. Still, their basic
technology can be the same. This is a major advantage while
keeping the price of the tags and their readers low.

Our UI device (e.g. a PDA) includes a tag reader. In addition, it has some other communication mechanisms.
When the user chooses the object of interest, he scans the tag
with his UI device by using ScanMe, PointMe or TouchMe
paradigm. The most essential feature to the user in this procedure is that the selection is simplified as much as possible
and the selection is done primarily in the physical space.

The main advantage from the users perspective is that the only
action required from the user is to choose the object in the step 2
– all the rest may be implemented to happen automatically. There
are two main advantages from the technological perspective. The

2

Here it is assumed that an industry standard for a suitable
tagging technology becomes accepted and agreed.
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4. SCENARIOS
The scenarios in this chapter provide use cases to illustrate the use
of tags for physical user interfaces and to emphasise the need for
different object selection paradigms.

4.1 Physical browsing
The user notices an interesting advertisement of a new movie (see
Figure 2). She points her PDA at the advertisement and presses a
button. The tag responds with an URL to a web page of the
movie. The PDA immediately launches a web browser and loads
and displays the page. The page contains links to the movie's web
page, to a local theatre and to a sample video clip. The advertisement could also have direct physical links to aforementioned
things. For example, it could have a tag, which would respond
directly with the URL of the video clip, whereas the tag at the
movie's name would open its web page. Physical objects could act
this way like user interfaces to different kinds of information.

4.2 Shopping
The user goes to a shop in which the items are augmented with
RFID tags. She sees a new chocolate brand but the trade description of the chocolate bar is not in any language she knows. However, she is very allergic to nuts and must know whether the product contains nuts. So, she touches the TouchMe tag in the chocolate bar with her PDA and gets a link to the page in which all
ingredients are described. This page is provided by the shop
chain, but it could also be provided by the manufacturer.

4.3 Universal remote control
The user walks into a room and wants to turn on some of the
lamps of the room. He notices standard RFID stickers attached to
the lamps, points the first lamp with his phone and presses a button. The tag attached to the lamp transmits an URL to the controlling method; i.e. the tag itself does not control anything. As
toggle between on/off are the only options for controlling the
lamp no specific UI display on the phone is needed.
To identify what controllable devices there are in the room, the
user first uses his mobile phone's scan function. The RF reader of
the phone sends a scan request to all tags in vicinity. The ScanMe
tags respond, in this case with an URL, which is a link to their
control and user interface. The mobile device constructs a menu
of these responses and displays it to the user. The user then selects the desired item from the menu and his cell phone loads the
user interface for that device. It should be noted that the user
should not get a list of URLs for choosing. Instead, the mobile
device should use these URLs to get a description of the item (i.e.
a "link text"). This description would be displayed in the menu
and with it a new URL, which points to the user interface of the
device, for example the lighting of the room.

5. DISCUSSION
Digital augmentation of everyday objects represents a new powerful paradigm. However, there are some central usability issues
involved in making digital augmentation natural. In this paper we
have discussed use of tags in physical user interfaces and presented three paradigms for choosing the object. Still, some generic
design issues should be kept in mind. First, the users should be
able to find out if there are tags in their environment or recognise

tagged objects from those not tagged. The users should also understand what the tag would do if it were addressed. This is not
always clear from the tag's context. These are the basic issues of
visibility, affordances and mappings. Visibility means that a user
can see what can be done with an object. The term affordances
refers to the perceived and actual properties of an object, primarily those fundamental properties that determine how the object
could possibly be used. Mapping refers to mapping between control and action, i.e. relationship between doing something and
getting a result from it. [4] The question with physical browsing is
how do we communicate these issues to the user. Clearly, some
standardisation for example in representing different kind of tags
would help to solve these issues.
Currently RFID tag readers are not available as embedded in the
mobile gadgets. However, especially when the RFID tags extend
their range into higher radio frequencies (especially to 2.4GHz) it
becomes feasible to integrate the reader with the handsets. This is
required for the scenarios presented above to become reality in
large term. However, despite the great number of mobile handsets
sold so far, the number of potential objects to be tagged and hence
augmented outnumbers them by far. Hence, it is especially the
price of the tags and only secondarily the price of the reader
which will decide which tagging technology is the winning technology in large-scale applications.
To conclude, we have presented a tag-based user interaction paradigm for physical browsing and near-object control. We suggest
that a concept of physical user interaction should optimally support object selection by scanning, pointing and touching to fully
utilise richness of natural interaction. Finally, we believe that new
RFID technology developments are making it a potent technology
for implementing physical browsing and digital augmentation.
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ABSTRACT

2. DESIGN CONCEPT

Body Mnemonics is an interface design concept for portable
devices that uses the body space of the user as an interface. In this
system information can be stored and subsequently accessed by
moving a device to different locations around one’s body. The
system is designed to ease cognitive load by relying on our
proprioceptive sense, vibrotactile feedback, and the use of the
body image of the user as a mnemonic frame of reference.
Feedback from interviews conducted while developing this
system suggests that the body view is a very personal artefact and
that it is rich in meaning. It therefore has the potential to serve as
a powerful memory aid. We are currently integrating an inertial
measurement system into a portable device to enable us to
conduct studies to validate our approach.

Body Mnemonics is a project that continues the work conducted
by the primary author exploring embodied interfaces; using the
real space and the body of the user. Interface design for portable
devices is an ideal challenge for this approach, as the perceptual
bandwidth [1] provided by the physical design of the devices is
very limited. It typically comes in the form of a small touch
screen, a few buttons and low quality audio output. Exacerbating
this problem is the fact that portable devices are often used in
situations where the user is simultaneously engaged in other
cognitive tasks. Consequently, it is desirable to reduce the
attentional requirements of the interface.

General Terms
Design, Human Computer Interaction.

Keywords
Portable device, proprioception, spatial interaction, ubiquitous
computing

1. INTRODUCTION
Body mnemonics began as a interaction design proposal at
the Royal College of Art and a working prototype is currently
under development at Media Lab Europe. The project explores a
novel interaction paradigm for portable devices that has wideranging applications. It is intended to improve the usability and
reduce the attentional load of mobile interfaces. The mobile
market is rapidly expanding and novel interface designs
addressing the specific problems of the field are likely to find
immediate real world applications.
Initially, the project examined the potential for a spatial interface
from a psychological perspective; whether or not it makes sense
to a user. The second stage is currently under way and is
concerned with a technological implementation and validation of
the system. The final stage will involve a number of evaluations
of the system in a real world context to establish the
appropriateness of our design.

This paper was accepted at "Physical Interaction (PI03) - Workshop on
Real World User Interfaces", a workshop at the Mobile HCI Conference
2003 in Udine (Italy). September 8, 2003. The copyright remains with
the authors. Further information and online proceedings are available at
http://www.medien.informatik.uni-muenchen.de/en/events/pi03/

The fundamental concept in Body Mnemonics is that information
can be accessed and stored in the space defined by the user’s
arm’s reach - known as the reach envelope[1] - by moving a hand
held device as illustrated in figure 1. The concept is very similar
to a traditional desktop metaphor, where objects can be moved
and activated with a cursor.
Using body space, however, has several advantages over onscreen interface in mobile scenarios. Firstly, the dimensions of the
portable device limit its screen size. Expanding the working space
to the reach envelope has the potential to enable direct access to
significantly larger amount of data [2].
Secondly, the movement of one’s hands in the body space can be
perceived through the proprioceptive sense, our innate awareness
of the position of our body and limbs [3]. This activity can take
place in the background of our awareness and frees our vision for
other tasks.
Thirdly, body image, the cultural construct through which we
view our bodies, can be used as an aid to the storage and
subsequent recall of information. This rich wealth of symbolism is
influenced by factors such as up-bringing, education, constitution,
body decoration and different hobbies and skills.

Fig. 1 Moving the portable device in one’s hand to activate
and store different information.
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For example, the associations that might be meaningful to a
skydiver, used to finding critical controls on their chest could
differ radically from those of somebody with a tattoo in this area.
A doctor with detailed anatomical knowledge might have yet
another association.
Finally, body image can be related to the mnemonic device
known as the method of loci [4]. This millennia old technique
uses space to organise information and distribute memory. The
memorised material is associated with different places and objects
in an imaginary or real space. Journeying through the space is a
key to the recall of the material. We propose that the body space
can be harnessed in a similar manner, using different body parts
as mnemonic cues to help access information.

3. INTERVIEWS
In order to gain insight into the validity and feasibility of this
approach, preliminary interviews and questionnaires were
conducted in the Royal College of Art to investigate the different
mapping strategies that people might develop. The interviews
were relatively unstructured, representing our desire to explore
the conceptual space of the project. 10 subjects were interviewed
face to face in either one or two sessions and questionnaires were
sent via email to 35 individuals. 15 replies were received. All the
participants were experienced computer users and were between
21 and 38 years old. In all cases participants were asked what
applications, urls or other data they would store on their body and
where and how they would position them. They were also given a
more specific task; to distribute their personal phone book entries
within their body space. The replies received were very varied,
concentrating on many different forms of content and revealing
four basic mapping strategies: emotional, associative, functional
and logical.

3.1 Body mapping strategies
Emotional mappings tapped into the culturally shared symbolic
perception of the body and resulted in such structures as “husband
and children in the heart area” and “my dad by my head cause he
always knows best”, reflecting the personal meaning of the stored
information.
Associative organisations were based on the same kind of
emotional history but were connected to specific past experiences,
and hence made sense only to the individual. For example: “my
sister and my close friend [I would store on my neck], because
they gave me necklace and pendant separately but I always wear
them together”.
Functional mappings were connected to specific tools or to
ergonomic or behavioural characteristics of the body. For
example: “MP3 archive to my left ear”, “to-do-list to the back of
my head, because I scratch my head when I try to remember”.

music genres, application shortcuts, phonebook entries and
bookmarks. Typical arrangements are illustrated in Figure 2.
Even though the association tasks in the study were conducted as
mental exercises only, and hence lacked the depth and
environmental influence that real life usage of the system would
provide, the results were strongly suggestive that the body could
serve as a versatile canvas on which to store information.
An underlying trend was that certain body parts possessed a
strong association with a specific person or function, and this
would set the frame of reference around which related
information would be stored in a logical or spatial framework,
using top-down or left-to-right symmetries, circular envelopes or
the body shape.
Two participants in the study felt that using the body as an
interface was not appropriate. One saw the method as
cumbersome, and the body lacking relevant associations to the
kind of content available on a portable device. The other was

Fig. 2 Example body maps organising music archive according
to genres and applications by function.
concerned that the body would form an overly emotive frame of
reference. Arranging the contact details of one’s acquaintances on
the body might convey too open and strong a statement about his
or her interpersonal relationships.

4. RESULTS AND FUTURE WORK
The interviews and questionnaires conducted suggest that the
human body can provide a versatile associational space for
meaningful organisation of a variety of forms of data. The range
of different strategies reported in the study also supports our
hypothesis that the body space is a very individual culturally
defined construct, and thus can provide a highly personalised and
meaningful interface. Further studies are needed to establish to
what extent the associational process works in relation to personal
experience and to what extent there are universal guidelines

Logical mappings treated the space as having some associational
starting point, and then built complex information in relation to it.
For example, “Right side is generally the more logical side,
analysis, work etc. and left the emotional and fun side. My dad
would go to the right side of the head, mom on the left, and sister
somewhere around the head too, as they together form my
family.”
During the face to face interviews whole body maps were
composed around a specific content arrangement task. These
described the associative maps of a variety of domains including

Fig. 3 Three axis inertial measurement unit developed to
detect the motions of a HP Jordana PocketPC.
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according to which data can be stored.
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ABSTRACT
Physical selection offers a promising method for using mobile
devices, such as smart phones and personal digital assistants, as
tools for communication between a human and the digitally
augmented objects and services in the environment. In this paper,
we analyse the concept from the technological perspective, and
focus on different technologies, which may be used to implement
the physical selection paradigm: visual patterns, electromagnetic
methods or infrared.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.5.2. [Information Systems]: User Interfaces – Interaction
styles.

General Terms
Algorithms, Design, Experimentation, Human Factors.

Keywords
Physical selection, tangible user interface, mobile phone, natural
interaction, RFID, IR, barcodes.

1. INTRODUCTION
Ubiquitous computing inherently includes natural interaction
between humans and digital devices embedded in their
environment. The desktop metaphor [8] works well in the office,
but it is not so well suited to ubiquitous and mobile computing
[11]. The limited size of the mobile devices restricts the display
area and handheld devices do not support the use of mouse or
other common ways of pointing. Also the use of QWERTY
keyboards is limited by the size of the mobile devices.
The mobile devices should be able to communicate with the
devices and services available locally. Since the location1 varies,
the environment is inherently dynamic. In this respect the
situation is very different from an office computer, where the
tools (services), e.g. word processing, spreadsheet calculation,
and email, are fairly stable. For example using multi-level menus
for selection in stable environment is not difficult after the user
familiarises her/himself with the tools. In a dynamically changing
i.e. mobile environment this is not the case. Therefore, all the
means to facilitate usage should be employed. One of these means
is tying the available services to their physical counterparts.
This paper was presented at "Physical Interaction (PI03) -Workshop on
Real World User Interfaces", a workshop at the Mobile HCI Conference
2003 in Udine (Italy). September 8, 2003. The copyright remains with the
authors. Further information and online proceedings are available at
http://www.medien.informatik.uni-muenchen.de/en/events/pi03/
1

Instead of location, also situation or task can be the variable.

Ideas close to physical selection have been suggested [10,11,4].
Ulmer and Ishii [10] developed the idea of Phicons, which serve
as physical icons for the containment, transport and manipulation
of online media in an office environment. Their paper does not
discuss the role of mobile personal devices, such as smart phones
or Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs), but instead rely on fixed
devices, such as digital whiteboards, projectors, and printers.
Kinderberg and co-workers study infrastructures to support "web
presence" for the real world [4], their main idea being connecting
physical objects with corresponding web sites. Infrared (IR)
beacons, electronic tags or barcodes are suggested for creating the
connection. We estimate the application potential to be much
larger than accessing web pages associated with physical places
or objects.
In this paper the employment of widely used and increasingly
popular mobile devices, such as smart phones and PDAs, as a tool
for physical selection is suggested. In the physical selection
paradigm the interaction between the personal mobile device and
a target object or device in the real world is initiated by a physical
operation, such as pointing or touching. The function is analogous
to selection in the virtual world of a desktop, hence the name.
We briefly describe three examples of using physical selection,
derive requirements based on use cases, and then focus on
analysing the potential of different technologies which may be
used to implement the concept. Finally, the potential of physical
browsing as well as future direction of the research is discussed.

2. EXAMPLES OF USE CASES
Three potential use-cases of physical selection are presented. The
cases are
Use Case #1: updating the context profile of a mobile phone. The
context profile of a mobile phone should relate to the current
situation defined largely by the location and the task at hand.
The location specific context could be e.g. an office, meeting
room, car or home. Changing or updating the context profile of
a mobile phone could be done by pointing it at a Context Tag
and accepting the new profile, which is downloaded from the
tag or from a location specified by the tag. A natural place for
Context Tags would be near beside door posts of rooms. In a
similar way, task or situation context could be chosen by
pointing at physical symbols of each named context with the
mobile device.
Use Case #2: Activating a phone call to a person by pointing at
her/his picture or a tag in a business card. This would ease the
dialling process, which is also error prone especially when the
user is moving or preoccupied by some other task. A similar
case would be launching any application or function on a
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mobile device while pointing at a tag, e.g. starting a webbrowser and downloading the web-page related to the current
object.
Use Case #3: Using a mobile device as a universal remote control
for objects, which do not have a complete UI of their own (e.g.
home appliances). The control of many everyday devices –
thermostats, videos, ovens, washing machines – may in the
future be partly delegated to mobile devices. The controlled
device could have a tag2, and by selecting the tag the user
would launch a control UI on his/her activating device. This UI
can provide significantly more freedom in personalisation and
adaptation than any built-in UI can realistically do.

3. REQUIREMENTS FOR PHYSICAL
SELECTION
There are many issues related to the implementation of the
physical selection paradigm. These include:
1.

2.

3.

2

Physical selection may be based on proximity or pointing. In
the case of proximity, the selection is activated by bringing
the activating device, e.g. a smart phone, close to the target
device. Respectively, in the case of pointing, the activating
device is aimed at the target device. In both cases, the
maximum distance of activation may vary, but for proximity
type of selection, it would be natural to assume "almost
touching" as the prevalent case where as in the case of
pointing, a maximum distance of up to a few metres seems
natural. In the case of pointing, sensitivity to aiming errors
and feedback of the aiming direction, e.g., with a visible
laser beam, may be important for usability.

4.

The manufacturing cost of the tags is an essential factor as
the potential objects to be digitally augmented are numerous
i.e. not only traditional digital devices but also other devices,
printed commercials, consumer goods, places, things, etc. If
the paradigm is aimed to cover the whole range of
possibilities, the production cost needs to be rather in the
order of cents than tens of cents.

5.

The power economy of the tags is another essential feature
related to the issues mentioned above at point 4: in the
scenario of the world equipped with millions of tags, the
maintenance and installation costs easily become a
bottleneck. Hence, attention should be paid to minimise the
need for battery recharge or change, and preferably other
(ambient) power sources should be used.

Other important factors relevant especially for applications in the
near future include compliance with standards such as those for
RFID (Radio-Frequency Identification) and IrDA, compatibility
with existing or future infrastructure, and prevalence and
universality of pointing devices.
In the following, we aim to analyse potential implementation
alternatives of physical selection in terms of the issues mentioned
above and in the light of the three use cases.

4. IMPLEMENTATION ALTERNATIVES
The three main alternatives for implementing physical selection
are visual codes, infrared communication and electro-magnetic
methods. Wired communication methods are left out, since they
require clearly more actions from the user than the physical
selection paradigm implies.

The key information transfer characteristics between the
activating device and the target object include unidirectional
or bidirectional data transfer, maximum data rate, maximum
communication distance, which may be different from the
maximum distance of activation, and latency in awakening
the communication. It should be noted, that the means used
for activating the communication channel may be different
from the means of communication.

4.1 Visual codes

The information storage and processing capacity defines to a
great extent the capabilities of the target device and thus the
potential use of it. The target device may have fixed or
dynamic information content, and the amount of information,
measured in bits or characters, may vary from one bit to
large text files, maps or even program files. The target object
may be just an information storage, or it may have
processing capability or even "smartness". One further
characteristic is the stand-alone or front-end-of-a-system
nature of the target object. Typically, a tag of the business
card in use case #2 could be a stand-alone target device,
while the use case #3 would require a target device with an
application interface to the system to be controlled by the UI.

The introduction of mobile devices with embedded digital
cameras has made visual codes a feasible solution for physical
selection. A code can be read with the camera and analysed by
image recognition software.

A tag should in this control application support bidirectional
communications and also allow control of the device which it is attached
to. This may be reached either by use of some advanced technology for
tagging (e.g. IrDA) or by a combination of a tag (e.g. RFID) and some
other communications mechanism (e.g. Bluetooth). In the latter case the
tag would contain the necessary communication parameters to launch
the communications in the actual communication channel (BT).

The common barcode is the best known visual code. Barcode is a
one-dimensional code consisting of vertical stripes and gaps,
which can be read by optical laser scanners or digital cameras.
Another type of visual code is a two-dimensional matrix code,
typically square shaped and containing a matrix of pixels [7].
Optical Character Recognition (OCR) code consists basically of
characters, which can be read by humans and machines.

Visual tags are naturally suitable for unidirectional communication only, as they are usually printed on a paper or other surface
and the data in them can not be changed afterwards [5]. When
printed on paper or adhesive tape, the tag is very thin, and it can
be attached almost anywhere. The most significant differences
between barcode, matrix code and OCR lay in the information
density of the tag and the processing power needed to perform the
image recognition. Barcodes have typically less than 20 digits or
characters, while matrix tags can contain a few hundred
characters. The data content of an OCR is limited by the
resolution of the reading device (camera) and the available
processing power needed for analysing the code. Visual codes do
not have any processing capability and they do not contain active
components, thus their lifetime is very long and they are
inexpensive. The reading distance ranges from contact to around
20 centimetres with hand held readers and it can be up to several
meters in the case of a digital camera, depending on the size of
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the code and resolution of the camera. By nature, visual codes are
closer to the pointing class than the proximity type of selection.
Barcodes are widely used for labelling physical objects
everywhere. There are already a myriad of barcode readers, even
toys, on the market. Commercial image recognition software is
also available.

4.2 Electromagnetic technologies
RFID systems incorporate small modules called tags that
communicate with a compatible module called a reader [3]. The
communication is usually based on a magnetic field generated by
the reader (inductive coupling), but with very short operating
ranges it is also possible to apply capacitive coupling. Operating
ranges up to several meters can be achieved by long range RFID
tags based on UHF (ultra high frequency) technologies [2]. The
tags are typically passive, which means that they receive the
energy needed for the operation from the electromagnetic field
generated by the reader module, eliminating the need for a
separate power supply. In addition, there are active RFID tags that
incorporate a separate power supply for increasing the operating
range or data processing capability. RFID technology can be
applied for physical selection by integrating a tag in the ambient
device and a reader in the mobile device or vice versa.
Typical tags based on inductive coupling incorporate an antenna
and one IC (Integrated Circuit) chip providing data transfer,
storage and possibly also processing capability. Usually the data
transfer is unidirectional from the tag to the reader, but also
bidirectional tags exist. The operating range is typically from a
few millimetres to several tens of centimetres depending on the
antenna, operating frequency, modulation method, operating
power and bit rate. Examples of operating frequencies typically
used are 125 kHz and 13.56 MHz. Originally the RFID tags were
aimed at the electrical labelling of physical objects, replacing
visual barcodes. Currently, the RFID technology has established
itself in a wide range of applications, e.g. automated vehicle
identification, smart cards, access systems and toys. There are
several manufacturers providing RFID ICs, tags and systems.
The basic advantages of the inductive RFID technology compared
to other electromagnetic technologies are low price, small size,
operation without a power supply and good commercial
availability. These advantages make the inductive RFID
technology very attractive from the viewpoint of physical
selection applications based on the proximity concept.
In addition to the RFID technologies, there are some technologies
based on magnetic induction and particularly aimed for shortrange communication. In general, compared to RF (Radio
Frequency) based technologies, magnetic induction has some
advantages in short-range (below 3 m) wireless communication
such as power consumption, interference and security [1]. There
are also some commercial components available which are
applicable in physical selection applications.
Longer operating ranges than by magnetic induction can be
achieved by UHF-based technologies such as Bluetooth, other
wireless personal area network (WPAN) technologies and longrange RFID technologies. The operating range of these
technologies is typically several meters, which is too long for
most of the physical selection applications. However, it is
possible e.g. to reduce the operating range by external shielding
or to use the received signal strength indication (RSSI) if

available. Examples of the operating frequencies of WPANs and
long-range RFID tags are 868 MHz, 915 MHz or 2.45 GHz. One
possible disadvantage of Bluetooth, concerning especially
ambient devices, is the high power consumption. However, the
backscattering technology used in the long-range RFID tags
enable an operating range up to several meters even without any
external power source. Components and modules are available
from several manufacturers.

4.3 Infrared technologies
Infrared (IR) is widely used in local data transfer applications
such as remote control of home appliances and communication
between more sophisticated devices, such as laptops and mobile
phones. In the latter case, the IrDA standard is widely accepted
and it has a high penetration in PC, mobile phone and PDA
environments. Due to the spatial resolution inherent to the IR
technology, IR is a potential technology for implementing
physical selection applications based on the pointing concept.
An IR tag capable of communicating with a compatible reader
module in the mobile device would consist of a power source, an
IR transceiver and a microcontroller. The size of the tag depends
on the implementation and intended use, but the smallest tags
could easily be attached practically anywhere. The data transfer
can be unidirectional or bidirectional. The operation range can be
several meters, but a free line-of-sight (LOS) is required between
the mobile device and the ambient device. In the IrDA standard,
the specified maximum data rate is 16 Mbit/s and the guaranteed
operating range varies from 0.2 to 5 meters, depending on the
used version. One possible problem of IrDA, concerning
especially the ambient device, is its high power consumption. For
reducing the mean power consumption and thus extending the
lifetime of the battery, if used, the IR tags can be woken up by the
signal from the reader module [6,9]. It is also possible that the tag
wakes up periodically for sending its identification signal to the
mobile device in its operating range.
In general, IR technologies are very commonplace. Many home
appliances can be controlled by their IR remote controller.
Several mobile phones and laptops incorporate an IrDA port, and
with suitable software they could act as tag readers. Components
and modules are also available from several manufacturers.

4.4 Comparison of the technologies
The three most potential commercial technologies
implementing physical selection are compared in Table 1.

for

Bluetooth is included for reference since it is the best known local
wireless communication technology. Obviously, exact and
unambiguous values are impossible to give for many
characteristics and this is why qualitative descriptions are used
instead of numbers. When a cell in the table has two entries, the
more typical, standard or existing one is without parenthesis, and
the less typical, non-standard or emerging one is in parenthesis.
In the use case #1 Updating the context profile of a mobile device
tags are used in a variety of places, usually without easy access to
a power supply. To create sufficient infrastructure, a large amount
of tags is needed. This suggests that the optimal technical
solutions are based on visual codes or RFID tags although the use
of infrared tags is also possible.
All suggested technologies apply to the use case #2. Several subcases of this use-case seem to be easier to use from a distance and
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that makes visual codes or infrared as a pointing based technology
more suitable than electro-magnetic methods. When the premium
is on the cost, barcodes seem to be the optimal solution.
The UI for devices and services without display and keys use-case
#3 is the most demanding of the three cases presented.
Bidirectional communication, and a demand for data processing
capabilities on the tag side rule out the visual code option. Of the
two remaining alternatives, infrared seems to be more compelling
because of the standardised bidirectional communication and the
ability of the tag to act as a front-end for the device in question.
Table 1. Comparison of potential commercial technologies for
physical selection (Bluetooth included as a reference).

Selection
concept
Data transfer
type

Visual code

IrDA

RFID,
inductive

Bluetooth

Proximity/
pointing

pointing

proximity

none

itself naturally
applications.

for

pointing

based

bidirectional

control

The physical selection paradigm seems well suited for cases
where the user is on the move and uses a mobile device, such as a
PDA or a smart mobile phone, for interacting with the digitally
augmented environment. The vast and ever growing number of
smart mobile devices with local communication capabilities, such
as IrDA, Bluetooth, cameras for visual code reading, and in the
future also RFID based techniques, offers a technical basis for this
new paradigm. The simultaneous proliferation of low-cost tags
makes the paradigm even more tempting.
We will continue our research on issues like the implementation
of physical selection (IrDA and RFID based), usability, and
identification of applications benefiting from this paradigm.
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5. DISCUSSION
Physical selection is a potential paradigm for human computer
interaction in the ubiquitous computing domain. After analysing
three potential use cases, some important issues related to the
requirements of implementing physical selection could be
identified. These are the principal way of selection - proximity or
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Furthermore, conformity with standards and existing infra
structure are of importance.
Three implementation methods, namely visual codes, electromagnetic means and infrared technology offer suitable
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ABSTRACT
We present several physical interfaces and how we assembled
them to develop an environment for learning architecture design.
Among others we are developing applications with barcode
scanners, touch sensors, RFID tags, infrared remote control, video
tracking, GPS receivers, and sensor boxes with electronic
compass and acceleration sensors. In the environment input and
output components are connected through an infrastructure. In a
first round of experiments we have co-developed the components
with the students for their practical design projects. We reflect on
which features of the diverse prototype we developed contribute
to understand configurability and integration with the
environment.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.1.2 [Information Systems]: User/Machine Systems – Human
factors.

General Terms
Design, Human Factors.

Keywords
Physical interfaces, configurability, integration, field study.

1. INTRODUCTION
Despite the advances and the large interest in physical interaction
technologies, field studies of everyday use are rare. On one hand
technology is presented and there are approaches to implement it,
on the other hand serious ethnographic studies of current work
stress the importance of the physical environment and the limits
of desktops centric development. The contribution of our paper is
to be placed in the scarcely populated area in between where field
studies inform the development of prototypes that are
experimented in everyday settings. In our research we are
This paper was presented at "Physical Interaction (PI03) Workshop on Real World User Interfaces", a workshop at
the Mobile HCI Conference 2003 in Udine (Italy). September
8, 2003. The copyright remains with the authors.
Further information and online proceedings are available at
http://www.medien.informatik.uni-muenchen.de/en/events/pi03/

prototyping systems that have the ambition of freeing people from
the desktop computer (or avoiding constraining them in front of
it). However our primary interest is not the technology itself but
to design for a particular community of practice and learn from
field studies how new technology can be integrated seamlessly in
everyday practices.
The case we present is part of a design project to develop a
ubiquitous and mixed media environment for inspirational
learning. One of the application sites is the architecture
department at the Academy of fine Arts in Vienna. After careful
observations of student projects at the Academy, we have
prototyped various applications to be experimented by the
students. We have experimented with several technologies to
support physical interaction: among others barcode scanners,
touch sensors, RFID tags, infrared, remote control, video tracking,
GPS receivers, and a sensor box with electronic compass and
acceleration sensors. In particular we describe: physical interfaces
to digital media, the texture painter, the tangible image query, a
mobile application to record path and organize media from visits.
Which features of these prototypes contribute to configurability?
Which features contribute to explain their different integration in
the user’s environment and activities?

2. THE SETTING
We have observed seven student projects in the first half of 2002.
After this period we introduced and observed the use of several
tangible computing prototypes (see [2] for a detailed report on the
field study). We will now describe the setting and the student
projects. In the projects, groups of students have to work out
designs of interventions for remote physical locations. During the
project they concretise solutions experimenting with several
representation techniques. Visit at sites are frequent and there are
weekly feedback meetings with staff and external reviewers. The
goal of the students is to be creative in getting ideas and develop
them into a convincing solution.
The diversity of material and media is an important
characteristic that is exploited in the handicrafts they produce.
Students work with and produce texts, diagrams, comics, videos,
sketches, models, screenshots, virtual models, and prototypes –
material of different degrees of abstraction, different scale and
materiality.
We used participant observation to study current practices
and the use of prototypes. We set out to observe the students not
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only in topical events as presentations or meetings but also in
everyday work. Inspired by interaction analysis we used a digital
still camera and a video camera to record audiovisual material to
analyse selected episodes.

3. TECHNOLOGICAL COMPONENTS OF
THE ENVIRONMENT
3.1 Infrastructure, Configuration and
Database
The environment we are developing is composed by a variety of
interaction components (physical inputs, media playing and
projecting applications, described in paragraphs 3.2 and 3.3), a
configuration component, a hypermedia database, and an
Infrastructure to connect all components. The infrastructure
provides registration for all components and messaging between
them. The configuration component is answering the need to have
a consistent and transparent management of associations between
input and output components. As the same input might be used by
different people (or the same person) to trigger different actions,
there is a need to store the configurations in a central place from
where they can be loaded at anytime from any computer. The
hypermedia database (HMDB) provides a shared database of
digital media and meta-information. The multimedia objects can
be grouped and organized hierarchically and can be linked using
region and time based anchors.

3.2 Physical Interfaces to Digital Media
3.2.1 Animating bAR code
This interaction technology provides a way to link physical
objects and digital material. Media files can be associated to
physical barcodes in the environment. A barcode scanner is
attached to a PC through the keyboard wedge. The input
component running on the PC is able to capture one or multiple
barcodes and send them in a message to other components in the
environment. This technology has been used to animate physical
models and diagrams with digital media. This is achieved by
sticking barcodes on the models or diagrams to which users
previously have associated media files as videos, sounds or
pictures. Users can then scan the barcodes on the models during
presentations or discussions and trigger the playing of media files.
Users can associate to a media file a defined series of barcodes, so
that the scanning of two physical objects in a different sequence
or the scanning of the two objects different times can play
different media.

3.2.2 Infrared Remote Control
This component is operated from a mobile devices giving the
possibility to control application from anywhere in a room. The
infrared remote control is used to send to other components
messages as “Play”, “Stop”, “Forward”, “Up”, “Down”, “Right"
or numbers. An infrared receiver is attached to a PC where an
input component is running that receives the signals and sends
them to components in a message. This component has been used
to navigate through multimedia material. Users are able to
navigate through linked media objects. With the forward button
users will skip to next anchors and by pressing play the link of the
current anchor will be used to open the linked media object.

3.2.3 RFID Tags
The RFID Tag/Tag reader combination is a component, which
allows students to tag objects in the studio. This component
consists of numerous tags, which can be attached to the objects,
and several tag readers placed around the working environment.
Whenever a tag is placed on one of the tag readers a specific
action is triggered. This technology seems very suitable for
selecting among various choices, e.g. students having small
tagged objects with different video files associated, and can select
a file by simple placing the appropriate object on a tag reader.

3.2.4 Touch Sensors
Touch sensors we are using are small sensors based on “qprox”
[4] technology. The sensors are actually small copper plates
which have to e covered with an insulating material. This makes it
possible to integrate the sensors in students’ models. Sensors
remain invisible, but they react if someone touches the model at
the certain place. In this way touch sensors offer an alternative to
barcodes or tags. They support physical – embodied - interactions
with the artefact into which they have been integrated for
retrieving and displaying media files. They proved effective in
presentations since they introduce an element of surprise. Their
invisibility, which is the main advantage, is a disadvantage at the
same time. Namely, student has to now where the sensors are in
order to activate them. It is possible to mark the sensor positions
on the surface, but it is not always convenient from the students’
point of view. On the other hand, an unknown model (which is
supposed to be equipped with sensors) invites the users to play
with it, and explore it. There is a wireless communication between
touch sensors and central computer. In this way the models
equipped with sensors do not differ from conventional models
from outside at all.

3.2.5 The control cube
The control cube emerged from the touch sensors idea. We put the
sensors in a cube, added 6 tilt sensors, and made it possible to
recognize which side of the cube is facing up. Such a device can
be used for selection between six choices. The student simple
turns the cube, and the side facing up determines which action
will be triggered. Touch sensors integrated in the cube can be
used to browse through a set associated with a cube side. E. g. if
there are six collections of images, the user can select collection
by turning the cube, and then, once a collection is chosen, the user
can navigate through the collection using two touch sensors, one
for “next” and one for “previous” image.

3.2.6 Different physical inputs
Barcodes are particularly suitable for animating physical models
and diagrams with digital media, as barcodes can be attached in
the environment. However barcode scanners have a limited range
because they are attached through cable to the PC. Similarly RFID
tags can be easily attached to objects, whereas users generally
move the tags on the reader (instead users move the scanner to the
barcode). Note that this is actually inverse process, if we are using
barcodes we are walking around holding the barcode scanner in
the hand and shooting the barcodes. In the RFID approach, tag
readers (equivalent to barcode scanner) are more or les fixed, and
we have to move objects. The third possibility, touch sensors, are
similar to a bar code in a way that we do not have to move the
object, but we do not have to carry the bar code reader around
neither. Actually although all those technologies offer similar
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functionality they have significantly different qualities and each
of them is used in different situations.
The infrared remote control is completely different device, it is
not directly bound to the models, although it can trigger actions
which will enhance the environment.

3.3 The Texture Painter
Using a brush, which is tracked, this application allows ‘painting’
on objects such as models or parts of the physical space, applying
textures, images or video, scaling and rotating them (Figure 2).
Students started animating their models with the help of the
Texture Painter. One student studied soccer games to identify the
most exciting camera views and to understand which kind of
atmosphere the players need. He used the camera views to find
out where to place few spectators so that the stadium looks
jammed. He built a simple model of a stadium and used model
and images together with the Texture Painter for projecting
different atmospheres into this ‘fragmented stadium’. Another
student painted images of his interventions into projected images
of two residential buildings, projecting detailed plans into the
space between them.

3.5 Sensors recording walking path and
directions
The e-Path for iPAQ Pocket PC is an application to support
visitors in organizing media material created during visits. With
the e-Path application users can log the path of a visit through
GPS, log position and direction for recorded media like
photographs and sounds, and create a “hyper document” of the
visit that can be used to store the media files and information of
the visit in the HMDB.

Figure 2. Painting objects electronically using a physical
brush

3.4 Tangible image query
This is a physical interface for browsing the HMDB in an
interactive way. It consists of a web camera integrated into a
small table. A user may use small coloured cubes to specify a
colour layout that is used to search in the HMDB for similar
images. The search is based on the Visual Image Query method
described in [5]. It is also possible to use colour on a simple sheet
of paper or any set of reasonably sized coloured objects for
creating colour patterns. This resonates with observed practice –
architects often using material that is at hand for illustrating ideas
and qualities, such as density, fragility, opaqueness, etc. Since the
definition of the colour layout is done in a rather rough way, the
results of the search are a source of surprise and inspiration for the
user.

Figure 3. Mobile unit to record paths and directions
The e-Path can currently make use of external sensors (optional)
like a CompactFlashGPS reader card and the VTT SoapBox
(Figure 3). VTT Electronics has developed a general-purpose
SoapBox module (Sensing, Operating and Activating Peripheral
Box, [3]) that is a light, matchbox-size device with a processor, a
set of sensors, and wireless and wired data communications.

4. DISCUSSION
The diversity of tangible computing application that we developed
brought us to consider how they can relate differently to the
environment and to user practices. To further detail these relations
we analyse how the prototypes can be differently integrated in the
environment and how configurability is supported. This analysis
provided us with four characterizing features of the diversity of
the prototypes.
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Integration with artefacts and environment. The physical
interfaces vary in the way they are integrated in the environment
and on artefacts. Invisible – as touch sensors were inside the
models. Virtually connected – as in the Texture Painter
application that is projecting images on objects. Aesthetically or
functionally integrated. In some cases the barcode was part of the
diagram that student created in an aesthetical and functional role.
Detached from the environment. Even though the Infrared Remote
Control is a physical interface it is detached from the
environment.
Distributed Intelligence. What kind of intelligence is behind the
application and where it resides? The answer to this question
contribute to explain how far computing has been distributed
away from the desktop computer, and to which extend it is
embedded in the environment. The PC backstage. Although
hidden in the interaction the PC is present in different ways in
almost all of the applications (texture painter, tangible image
query). Embedded in objects. The Control Cube contains sensors
and a radio sender to communicate signals to another computing
unit. Mobile devices. The e-Path runs on a Pocket PC, other
examples of devices are the Infrared Remote Control, the RFID
tag reader.
Component Structure. The applications can be composed by more
or less independent components or be more like an organic stand
alone application. Analysing this aspect is important when
developing configurable and tailorable solutions. Component
Structure: As in our case barcode scanner, tag reader, touch
sensors infrared remote control can be configured to control the
same applications. Stand Alone: As in the Texture Painter
application.
Bodily Actions. The bodily interaction with the applications was
differently characterized. Reader to Object – Object to Reader we
experimented with two types of readers. With the RF-ID reader
the actor moves a tagged object on a fixed “reader”, with the
barcode scanner the actor moves the reader to the tag. While both
technologies can be made worked either way, the two approaches
are conceptually different. Sensed – Performing Body. In the case
of the e-Path the actor performs a path and points to directions all
of which is recorded. In the Texture Painter the actor performs
movements with the brush that are sensed by a video camera or
infrared tracking. Remote Control – the Infrared Remote Control
and the Control Box are examples of a mobile control device that
can be operated moving in the environment.
We have observed in the field study how the physical
environment is in constant reconfigurations. Configurability is not

only supported by producing software in component structure and
providing platform for configuration (e.g. the infrastructure and
configuration component). As the applications have physical
interfaces the physical realm needs to be considered as well.
While we have not precise guidelines for digital-physical
configurability with our analysis we suggest at considering as
features to be considered how computing is distributed in the
environment (embeddedness) and to which extend the physical
interfaces are integrated in the environment and physical artefacts.
Finally the diverse bodily interaction with the prototype is a
characterizing feature to understand how physical interfaces
become part of a a social environment and of people activities.
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ABSTRACT

S

This paper extends our understanding of tangible user interfaces
(TUIs) by considering the different ways in which physical and
digital objects can be computationally coupled. It proposes a
framework based around the degree of coherence between
physical and digital objects. Links between physical and digital
objects are described in terms of a set of underlying properties
(transformation, sensing, configurability, lifetime, autonomy,
cardinality and link source). We use our framework to classify a
representative selection of existing TUI systems. This
classification raises key implications for the field of tangible
computing. In particular our focus on enriching physical-digital
links highlights the need to consider the asymmetry of these links,
issues surrounding their configuration and the need to represent
their nature to developers and users.

S

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.5.2 [Information Interfaces
Interfaces – theory and methods.
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Presentation]:
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General Terms
Design, Theory

Keywords
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1. INTRODUCTION
Tangible computing [11] allows users to interact directly with
computational artifacts by manipulating everyday physical objects
rather than using traditional graphical interfaces and dedicated
physical interface devices such as mice and keyboards. A variety
of systems have been developed to date that illustrate the tangible
interface principle. Some notable examples include:
S

The TangibleGeospace application of the metaDesk [22],
where physical representations of geographical features are
used to manipulate a digital map;
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Illuminating Light [24], where physical models of optical
elements are used to create a simulated optical layout;
The Passage system [16], which provides a mechanism for
transporting digital information by linking it to physical
objects;
WebStickers [10], where everyday physical object act as
bookmarks for web pages;
The tangible tools (tongs, eraser and magnet) provided by the
Surface Drawing system [21];
Illuminating Clay [20] where users interact directly with a
clay model of a landscape and observe the effects of geometric
changes.
Storytent [8], where physical balloons are used as identifiers
for virtual balloon objects and flashlights are used as pointing
devices for manipulating them.

Just as concrete examples of tangible user interfaces (TUIs) are
proliferating, so conceptual frameworks are also emerging to help
researchers, designers and developers classify what constitutes a
TUI and to understand the various ways in which physical objects
can be combined with digital information. Like the MVC
interaction model for GUIs [4] and the PAC interaction model for
dialog design [5], these frameworks seek to highlight the main
components of TUIs.
Ullmer and Ishii have proposed the model-control-representation
(physical and digital) (MCRpd) interaction model for tangible
interfaces [23], which highlights the integration of physical
representation and control with this type of interface. Holmquist
et al have suggested a broader taxonomy of how physical and
digital objects can be coupled [10]. They propose the categories
of containers as generic objects for moving information between
devices or platforms, tokens as objects for accessing stored
information (the nature of which is physically reflected in the
token) and tools as object for manipulating digital information.
This paper aims to further extend our understanding of the
different ways in which physical and digital objects can be
computationally coupled. It introduces a framework that is based
around the idea of the “degree of coherence” between physical
and digital objects. This is further broken down into the concept
of links between physical and digital objects that are described in
terms of a set of underlying properties. We use our framework to
classify a representative selection of TUI systems. In turn, this
classification raises key implications for the field of tangible
computing.
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2. DEGREE OF COHERENCE
The first concept that we introduce as a means of distinguishing
between different types of tangible UIs is “degree of coherence”.
It is proposed that relationships between physical and digital
objects can be rated along a coherence continuum, where the level
of coherence represents the extent to which linked physical and
digital objects might be perceived as being the same thing. That is
whether the physical and the digital artifact are seen as one
common object that exists in both the physical and the digital
domain or whether they are seen as separate but temporarily
interlinked objects. Figure 1 shows the coherence continuum
along with some proposed categories of TUI types.
Interface objects that establish the weakest level of coherence with
the computational artefacts they operate are termed “general
purpose tools”. Using such a tool a user can select to manipulate
any one of many digital objects and perform different
transformations (depending on the application). Examples include
traditional physical interface devices such as mice and joysticks.
The next category along the coherence continuum, named
“specialised tools”, encompasses interface objects that have a
more specialised function but still temporarily connect to
potentially many different digital objects. Examples include the
tongs, eraser and magnet from the Surface Drawing system [21]
and the optical instruments, such as mirrors, beam-splitters, lenses
etc., from the Illuminating Light system [24].
The “identifier” category represents interface objects which act as
bookmarks for retrieving computational artefacts. The passenger
objects in the Passage system [16] and the bar-coded everyday
objects in the WebSticker system [10] are examples of this
category. Here the physical object is a token representing a digital
artefact and the two are often more permanently coupled.
Interface objects that belong to the “proxy” category are even
more coherent with the digital objects they are coupled to. This is
because proxies are more permanently associated with, and allow
a more extensive manipulation of, their digital counterpart (more
than identification for subsequent retrieval). Examples include the
physical building models in the Geospace application of the
metaDesk [22] and the pucks on the Senseboard as used to
represent conference papers [14].
The “projection” category encompasses relationships where the
digital artefact is seen as a direct representation of some properties
of the physical object and so its existence is dependent on the
physical object. An example is the representation of human
activity in a physical foyer as a digital pattern projected on the
wall of the ambientRoom [12].
Finally we can create the illusion that two coupled objects are one
and the same if they are visible only one at a time, making smooth

transitions between the physical and the digital space. For
example a physical object may pass though a traversable interface
[15] and appear as a virtual object on the other side of the display
(in the virtual space) or the spaces can be superimposed in such a
way that all actions appear coherent (e.g. highly registered
augmented reality).
Unpacking this idea of coherence a bit further, we propose that
what distinguishes the different categories are underlying
differences in what interactions are sensed, the type of effects
mediated between the coupled objects, the duration of the
coupling, autonomy of the digital artefact and configurability of
the coupling. The following section develops this idea further,
proposing a detailed set of properties that we can use to describe
and design different types of links.

3. COHERENCE AND LINK PROPERTIES
3.1 Transformation
This property describes whether the effect mediated between
linked objects is literal or transformed. If actions are mediated
literally, movement of the physical object for example, will result
in the same movement of the digital object. This is the case with
the phicons and virtual building models in Tangible Geospace
[22] and the manipulation of the CUBIK interface [17]. Here the
shape of a physical cube is altered by pushing and pulling its sides
and these manipulations are directly mediated to a virtual cube
whose shape changes in a corresponding manner.
On the other hand, the effect between linked objects can be
transformed. For example positioning a physical object on a
predefined place may trigger an animation of a digital object
and/or for the digital object to emit sounds. Another example is
the magnet tool in the Surface Drawing system [21], which
changes the meaning of the drawing action to that of altering
existing geometry. Waving the magnet near the region of a
drawing pulls that region closer to the magnet.

3.2 Sensing of Interaction
This property describes what interactions with the interface object
and its surrounding environment are sensed and transmitted to the
destination object. This can range from detecting and responding
to the presence of the source object in a specified area [16] to
mediating manipulations in the full 6 degrees of freedom. E.g.
translations and rotations in a plane are sensed for the metaDesk
phicons [22] and for the CUBIC interface [17] scaling in the X, Y
and Z axes are transmitted. An example of sensing actions in the
surrounding environment is using video processing to detect
gestures such as pointing at the physical objects, e.g. the
DigitalDesk [26].

Tangible interfaces
Specialised
Generalpurpose tool Tool
weak

Proxy
Illusion of
Identifier
Projection same objects
strong
coherence

Figure 1: TUI categories along the coherence continuum
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3.3 Configurability of Transformation
This property describes whether the transformation mediated
between two linked objects remains fixed for the lifetime of the
link or whether it is configurable over time. For example in the
Illuminating Light system [24] each tangible object has a fixed
transformation associated with it. E.g. a representation of an
optical-grade mirror always has the effect of reflecting the virtual
beams of light. On the other hand the pen for interacting with the
Toshiba tablet PC changes its effect from a left to a right click on
a digital objects when its button is pushed down.

3.4 Lifetime of link
This property describes for how long a physical and a digital
object remain linked. A physical object may be consecutively
linked to different digital artefacts in the lifetime of the
application. For example a flashlight in the Storytent [8] can be
used to select different balloon objects. Alternatively, the
physical and digital object may remain linked for the lifetime of
the application. This is exemplified in the Tangible Geospace
[22] where the phicons are permanently bound to their digital
counterparts. Finally, a link may retain its nature across many
applications, potentially even permanently.

3.5 Autonomy
This property describes to what extent the existence of the
destination object is reliant upon the existence of the link and the
source object. For example, a digital object may be created only as
a result of its link to a physical object. This is the case with the
balloon objects in the Storytent – a virtual balloon is created
whenever a physical balloon is brought into the tent and then it is
deleted when that physical balloon leaves the tent. The destination
object may also be a representation/projection of some of the
characteristics of the source object, e.g. the digital pattern
projected on the wall of the ambientRoom [12] reflects human
activity in a physical space. In such cases if the source object
ceases to exist, the destination object would also disappear or
become meaningless.

3.6 Cardinality of Link
This describes whether an object is linked to one or more objects.
One-to-one relationships seem to be most common. For example
in the Tangible Geospace application on the metaDesk [22] each
phicon, a small physical model of a particular building, was
bound to the digital representation of that building. However it is
also possible to link a physical object to multiple digital objects,
e.g. Passage objects [16] could have been implemented so that a
single physical “passenger” can identify a selection of digital
documents (i.e. play the role of a folder). We can describe such a
configuration by saying that a link has multiple destinations.

The link source property describes whether the source of the
effect is the physical or the digital object.

4. REVIEWING CURRENT SYSTEMS
We now use our proposed link properties to classify current TUIs.
First, we use the link source property to broadly divide systems
into those where the source is a physical object and those where
the source is a digital object. Thus Table 1 summarises the
properties of the example TUI systems that have been discussed
for far in which physical objects control digital ones. Table 2, on
the other hand, introduces systems where the source is a digital
object that has an effect in physical space. The examples in both
tables are broadly listed in order of increasing coherence.
As object relationships with a cardinality of one to many are rare
in current systems, this property has been omitted from the tables
and all examples illustrate links where a single physical object is
coupled to a single digital artefact.

5. IMPLICATIONS FOR TUIs
Our framework is based on unpacking the nature of the links
between tangible and digital objects and using this to classify
TUIs. This represents a shift in focus from many of the current
perspectives. Not unsurprising much of the existing work on
tangible interfaces has tended to focus on realising the physical
artefacts associated with tangible interfaces. Current frameworks
such as those proposed by Ullmer and Ishii [23] and Holmquist
[11] while based on a connection between physical and digital
tend to leave the nature of this connection as implicit with little
reflection on the different ways in which this connection may be
manifest. Understanding TUIs based on the richness of potential
links between the digital and the physical provides us with a
slightly different perspective on their nature and outlines a
number of significant future research directions. In this section we
briefly reflect on three initial examples by considering the
asymmetry of the links, the configuration of the links involved
and the need for users and developers to understand the nature of
the link between the physical and the digital.

5.1 Tangibles that Push Back

3.7 Link Source

Comparing tables 1 and 2 reveals a significant asymmetry in how
the physical and digital are linked. While there are many examples
of using physical objects to control digital objects, tangible
interfaces that react to changes in digital information are relatively
rare – there are few examples of tangible interfaces that “push
back”. It is therefore a challenge to develop techniques that will
allow us to create digital artefacts that will push back on the
physical space. These will be useful for providing tactile
information, maintaining synchronisation between digital and
physical objects and showing or monitoring digital activity
through physical movement.

So far we have only discussed cases where there is a physical
interface object that mediates transformations to a digital object.
However, it is also possible for digital objects to affect the state of
the physical world. For example, haptic interfaces such as the
PHANToM [18] provide a tangible feedback to the person
manipulating digital objects and ambient displays such as Natalie
Jeremijenko’s Live Wire [25] provide tangible feedback of
activities in digital space (Ethernet traffic in this case) through
physical motion, sound and touch.

Examples of push back technologies from related fields include
haptic devices for virtual reality such as the PHANToM [18],
tangible interfaces for remote collaboration such as the PsyBench
[3], and also ambient displays such as Pinwheels [6] and Table
Fountain [7]. However, it remains a challenging problem as to
how to push back through everyday objects such as blocks on a
table or post-it notes on a board. Promising approaches include
the use of airflow, waterflow, electromagnets and actuator arrays
[13].
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5.2 Mobility, Reconfiguration and TUIs
Many of the examples of tangible interfaces have tended to be
based on stable arrangements between the physical and digital.
TUIs such as the MetaDesk [22] have tended to be constructed as
installations to be experienced by users as stand alone
applications. However, TUIs have also become closely associated
with Ubiquitous computing and examples such as the
ambientROOM [12] outline the potential of TUIs and
demonstrate how the digital may be physically manifest. However,
less consideration has been given to the ubiquity of information
and what happens when the physical element of TUI moves from
one context into another. The main use of mobility of physical
object has been to act as a token to access digital data.
How do the physical devices within the Ambient Room act when
they are placed within a second room? Do their existing
connections with the digital material in one ambient room persist
into the second room offering remote availability or are new links
established reflecting different digital effects? Considering the
lifetime, autonomy and configurability within the potential links
allow us to chart and understand this design space and consider
how we may support the mobility of TUIs.

5.3 Understanding the effects of TUIs
Our turn to reasoning about the links between the digital and the
physical within TUIs also seeks to develop a richer understanding
of the interactive nature of TUI. As Bellotti et al argue existing

work on sensed environments have tended to not provide
mechanisms to allow users to make sense of the interaction [2].
Essentially, as we establish richer forms of links between the
physical and the digital we need to carefully consider how the
variability inherent in these different links are conveyed to users
and how they might make sense of their interactions with TUIs.
This issue is manifest both within toolkits to realise tangible user
interfaces and how TUIs present themselves to users. Toolkits
such as Phidgets [9] provide a rich set of physical objects linked
to digital objects. The connection between the real and physical is
manifest through only one mechanism. Few structures are given to
manage a variety of forms of link. The iStuff toolkit [1] exploits
different types of events within an event heap to allow a richer set
of connections to be established. However, it is unclear which of
these connections are desirable and how these should be
structured. We would suggest our framework offers a way of
exploring this design space.
In order for the link between the physical and the digital to be
intelligible to the user we must carefully consider how these
effects are conveyed to users. What feedback is provided? How
might users understand the extent of physical manipulation? How
might the properties of the link be presented to users and how
these properties might be explored? Previous work has considered
how the properties associated with boundaries between real and
virtual environments might be presented to users [15] and we
would suggest similar explorations are needed for TUIs.

Category

Example

Transf.

Scope of
Interaction

Config.

Lifetime

Autonom
y

General
purpose tool

mouse

Transformed

Translations in X-Z plane

Configurable

Temporary

Autonomous

Tablet pen
tongs, eraser,
magnet
Storytent
torches
Illuminating
Light
Passage

Transformed

Drag, tap, tap with button pressed

Configurable

Temporary

Autonomous

Transformed

Translations in X-Z plane

Fixed

Temporary

Autonomous

Literal (ish)

Translations in X-Y plane

Fixed

Temporary

Autonomous

Literal

Fixed

Temporary

Autonomous

Literal

Translations in X-Z plane and
rotations Y
Presence

Fixed

Semi perm.

Autonomous

WebStickers
Storytent
ballons
metaDesk
phicons
CUBIC
Display in
ambientRoom
Traversable
interface

Literal

Presence

Fixed

Permanent

Autonomous

Literal

Presence

Fixed

Permanent

Dependent

Literal

Translations in XZ plane and
rotations around Y
Scaling in X, Y and Z axis
Human
movement
Crossing
boundary

Fixed

Permanent

Autonomous

Fixed

Permanent

Autonomous

Fixed

Permanent

Dependent

Fixed

Permanent

Dependent

Specialised
Tool

Identifier

Proxy
Projection
Illusion of
same object

Literal
Transformed
Literal

Table 1: Classification of systems with links with a physical source
Category
Proxy
Projection
Illusion of
same object

Example
PSyBench
objects
Pinwheels
LiveWire
Traversable
interface

Transf.

Scope of Interaction

Config.

Lifetime

Autonomy

Literal

Translations in X-Z plane

Fixed

Permanent

Autonomous

Transformed

LAN traffic

Fixed

Permanent

Dependent

Literal

Crossing boundary between virtual
and physical space

Fixed

Permanent

Dependent

Table 2: Classification of systems with links with a digital source
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[12] Ishii, H., Wisneski, C., Brave, S., Dahley, A., Gorbert, M.,

6. CONCLUSIONS
We have proposed a framework for TUIs based around the idea of
the degree of coherence between physical and digital objects. This
was further broken down into the concept of links between
physical and digital objects that are described in terms of a set of
underlying properties. We used this proposed framework to
classify current TUIs, which raised a number of broad
implications for the field of tangible interaction. The focus on
enriching the link between physical and digital highlighted the
need to consider the asymmetry of these links, issues surrounding
the configuration of these links and the need to represent the
nature of these links to developers and users. We suggest that
these areas represent potentially fruitful directions for future
research.
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ABSTRACT
Today’s technology offers a wide variety of sensors. Although many sensing applications have been produced, there
is no support for the design of applications offering physical
interaction. In order to make a step towards such a design
framework this paper analyzes different means of sensing of
humans and human activity. In particular we identify six
sensing goals, referred to dimensions of sensing: ID (1), Object Use (2), Location (3), Bio Signs/Emotions (4), Activity
(5) and Interaction among humans (6). Those dimensions
together with different sensor placements are used to review and analyze ubiquitous computing research related to
physical interaction and sensing. The final discussion draws
conclusions from this analysis with respect to appropriateness of sensors and sensor placement for different sensing
dimensions.

1.

INTRODUCTION 1PAGE

Mobile devices give access to computing services without the
constraint of sitting in front of a desktop computer. This
poses new challenges for human-computer interaction: mobile users can be busy with real-world activities at any time
while using mobile devices, such as crossing a busy street,
discussing in a meeting or riding a bicycle. Previous work
[15, 29, 24, 13] proposes physical interaction, e.g. tilting a
device for configuring a device’s functionality, as new and
convenient forms of interaction for mobile user scenarios.
The notion of implicit interaction takes this a step further
and suggests to sense “an action, performed by the user that
is not primarily aimed to interact with a computerized system but which such a system understands as input.” [28].
That means, the user interacts with physical objects in a
natural way, but a computer system also can extract inputs
from these actions for the use in meaningful applications.
System inputs generated from interaction with physical objects already have been used for coupling physical objects
with computer applications as tangible user interfaces [18],
computer-assisted furniture assembly [1], future restaurant
scenarios [17], tracking a patient’s medicine cabinet [31] or

This paper was presented at "Physical Interaction (PI03) Workshop on Real
World User Interfaces", a workshop at the Mobile HCI Conference 2003 in
Udine (Italy). September 8, 2003. The copyright remains with the authors.
Further information and online proceedings are available at http://www.

work-flow monitoring in a chemical lab [3]. Empowering a
computer system to process physical user inputs requires
augmentation of today’s computer nerve-endings, such as
mouse and keyboard, by sensors: perception and interpretation of real world phenomena enables a computer system
to participate in the user’s physical environment and serve
the user in an appropriate way. Today’s technology offers
an astounding variety of sensors more or less suited for different applications: accelerometer, oximeter, microphone,
gyroscope, temperature, skin resistance, etc. However, this
variety of sensors makes it difficult for an application designer to choose the most appropriate subset which depends
on the application. Although quite a variety of applications
have been produced, there is no support for the design of
applications offering physical interaction, such as toolkits or
style-guides available for GUI development.
This paper is a first step to develop a conceptual framework, that allows to categorize existing sensors and evaluates their utility in various applications. Eventually, this
framework shall guide application designers to choose meaningful sensor subsets, inspire new systems and evaluate existing applications. The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 briefly summarizes related work, section 3 describes a
conceptual categorization framework of sensors and reviews
existing ubicomp applications by means of the framework.
Section 4 presents an evaluation of sensing technology in
respect to the framework. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2.

RELATED WORK

Related research attempts have been made to develop frameworks and infrastructure for reusable sensing mechanisms.
The context toolkit [26] supports the development of contextaware applications with useful abstractions from the actual
sensors. However, it mostly deals with the context recognition on an abstract level decoupled from the variety of
sensor technology. Furthermore, it limits applications to
single sensor usage as only one context abstraction can be
mapped to one physical sensor. In contrast to that, the TEA
architecture [32] focuses on low-level abstractions for simple
sensors, which depends to much on the used sensors and,
as such, does not provide reusable perception mechanisms
either. The sensor classification scheme [37] facilitates the
comparison and classification of sensors.

medien.informatik.uni-muenchen.de/en/events/pi03/
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3.

FINDING THE APPROPRIATE SENSORS

Advances in sensor technology such as form-factor, power
consumption, processing requirements and cost-effective fabrication offer a wide variety of integration into devices and
appliances. An application that enables implicit interaction uses sensors as nerve-endings to perceive the environment. But what are the appropriate sensors? Instead of
an technology-oriented view we take the perspectives of a
designer and an engineer: sensing goals, referred to as dimensions of sensing, and actual placement of sensors.

3.1

Logical View: Dimensions of Sensing

Typically, application designers are more interested in the
opportunities sensors can offer, than in the actual technology
itself. As physical interaction shall happen between human
and machine, all characteristics that describe the user’s situation are of interest to the application. For that, in the
last years a very general definition has been established [9]:
”Context is any information [...] to characterize the situation of an entity”. Unfortunately this definition is too general and does not really help for application design. Thus,
we identify six sensing goals, referred to as dimensions of
sensing, that give a more precise description of user context.
The first dimension is a user’s ID - this has been widely
used already, e.g. for customizing and personalizing services
without requiring explicit user inputs [25, 4]. In fact, we use
a more general definition of ID ranging from differentiating people to actual identification. The second dimension
is Location; it has been the dominant implicit input used in
ubiquitous computing applications [35, 8]. It does include
3D coordinates but also semantic location descriptions. The
third dimension, Activity, describes the task the user is performing which ranges from simple moving patterns [33] to
precise job descriptions. The fourth dimension, Object Use,
comprises collocation of a user to an object [25], carrying
an object [20] and the actual use [1]. The fifth dimension,
Bio Signs/Emotions, describes the internal state of the user.
Research in this area is still in its infancy. First results could
be obtained with heart-rate and skin-resistance, for reasoning about a user’s affects [23]. The sixth dimension, Human
Interaction, characterizes the relationship between humans
including simple collocation, listening to a speaker, gaze,
and actual interaction as discussion. In section 3.3 we will
use these six dimensions of sensing together with choices of
sensor placement to categorize current sensing technology.

3.2

Physical View: Placement of Sensors

An application engineer has to consider the possibilities of
sensor placement in the physical world: e.g. a traffic jam
can be remotely detected by a camera or locally at each car
through mutually exchanged distance and speed information. Both choices are appropriate for the intended purpose
but have different side-effects: the camera has to be mounted
once and works for all cars, but only at one location. As a
side-effect its use could be extended to other applications,
e.g. criminal search. The local set-up instead requires individual effort at each car but users have the choice to participate in the system or not and it works everywhere.
We identify four different categories of sensor placement. In
Environment refers to stationary installed sensors, e.g. in

the floor, walls, where placement can only be changed with
effort. Whereas In Environment installations work with all
users at the stationary location on Human has the opposite
characteristics: only users wearing the sensors can participate, but therefore they are not bound to a location. On
Object is in between the two previous categories, as objects
can be personal and can be carried with a human (e.g. key),
but also stay at a certain location (e.g. chair). This distinction depends on the object. Additionally, mutual collaboration defines sensing system that always require more than
one unit in order to operate properly, e.g. triangulation of
signal strength for localization.

3.3

Review: Sensors in Ubicomp Research

Based on own experience with sensors and literature review
we compiled a table (Fig. 1) characterizing sensor technology in respect to the six sensing dimensions and the four
sensor placement possibilities. This table should be used
as reference for application developers during the process of
finding the appropriate sensor for their application.
In each table cell sensors are aligned due to bandwidth consumption and quality of perception in respect to the dimension. The alignment due to precision and bandwidth should
be seen as rough estimation for relative comparison between
sensors occurring in the same table field. For recognizing a
person’s ID the table shows four choices of sensors for installation in environment in the upper left cell. Obviously,
the best results can be achieved with biometric sensors [36],
such as finger print or iris scan, as represented by vertical
alignment in the cell. Methods based on vision [10], audio
or load-cells embedded into the floor [6] deliver less quality.
Horizontal alignment in the cell shows, that data generated
by load-cells and finger print sensors consumes lower bandwidth than methods based on vision or audio. Inertial sensors placed on object and on human can be used to sense
typical movements, e.g. perceiving the signature at a pen,
for identification. [27] reports about using vision, [19] about
using audio worn on human for people identification. Location systems [16] can also be used for identifying people at
different locations. As these systems require both sensors
worn by human and installed base stations those system
appear in the mutual collaboration column. For detecting
object use load-cells [30] have been proven useful installed
both in environment and on object. Object classification
with vision is well established in static settings, occlusion
during dynamic use can be challenging. Audio is another option, if the object use generates characteristic sounds. The
use of inertial force sensors placed on object has been successfully used [15, 29, 24, 13] for object use. Obviously,
motion during object use can be also sensed on human but
with less quality. Audio on human is also possible [21] but
is an indirect measurement compared to on object placement. Location systems can give hints as well for object use,
e.g. teleporting X Windows to user’s current location [25].
Location is the most explored sensing dimension in ubiquitous computing. Load-cells [30], vision [5] and audio [7]
have been explored in different project. Coarse location can
be also gained through passive-infra-red sensors, mechanical
switches or IR-barriers.
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Table 1: Placement vs. Dimension

On object and on human the primary outdoors is GPS1 ,
more low-level information deliver humidity, inertial [34] or
pressure sensors. The variety of location systems based on
mutual collaboration is huge: differential GPS, ultra-sound,
radio etc. Sensing bio signs/emotions with in environment
sensor-settings is difficult: [10] and [12] report vision and audio for reasoning on user’s bio signs/emotions. Augmented
objects measuring force and touch [2] can give some hints
about bio signs/emotions. However, most promising are on
human measurements such as [14, 22]. Activity can be well
sensed with special purpose system, such as commercially
available smart white boards. Load-cells, passive infra-red,
pressure and capacity sensors can be used for low-level detection only. On human sensing has been well explored for motion activity [11]. Location system can give hints reasoned
from semantical location descriptions. Interaction among
humans has not been explored very well. In environment
sensing systems based on vision, load-cells and audio could
help to perceive characteristics of interaction, such as collocation, gestures or speech. The on object field is blank as
objects are not involved here. On human the same sensors
can be used as for activity if measurements are correlated
among interactors. Location system do not really help here,
as collocation is not significant for interaction.

4.

DISCUSSION

As a result of the review presented in the previous section,
this section discusses the appropriateness of different sensor
placement for the six sensing dimensions. Table 2 evalu1

Actually GPS is a mutual technology requiring a receiver in
collaboration with satellites in space. However, as satellites
are so ubiquitous and invisible anyway we consider them as
a ”natural” resource and view the receivers only.

ates our classification of sensing technologies due to the dimensions of sensing and sensor placement. In particular we
differentiate between not applicable, if a combination does
not make sense, possible for instances with very low quality
of perception, and good and very good for more promising
solutions.
It points out, that in environment placement is the primary
choice for ID sensing. As our focus is on human sensing it is
not surprising that on object is well suited for object use. On
human is suited for direct measurements of human-centric
sensing aspects, such as bio signs/emotions and activity.
Mutual collaboration sensors, such as the location systems
perform best location sensing, but also can give hints for
other dimension. Quite interestingly, each sensor placement
is meaningful for it least one sensing dimension.

Table 2: Evaluation
Looking placements more globally, table 2 depicts that in
environment and on human offer the best sensing results.
Analyzing the dominant factors for each placement, it points
out that video and audio are most prominent for in environment sensing. However, the perception quality depends
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on computational expensive recognition, as video and audio
per se can only provide indirect measurements which are less
power than e.g. direct activity with inertial sensors. Nevertheless, once an environment has been augmented with
sensors, e.g. Smart Rooms, applications work without additional instrumentation of users or objects. It also can give
hints for human-human interaction from an outer view.
As physical interaction with everyday object mostly involves
movements, such as grasping, moving or turning, the dominant sensor technology for object use are inertial sensors.
On human placement is suited for various sensors such as
inertial sensors, audio, bio sensors and also video to a certain extend. In regards of human sensing on human also
represents the closest to phenomena placement. Due to the
high relevance of location in the real world mutual collaboration sensors can provide coarse information about object
use, activity and in environment. This also explains why
in the first years of context-aware computing mostly location was regarded as context. It can do a lot but in direct
comparison with on object and on human sensing location
system are in an inferior position.

5.

CONCLUSION

[7] T. Darrell, D. Demirdjian, N. Checka, and
P. Felzenswalb. Plan-view Trajectory Estimation with
Dense Stereo Background Models. In ICCV, 2001.
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ABSTRACT
Physical interaction often relies on information stemming from
sensors perceiving the real world. Sensors however, have
imperfections resulting in drawbacks such as uncertainty and
latency. Consequently, the improvement of sensors and
perception methods is important. In this paper we argue however
that imperfections of sensing will remain and that the key to better
physical interaction lies in taking into account those sensor
drawbacks explicitly during the design of the interaction. In order
to take a first step in this direction we analyze sensor drawbacks
and their effects on physical interaction. Based on this discussion
we propose example solutions to the arising problems.

1. INTRODUCTION
As computer systems gradually find their place in everyday life,
interaction with real world user interfaces becomes more and
more important. The term physical interaction embodies the
paradigm, where real world artifacts become part of the user
interface. Researchers from the fields of ubiquitous computing,
interaction design, augmented reality and human-computerinteraction all are working on new interaction metaphors based on
physical interaction [10].
Acquiring the users input from the real world is one of the
challenges that most of the projects in physical interaction have to
face. Most often sensors are used to capture real world actions.
For this, research can draw on work from the fields of sensor
technology and pattern recognition. Appropriate sensor selection
can often simplify the recognition of real world actions. Pattern
recognition techniques offer methods for acquiring more complex
actions.
Although it is often taken for granted many modern household
and office appliances already have physical interfaces beyond
switches and dials. “Intelligent” air-condition systems switch off
as soon as someone opens the window in the room. Refrigerators
sound an alarm tone when the door is left open too long. The
simplicity with witch these two examples acquire information
about the users actions, is why they work so well. Another type of
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applications are automatic doors, which open when someone is
nearby or water dispensers, which start as soon as someone’s
hand is under the faucet. Often though, problems occur.
Automatic doors don’t open before you get really close to them,
or they open when you are only standing close by. Water
dispensers don’t react until you have found the exact position.
Frustration or even changes in people’s behavior can be the result.
A count on a Swiss train showed, that approx. 70% of the
passengers wave their hand in front of the infrared sensor to make
the door open.
These applications rely on sensed information to react. This
information is often uncertain or ambiguous. As physical
interaction is mostly based on sensor systems to recognize actions
in the world, the problem of uncertainty will have to be addressed
in many of these systems. In this paper we propose how
incorporating sensor drawbacks can lead to better physical
interaction.
Sensors drawbacks are only one part of the problem that HCI
researchers face. Many other technical problems related to
bandwidth, connectivity, latency, and power will have to be dealt
with. Here we focus on the drawbacks of sensing systems
In particular we analyze the effects that sensing systems have on
human-computer interaction. We give an overview over sensing
tasks of interest for HCI, and discuss main sensor drawbacks. We
then propose a set of design ideas to make physical interaction
clearer and more useable.

2. SENSOR CHARACTERISTICS
By analyzing the effects sensor systems have on physical
interaction we hope to bridge the gap between sensor research and
physical interaction design. In this section we analyze sensing
systems with respect to important sensing tasks for physical
interfaces.
In Table 1 a few representative perception tasks for physical
interaction interfaces are listed. The perception tasks are sorted by
increasing task complexity. The sensing system is decomposed in
the actual sensors and the recognition system. The column
“recognition system” describes the actual sensor data processing
algorithm used. This can either be a complex statistical pattern
recognition system or a simple thresholding algorithm amongst
others. The examples are either applications or projects that make
use of the perception tasks for their interfaces.
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Table 1: Perception tasks ordered by increasing complexity
Perception Task

Sensors

Wireless switches/sliders

Switches/sliders

Detecting
presence

IR-sensor
Floor weight switch
IR-based location

Triangulation,

Precision

Ultrasonic location

time of flight

Precision

persons

Object location
Object identification

Recognition System

Main Drawbacks

Examples

Latency

iStuff [7], Phydgets Error!
Reference
source
not
found.

Threshold

Latency, ambiguity

Threshold

Latency

Automatic
door,
faucet, auto. urinal
MediaCup [5]

Rf-id tags

Database

Too many items

Smart shopping cart

Weight sensors

Weight matching

Ambiguity

Weight
surfaces
Tangible bricks [2]

Dead reckoning

Sensor
precision,
ambiguities

MediaCup [5]
Tourist guide [11]

&

[6],

Object movements

Inertial
gyros)

People’s location

GPS

Map lookup

Robustness,
work indoors

Ultrasonic, …

Triangulation

Precision

Active bat, …

Inertial

Various HMM,
in
general
pattern
recognition

Recognition
rate,
latency, ambiguity

Sign language recognition,
interactive narrative systems

Gestures (depends on
number of commands)

(accel.

water

Vision

doesn’t

…

Combined
Handwriting recognition

Scanner,
touch
sensitive screen

Optical
character
recognition (OCR)

Learning time, latency,
recognition rate

PDA
input
recognizing
notes

Speech
(commands)

Audio

Signal matching

Robustness

Voice dialing

Speech
general

recognition

recognition

systems,
handwritten

HMM, …
in

Audio

HMM’s,
recg.

Situation detection

Audio & video

Activity recognition

Video, inertial

pattern

Recognition
latency

Statistical
recognition

pattern

Recognition rate

Context sensitive notification

Statistical
recognition

pattern

Recognition rate

Context
sensitive
notification, surveillance

Most problems with the use of sensors for physical interaction
arise because of the uncertainty which is inherent in sensor
systems. Where uncertainty comes from can be analyzed by
regarding the different aspects of sensor uncertainty. Here we
differentiate between four aspects, namely robustness, recognition
rate, precision, and ambiguity.
Robustness of a system describes how well a system performs
over all external conditions that make sense for a specific task.
This includes changes of lighting conditions, changes in the noise
level, and changes of the number of people in the environment.
The recognition rate quantifies the performance of a classification
system for a recognition task under fixed external conditions.
Often the rate is gained during experiments with a set of example
test data. In contrast the precision of a sensing system describes
how well the output of the sensor system represents the real world
phenomenon. Finally, ambiguity describes how well different
physical phenomena can be held apart using a certain sensor
configuration. When two real world actions have similar effects
on the sensor system they become hard to distinguish, i.e.
ambiguous.
Table 2 gives an overview of the different aspects of uncertainty.
It relates the different aspects to the level from which they emerge
in the sensing system.

other

rate,

Taking down a text

If a system is not robust towards environmental changes this can
be very annoying and surprising to the user. For example mobile
phone voice dialing systems are expected to work wherever you
are. However close to a noisy street, it would be surprising if such
a system would work. Similarly the Global Positioning System
(GPS) will not always have satellite contact in a city with tall
skyscrapers.
Similarly, a sensor system with a low recognition rate can
become interruptive. When using a gesture based interface the
user doesn’t want to have to repeat every third gesture just
because the system didn’t understand. In the example of a retina
scanner for access control purposes a low recognition rate would
definitely be cumbersome.
The precision of a sensor influences the previously mentioned
recognition rate, but also has its own influences on physical
interaction systems. Sensors with inherently low precision will
only be used for tasks with minor importance, if at all. Variations
in precision during use of the sensor will result in effects of
annoyance and surprise to the user. Most indoor positioning
systems still are not very precise. This may be one reason for
them not being successful in many commercial applications.
Sensing ambiguities in systems can also have disturbing effects
on physical interaction. The automatic opening of a train door
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Table 2: Aspects of uncertainty in sensor systems
Sensing system level

Uncertainty aspect

Task

Robustness

Classification System

Recognition Rate

Sensor

Precision

Physical Signal

Ambiguity

when a passenger is turning a page of his newspaper is at least
surprising, sometimes even bothering. Ambiguities during speech
input can have serious implications. If you are talking to your
office neighbor about “deleting files”, you definitely don’t want
your system to take such a drastic action.
All sensor drawbacks mentioned until now were directly related
to the uncertainty of sensing systems. Beyond uncertainty, the
latency of a sensor system is important for physical interaction.
Latency directly influences the interactivity of a system. Slow
systems become cumbersome to use, as the flow of action is
always interrupted by pauses. In the worst case systems may even
loose causality. This happens when delays become so long that
the user is unable to make the connection between his input and
the systems reaction.
Although sensor system researchers are making vast amounts of
progress, it is clear that uncertainties will always remain. We
believe that these remaining uncertainties and sensor latency
needs to be incorporated into interaction design. By integrating
these sensor drawbacks systems will become less interruptive and
less cumbersome.
The effects that sensor uncertainty and latency have on the
interaction experience range from being surprising over disturbing
to totally interrupting. These effects are well known from the
general field of HCI and have been discussed widely under the
names of principle of least surprise [14] and principal of fluid
interaction [15]. Systems designed with these principals in mind
are easier to use and find greater acceptance. Designing physical
interaction systems with these principles in mind is only the next
step. In the next section we propose simple design guidelines to
comply with these principles.

3. DESIGNING INTERACTION WITH
SENSOR DRAWBACKS IN MIND
To enable more usable physical interaction, sensor and interaction
researchers need to work together. On the sensor side researchers
need to become aware of the effects of their systems on
interaction. For example, robustness of systems could be
increased if the exact task profile for the usage of the system is
clearly defined. Defining sensor system characteristics should
always be done with respect to a given task.
A paramount goal of interaction design is to keep the user’s
mental model [14] of the system as simple as possible. The
system should appear causal to the user. This is why the principle
of least surprise has such great importance. Keeping sensor
drawbacks in mind during the design of physical interaction
results in a more precise anticipation of the mental model the user
will have.

There are several ways of dealing with sensor drawbacks in
interactive systems. MacColl et al. [1] describe the basic idea of
explicitly presenting uncertainty. They describe four ways to
present uncertain information: pessimistic, optimistic, cautious,
and opportunistic. Horvitz [13] proposes systems that vary their
self-initiative depending on uncertainty and the expected utility of
an action. Mankoff et al. [17] present the technique of mediation,
where the user can chooses from several possible recognition
results.
While studying the effects of uncertainty as a whole is important,
we believe that the different aspects of uncertainty identified in
the previous section need to be considered individually and in
more detail. In the remainder of this section we do this by
presenting examples.
When insufficient robustness is the cause of error, the user should
be informed why the system is not working. It may simply be that
the system doesn’t work in a loud environment, as in the example
of using voice dialing close to a noisy street. Telling the user the
reason for the lack of robustness, gives him the possibility to
change the setting. Many GPS Systems for example, let the user
know how well the system is working by showing the number of
satellites available.
When systems have low recognition rates they become
interrupting whenever they make wrong decisions. Presenting the
results non-destructively is one way around constantly
interrupting the user. For example, handwriting recognition in the
Interactive Workspaces Project [9] presents the recognized text
beside the handwritten text. In this way the user is not interrupted
by wrong recognitions but can still be aware of the systems
recognition.
Applying sensor systems with low precision needs to be done
with grate care with respect to the effects wrong results may have.
Automatic system actions have to be designed with the precision
of the sensor in mind. Drastic actions should only be taken when
precision is high.
For both systems with low recognition rates and low precision it
may be useful to display a confidence level of the system. For a
recognition system this may be the recognition probability or an
external evaluation. For a sensing system with imprecision on the
sensor level the momentary precision depending on the external
conditions could be shown to the user.
In systems with inherent ambiguity interaction should be designed
to minimize surprising the user by unexpected actions. This can
be done by informing the user about what is sensed. For example,
a train passenger will be less surprised about an automatically
opening door when he turns a page in his newspaper, if he knows
how far the sensor reaches. A method for actually reducing
ambiguity has already been used in speech recognition systems.
Here quasimodes [12] let the user activate the system by pressing
a key on the keyboard. Using this no more mistakes happen when
the system was listening and you thought it wasn’t.
Beyond uncertainty, dealing with latency of sensing systems is a
highly important task. Offering the user immediate feedback is
often invaluable. Giving the user a notion of how long an action
will take can also be encoded in feedback. In [16] a tactile display
is presented which gives feedback of how far a task on a mobile
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device has advanced. The stronger the device shakes the further
the task has progressed.
Informing the user on how far his request to the system has
advanced, could be accomplished using a feedback chain. The
idea of a feedback chain is to inform the user about how far his
command to the system has been processed. This could be done
on each relevant level. For example, pressing a wireless button
would give an immediate local feedback by lighting an LED on
the device. When the system recognizes the event, further
feedback could be given on an ambient display. When finally the
command is processed it could be reported back to the user by
letting the wireless button shake or flash an LED. Such a
feedback chain would help the user build a mental model of the
system. Beyond that it could be a useful tool for anticipating
system errors.

4. DISCUSSION
Although sensor drawbacks will always exist it is still necessary
to further investigate innovative sensing approaches using various
sensors and algorithms. Most importantly sensor systems need to
be evaluated on real interaction tasks. For this, sensor researchers
need to work together with interaction designers.
In the HCI community, the task conditions in which interaction
will take place need to be clearly stated. Beyond this, the
drawbacks inherent to sensor systems need to be taken into
account. Thus an informed design can take place. Overall, the
loop between interaction designers and sensor researchers needs
to be lived.
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ABSTRACT
Two major differences between ubiquitous computing and a
traditional desktop scenario consist of the number of users
interacting simultaneously with a system, and the number of
devices that they use. This paper focuses on the physical user
interfaces problem of how device control is allocated, shared, and
released by services and users. Based on a classification of
different types of devices, we analyze in which ways a device can
be controlled. We then identify several influencing factors in
allocating devices, and conclude by sketching out a high-level
strategy for the (semi) automatic handling of device allocation.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.5.2 [User Interfaces]: Input devices and strategies, interaction
styles.

General Terms
Management, design, human factors.

Keywords
Human computer interaction, ubiquitous computing, device
control.

1. INTRODUCTION
Until recently, interfaces for single users in a stationary setting
were the focus for much of the research in human-computer
interaction. This usually took the form of a single person using a
single desktop computer. Although research is now being
conducted on interaction with multiple devices [3], interfaces for
mobile applications [4], and computer-supported collaborative
work (support for multiple users in a distributed setting) [1,2], the
research community is only slowly advancing on the combination
of these features in an intelligent environments setting that
supports multiple collocated users.
A common feature of intelligent environments today is that they
consist of multiple devices, and that multiple users can
simultaneously request services from the environment. In
This paper was presented at “Physical Interaction (PI03) –
Workshop on Real World User Interfaces”, a workshop at
the Mobile HCI Conference 2003 in Udine (Italy). September
8, 2003. The copyright remains with the authors.
Further information and online proceedings are available at
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comparison to typical desktop scenarios, devices are now
distributed throughout the environment, and like the user, some of
them are now highly mobile. Devices and users may enter or
leave an environment without warning, and individual users may
bring along their own devices. In comparison to interfaces for
typical desktop scenarios, the interfaces for ubiquitous computing
are increasingly transparent, and as dynamic as the devices they
contain. In the right light, the effect of such environment
characteristics can result in a much more natural and flexible
means of interaction for users with the environment around them,
and an enriched range of available services. However, for this to
be true, there are different concerns that first need to be addressed
regarding multiple users and multiple devices. This is independent
of the type of environment that exists, be it at work, at home, in a
museum, while shopping, or even outdoors.
To illustrate such concerns, let us assume that all members of a
household wish to retire to the living room. One person wishes to
watch TV, while another wishes to have a book read out to them.
Yet another would like to play chess, and a final person wants to
surf the Internet. One concern with this scenario is who controls
what device at which time, and what this control might look like?
Can devices be shared, and if so which ones, and by how many
users? Will different services offered by the environment require
the same devices? Will the delivery of multiple services affect the
quality of other services currently being requested? This paper
outlines the underlying concepts and relationships that will help to
address these issues in the future.
In section 2, we define the interacting components of a physical
user interface. In section 3, we discuss how an intelligent
environment may incorporate device allocation, device sharing
and device release for multiple users. Sections 4 and 5 discuss
factors concerning the allocation of devices to users and services,
and how such an allocation strategy might conceptually look like.

2. INTERACTING ELEMENTS OF A
PHYSICAL USER INTERFACE
An intelligent environment can be seen to encompass three
essential interacting elements – devices, services, and users. In
comparison to traditional desktop environments, these
components are largely decoupled from traditional graphical
interfaces, and interactions primarily take place through
(partially) transparent interfaces. We can distinguish between
several classes of interface devices, depending on their type and
their individual profile properties. When a device is primarily
concerned with the handling of input and output, as in the case of
cameras, microphones and displays, their type can be classified as
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dedicated. However, when the primary role of a device is to fulfill
other functions in everyday life, they may be classified as nondedicated. Non-dedicated devices can be further classified based
on whether they have been augmented or enhanced. Enhanced
devices can be grouped as either active when they pursue
interaction with their environment (e.g. a smart bookshelf, or
touch-sensitive table), or passive when the environment must
pursue interaction with them (e.g. an RFID tagged book). A nonenhanced device in comparison would simply be a non-tagged
ordinary coffee mug. This device taxonomy is shown in Figure 1
below.

on the type of services available (e.g. users that prefer reading
books compared to watching TV).
An important aspect that arises in intelligent environments is
which user or service controls what device, and how devices are
shared among users and services. Control refers to the allocation
of a device to a particular user and/or service so that the user or
service can use it for interaction. Some devices may support
multiple users, so the notion of device sharing is also of
relevance. Sharing may be either user independent, cooperative,
or parallel. These concepts are discussed in more detail below.

3. CONTROL AND SHARING
The entities and concepts we defined in the previous sections (e.g.
users, devices, and control) form a complex and interacting
system that is strongly influenced by situational factors. In this
section, we propose a preliminary analysis of these interactions.

Figure 1. Device taxonomy
An extended categorization of devices would see the
incorporation of device profiling. This would cover individual
properties of the device such as whether the device is suitable for
private or public use, or whether or not it is shareable. Other
properties in a device profile may include the devices ability to
cater for different human senses (e.g. sight, sound, touch, smell,
taste), and information regarding device ownership. Device
ownership is particularly important for devices such as PDAs and
bluetooth headsets, which may be owned by single users, and
only be brought into an environment as additional infrastructure.
This is in comparison to devices such as large displays and
speakers that belong to an environment’s own infrastructure.
Services represent the functionality of an intelligent environment,
and rely on the availability of underlying devices to form a
channel of communication with its users. For example, watching
television requires both audio and visual output devices to
function. In contrast to typical single-user desktop scenarios, the
spatial location of both the user and the required devices is more
dynamic, and this also gives rise to a range of external factors that
need to be considered when allocating services to users, such as
whether one service will interfere with another service, or how
many services a device can physically support.
In comparison to single-user desktop scenarios where a sole user
controls all devices, scenarios catering for the simultaneous
support of several users must share devices among multiple users,
all of whom may be moving around in the environment. Users
may be collaborating with one another, or interacting
independently. They may be distributed (in different
environments), or collocated (in the same environment). Users
may have a preference for using particular devices (e.g. a large
screen over a small screen). Some users will have a preference for
the set of input modalities they wish to use (e.g. a disabled person
with poor vision), and other users will place a different emphasis

In an intelligent environment, both users and services (the system)
may request control of a device, and in different ways. One such
form of request is user-initiated, in which a user asks for a
specific service, and directly specifies which device(s) should be
used. However, there are several ways to specify a device,
ranging from spoken commands (“Show my email on the big
plasma display.”) to multi-modal references (“Show my email on
that [pointing gesture] screen.”) and physical acts such as picking
up a pointing device. The set of possible (physical or nonphysical) actions for obtaining device control depend on the type
of device (see Figure 1) and its profile properties. For example,
while a user can pick up small devices such as remote controls,
larger devices like touch-sensitive tables cannot be picked up.
Another form of request is system-initiated, in that the system (or
a service) automatically allocates a set of devices for a given task.
The resulting assignment may however displease the user – even
if multiple situational factors are taken into account – and the user
may feel controlled by the system. In addition, a combined usersystem initiated approach is possible, where the user directly
specifies some devices while others are selected by the system.
While this may combine the problems inherent to both
approaches, it may also remedy some. For example, if a user can
specify at least some devices, they may less likely feel that they
are not in control. In addition, the mixed allocation of devices
would free the user from specifying all devices that s/he wants to
use for a task, which could be tedious (e.g. “I want to browse the
web using this screen, this loudspeaker, this keyboard…”).
As shown in Figure 2, the control of a device can be either
exclusive or shared. In the first case, a single person uses the
device, while in the later case several users may access the device
either cooperatively (e.g. playing a game together) or in parallel
(e.g. two users browsing the web in two separate windows on a
single large screen). In principle, the methods for allocating
device control also apply to device sharing, with the exception
that not all devices are shareable (e.g. a headphone), and purely
system-driven decisions on device sharing would most likely
alienate users. As an example, consider a user reading their email
on a desktop monitor, as the layout of the screen is suddenly
changed so that only part of it still displays the email while the
rest is used for a video game that two other users want to play.
The final step in the handling of device control consists of
releasing the control of a device. Again, the considerations we
presented for allocating control also apply to the release process
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in that either the user or the system may explicitly or implicitly
release control of a device. In addition, there may be a strong
spatial-temporal component in the process, such as when a user
simply walks away from a set of devices or does not use the
device(s) for a longer period of time. In this case, control of the
devices should also be implicitly released.

Figure 2. Assignment of device control
An orthogonal dimension to the processes of obtaining, sharing,
and releasing control is the way in which changes in control are
confirmed and authorized, as well as how conflicting requests are
handled. Furthermore, we can distinguish between two different
ways in which users are informed about a change in control. The
change is either communicated explicitly (e.g. the system
generates speech output such as “the plasma screen is now in use
by Brian.”), or implicitly, i.e. the device is simply allocated to
another user without notification. The most appropriate way to
communicate change in control also depends on who initiated the
change, for example if the change was initiated by the system, an
explicit explanation may be beneficial to avoid alienating users.

4. FACTORS INFLUENCING THE
CONTROL OF MULTIPLE DEVICES

limitation. If the devices that a service requires are no longer
available, the system will have to either consider redistributing
the already allocated devices, or inform the user of an expected
waiting time. Such a redistribution of devices may be classified as
resource adaptation.
Similar to devices, users must also be modeled if the system is to
best understand their needs, and this information must be merged
with any prerequisites the user may currently have. An important
issue is that users need to be provided with system resources in a
fair manner, and must also ”feel” that this is the case, especially
in times of device conflict. The system must be able to make
distinctions between the desired needs of a user, i.e. soft
prerequisites, and the required needs of a user, i.e. hard
prerequisites. For example, a distinction may be made between a
user who desires a large screen to read their email simply because
the screen is large, compared to a visually impaired user who
requires a large screen in order to see anything at all. Distinctions
may also be required to classify the value of a user’s work (e.g. an
intern playing solitaire, compared to the CEO’s secretary
updating business spreadsheets), and the access rights a user or
service may have to devices (e.g. should a service be allowed to
assign the personal PDA of a user to another user’s use?)
In contrast to single-user scenarios, multiple users also require
certain social aspects to be considered when allocating the control
of devices, such as privacy, background noise to other users, and
urgency. Social implications can affect either the user themself /
1st party (e.g. introverted users, and users desiring privacy while
reading emails), or cooperating users / 2nd parties (e.g. does one
input device such as a microphone dominate over another input
device such as a keyboard), or other users / 3rd parties (e.g. one
user watching television while another is trying to read). Social
aspects may also apply to the type of service such as bank
transfers or the editing of finance spreadsheets, and to the type of
task within a service such as entering a PIN number or password.

The control of multiple devices by users and services in an
intelligent environment can (as shown above) be divided into the
areas of device allocation, sharing and release. These forms of
control are however influenced by a multitude of factors
characteristic of a dynamically changing environment. There is
for example a need for constant re-evaluation and adaptation of
the allocation of resources, due to fluctuations in users and
devices as they move in and out of an intelligent environment. In
this section, we describe service and user implications on device
control as required for physical user interfaces, and also consider
social issues and spatial/temporal constraints relating to multiple
users.

Spatial influences can also have a large effect on allocating device
control to multiple users. While a system must try and distribute
users to areas that best support the service, it must also consider
any desires of the user, and try not to force a user to move ”too”
far away from their current position. Spatial concerns become
more complex when devices are already in use by other users, as
the system must then try and predict for optimal allocation of
resources for the present time, and also for the future. Decisions
must also be made as to when a person wishes to move their
service to another part of the environment, or has stopped using a
set of services altogether (e.g. a user going to the toilet compared
to a user who no longer wants to watch television). It must also
weigh up the need for some users to relocate to other areas in
order to accommodate for additional users in the environment.

Both services and users may have preferences for different types
of devices. One way to accommodate for this is through device
modeling, by listing the properties of each device (e.g.
shareable/non-shareable, private/public, modalities being catered
for), and making the model accessible by each service and user.
An added level of complexity arises when a device is only partly
shareable. Some devices such as touchscreen displays although
being shareable on the presentation side (screen can be split in
two halves), are currently still difficult to share in parallel on the
input side, due to the touch sensors only identifying a single
user’s interactions at a time. Another factor is that of resource

Temporal influences include for example the urgency in which a
user requires a service or set of devices. Temporal conflicts may
arise when there are too few devices for a required service, and
may require decisions to be made by the system as to how long a
user must wait before either an alternative user’s service is
disrupted, or other users are relocated. The importance of the new
user’s task is also relevant in such a situation, as user disruptions
are only rarely appropriate. For example, a conflict may arise if
one user wants to watch the news (which is only broadcast at
specific times) while another is already playing a computer game.
Providing user feedback on expected waiting times and feedback
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regarding the information that the system is grounding its
decisions on, along with the ability for the user to schedule events
in the future, will all help a user feel more in control in such a
situation.

5. CONCEPTUALIZING AN
ALLOCATION STRATEGY
Strategies allowing for multiple users and services to obtain, share
and release control of multiple devices must be flexible and fair.
This section illustrates a basic conceptual strategy to help the
understanding on how important factors such as those described
in section 4 may fit together in a practical implementation. As
shown in Figure 3, the strategy is flexible in that the user can
select either a service (e.g. “I want to watch TV”), a service and a
set of devices (e.g. ”I want to watch TV on that display and those
speakers”), or just a set of devices (e.g. ”I want to use that display
and those speakers”). This is achieved through the notion of a
service/device request, in which the system tries to fill in the
“UNKNOWN” fields, based on implicit and explicit user input. In
this strategy, devices are generally associated to a service. This
means that if a user only selects a set of devices and the system
cannot implicitly or explicitly determine what the user wants the
device(s) for, the device(s) will be reallocated when required by
another service. As described in section 4, the prerequisites for
devices and users need to be considered, as too the social
implications that may arise to any 1st, 2nd or 3rd parties involved.
Spatial and temporal constraints are also considered, and only
then are the devices allocated to a user. Conflicts will
undoubtedly also exist in a system that allows for multiple users
interacting with multiple devices, and solutions to these (if at all
adequately resolvable) may take the form of removing soft
prerequisites in the search for appropriate devices, calculating
new optimal device allocations, or simply informing the user of
expected waiting times. Transforming this conceptual strategy
into a concrete solution will form a major part of our future work.

Figure 3. Outline of a device allocation strategy

6. CONCLUSIONS
Physical user interfaces are an important aspect to modern
intelligent environments, and have been shown to be very
dynamic and difficult to model. The main components of such
interfaces are the devices themselves. This paper addresses the
concerns on allocating, sharing and releasing multiple devices to
multiple users and services in such a physical user interface
setting. We illustrate the factors affecting this process, and also
sketch out how they may conceptually fit together in a practical
solution.
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Exploiting Physicality: linking action and effect
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If the real world becomes the user interface, in what ways can we
use it to create new forms of interaction? We are interested in
how novel technologies might be used to support learning,
specifically in the cognitive benefits of using one kind of interface
or another. Two approaches that have been taken are the tangibles
approach, where objects in the real world can be digitally
augmented and manipulated to produce digital effects, and sensorbased interaction, where people in the real world can be identified
and tracked, and serve as the trigger themselves for digital events
to take place. From a technical perspective these two approaches
have much in common: sensors are used to track the location or
state of an object or person, and this information is used to send
information relevant to that state or location. However, the benefit
in terms of users’ understanding of these systems is as yet
unclear.
A number of theorists have argued that productive learning can
result from a cycle between engaged situated action [2] and more
objective reflection [1, 4]. Intuitively, it might be expected that
real world interfaces could support this type of learning well: the
learner’s primary focus can be on the real world, providing the
facility to really contextualise learning, but at the same time to
augment and enhance it, providing reflection prompts or further
information in a timely fashion.
An interesting issue that we perceive is in how readily the learner
understands the link between physical action and digital effect.
Learners may less readily understand the link when it is triggered
by a change in location in a large-scale environment, than by, for
example, manipulating an object on a table-top tangible interface.
As part of the Ambient Wood project, which aimed to explore the
potential of technology to augment the information available on
an ecology field trip [3], we investigated some of the issues
related to this question.
Initially we had envisaged delivering information about local
flora and fauna to children engaged in exploring a large-scale
woodland environment via handheld computers [3]. However, it
became apparent in a trial run of the experience that children did
not readily make the link between information presented to them
and the real objects in the world: simply because the children
were standing next to a tree in the wood didn’t mean that they
were currently interested in that tree, and the information
delivered to the handheld relating to it was frequently ignored.

In contrast, a probe tool designed to allow the children to measure
light and moisture levels in the wood allowed a more direct and
active link between physical action and digital effect (an abstract
representation of light or moisture level). By recording the
location where each reading was taken, we were also able to
present children with a representation of the readings taken in
different habitats in the wood, allowing comparison and
facilitating reflection about the about the relationships between
light and moisture levels and the local plant life. Thus, the
relationship between physical action and digital effect occurred at
two distinct levels with this tool. Immediate feedback while using
the probe seemed to encourage greater levels of exploration,
while the delayed feedback showing all readings together
promoted reflective thought and discussion between the kids.
We pose the following questions for discussion:
•

From a cognitive perspective, in what circumstances
might it be beneficial for a learner to knowingly
(deliberately) trigger an effect, and in what
circumstances might an unknown trigger be beneficial?

•

How might information more relevant to a learner’s
focus of attention be delivered in an exploratory
activity?
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ABSTRACT
This paper describes an approach based on the decoupling of
devices, functionality and the user interface, proposing a
generic interface and mapping of real-world elements with the
virtual world. The research project looks at interfaces for our
technological environment in general, which can be called
the electronic ecology or e-cology

1.

INTRODUCTION

Due to the tendencies of increased networking and the
continuing miniaturisation, the desktop computer is
disappearing. In some situations (for instance when mobile)
the computer has disappeared already. The physical presence
of the appliance has shrunk to a point where all that remains
is the human interface, or even beyond that point......

1.1

The Computer has Disappeared, Now what?

The danger is, as we have seen with other technologies in the
past that have been miniaturised away, that when the
computer disappears also the interface will disappear. The
field of HCI research can take this as an opportunity. After
all, the interface technology is extremely malleable and
interfaces can be shaped taking the human (in)capabilities
(both physically as well as mentally) as a starting point rather
than the technology. Form follows function, not the
technology - more than ever because the computer technology
has virtually disappeared. It is sometimes said that the ideal
interface has to be invisible (or disappeared?), but this is
mainly a sentiment that stems from the frustration caused by
interfaces that are badly designed (if at all) and are seemingly
getting in the way. Generally computers do not do what the
user wants, but what the engineers and designers think the
users wants, or what the engineers and designers want the
users to want. When the computer becomes ubiquitous the
danger is that this misunderstanding also becomes ubiquitous.
The need for a solid and understandable interface for
ubiquitous computing is bigger than ever.

1.2

The Ubiquitous Interface

A spatial interface, such as used in what I call Interactivated
Spaces, is a way of searching for solutions for the problem of
how to control an invisible, ubiquitous system. Such an
interface can be a combination of speech recognition, gestural
control, and tangible interaction elements that are placed in
the space or worn by the user.

1.3

A shift in thinking: from devices to functions

For several years there has been a tendency in technological
developments towards the disappearance of devices, the
functions of which are then incorporated in the remaining
appliances.
This paper was presented at "Physical Interaction (PI03) Workshop on
Real World User Interfaces", a workshop at the Mobile HCI
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These resulting multifunctional appliances are therefore
harder to operate. The tendency of the increased networking
of appliances results in functions disappearing into the
network. An example of this is the "voice mail box", storing
messages somewhere in the network instead of on a tape or
chip in an answering machine in the home. This has certain
advantages, but the problematic issue is that the interface of
the old answering machine, which gave access to the
functionality of voice mail, has disappeared. Now, the
functionality needs to be operated with an interface that was
never designed for this - "to delete this message, press 5".
This results in cumbersome switching between modes and
modalities, instead of just having a "delete" button at hand.
The research project is making an analysis of this
technological environment based on functionalities rather than
based on the devices (which change and often have
disappeared). This research attempts to separate functionality
and technology.

1.4

The Generic Interface

Approaching our technological environment as outlined
above, it becomes possible to create an overview of
functionalities (whether in devices or in virtual, networked
environments) and interfaces. The interface usually affords a
two-way interaction: it has an input channel (buttons, dials)
and an output channel (displays). A number of 'mediumindependent' functions can be identified which are applicable
to all sorts of content: for instance a "play" button that
activates a message in a voice mail functionality, or plays
music track in a CD playing functionality. In the design of the
generic interface some medium-specific controls need to be
implementable too. The generic interface is a contrast with
the present situation. Currently, one may be walking around
with a mobile telephone (interface: a few buttons, small
display), a PDA (very few buttons, pen input, larger display),
a laptop computer (trackpad, keyboard, even larger screen), a
walkman or CD player (buttons, dials, headphones), a watch
(tiny buttons, small display), et cetera. It is clear that there is a
lot of overlap in the interfaces, which is the tradition. The
strong point of this is, as seen from the user, that there is a
fixed mapping between interface elements and functionality.
When devices disappear, and a generic interface remains, this
mapping needs to be designed and built in a different way,
without losing the clarity and transparency.

1.5

Mapping of functionalities and interfaces

The focus of the research is on the development and testing of
interfaces and interaction styles that link the functionality,
content and control (mapping). Part of the approach is based
on using real world objects, their (virtual) affordances and
beacons, gesturally by pointing and linking. Objects and
processes that are outside the field of view can be represented
by icons, metaphors and maps. The articulations in this
gestural input will be supported by a rich, multimodal
feedback.
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How the move to physical user interfaces can make
human computer interaction a more enjoyable
experience
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1. INTRODUCTION
As the interface moves away from the WIMP paradigm and
becomes more physical or tangible, the field of HCI is
expanding to include alongside usability goals, user
experience goals [8]. There are many aspects of these new
physical interfaces that, in addition to other benefits over
WIMP interfaces, I argue will provide more pleasurable
interactive user experiences. Below are just a few.
Physical interfaces can offer a direct relationship between
information and control, and even allow direct control of
virtual objects through physical objects. Laurel discusses how
traditionally interaction technology interfaces are considered
as intermediaries between the person and what they want t o
achieve [7]. In contrast, in order to promote engagement in
interaction she argues the system should provide the user with
interactive first-person-ness, allowing them to act more
directly. A physical interface could achieve this. Having good
control is rated by people as one of the important aspects of a
pleasurable product [3]. Schneiderman [9] suggests that
people like to have control of their interactions as it gives
them a sense of power over the system.
Physio-pleasure, to do with the body and sense organs, is one
of the four types of pleasure involved in pleasurable
experience [6]. An important part of the experience of a
product is in feeling or touching it, the satisfying clunk of the
car door shutting, the smell of a new magazine. Another of the
four pleasures, ideo-pleasure highlights the importance of how
something looks, its aesthetics. In the world of physical
interfaces the look and feel of interaction can be taken to new
levels.
The theory of flow describes situations in which optimal
experience can be achieved [2]. One important factor is the
provision of immediate feedback to actions; this is of course
important for usability in any type of system. With a physical
interface it is possible to provide feedback in a variety of
modalities. An important aspect of a tangible interface as
described by Ishii and Ullmer [5] is the seamless integration of
representation and control. The physical state of the system
partially embodies the underlying digital state allowing the
user to feel and to see in a 3D environment the state of the
system. The games industry already utilises this introducing
more physical controllers and even providing haptic feedback.
People’s attention is automatically drawn to things which are
novel in our environment. We form schemas or expectations
about what might happen next given the context which allows
This paper was presented at "Physical Interaction (PI03) –Workshop
on Real World User Interfaces", a workshop at the Mobile HCI
Conference 2003 in Udine (Italy). September 8, 2003. The copyright
remains with the author. Further information is available at
http://www.medien.informatik.uni-muenchen.de/en/events/pi03/
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us to prepare. We are surprised if this expectation is not met, or
uncertain if more than one expectation is aroused at once.
Berylne [1] suggests this raises our arousal (readiness to react)
levels and that slight transitory jumps in arousal can be
pleasant because of the relief felt afterwards. This can be
exploited in physical interfaces by coupling familiar physical
objects with unexpected or unusual digital capabilities.
Ambiguity can be introduced into design by placing
something out of context or not presenting complete
information about what the system knows or is displaying [4].
This can produce “intriguing, mysterious and delightful”
results and encourage close personal engagement with the
system.
For any interface the goal of the user is the most important
thing. In an extension to Maslow’s hierarchy of needs, [6]
suggests that once we have functionality, then we will want
usability and once we have that we will want it to be a
pleasurable experience. By enabling more direct control and
feedback on a number of levels, providing pleasure through
the look and feel of the physical aspects of the interface and
with the possibility to intrigue, it seems clear to me that the
physical user interface can help take us the step beyond
usability.
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